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Subinstruction ADSO
Subinstructions CAO and DCAl
Subinstructions CSO and DCS!
Subinstruction NDXO
Subinstruction RSM3 . • •

Subinstruction NDXl
Subinstruction XCHO
Subinstruction DXCHO
Subinstruction DXCHl
Subinstruction TSO
Subinstruction ADO . . . .

Subinstruction MASKO
Subinstruction BZFO
Subinstruction MSUO
Subinstruction QXCHO
Subinstruction AUGO
Subinstruction DIMO
Subinstruction DCAO
Subinstruction DCSO .

Subinstruetion SUO

Page

4-251
4-264
4-278
4-280
4-303
4-304

4-307
4-309
4-310
4-311
4-312
4-314
4-314
4-315
4-315
4-315
4-316
4-317
4-318
4-318
4-319
4-320
4-320
4-321
4-321
4-322
4-323
4-324
4-324
4-325
4-326
4-327
4-328

4-330
4-330
4-331
4-332
4-333
4-334
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TABLES (cont)

Number Page

4-LI SubinstructioD NDXXO 4-334

4-Ln SubinstructioD NDXXl 4-335
4-Lin Subinstruction BZMFO 4-336
4-LrV Subinstruction READO 4-337

4-LV Subinstruction WRITEO 4-338
4-LVI Subinstruction RANDO 4-339
4-LVn Subinstruction WANDO 4-340
4-LVin Subinstruction RORO 4-341

4-LIX Subinstruction WORO 4-341

4-LX Subinstruction RXORO 4-342

4-LXI Subinstruction RUPTO 4-343

4-LXII Subinstruction RUPTl 4-343

4-LXni Subinstruction PINC 4-344

4-LXrV Subinstruction MINC . 4-344
4-LXV Subinstruction PCDU 4-345

4-LXVI Subinstruction MCDU 4-345

4-LXVn Subinstruction DING 4-346

4-LXVIII Subinstruction SHINC 4-347

4-LXIX Subinstruction SHANC 4-347

4-LXX Subinstruction INOTRD ......... .
4-348

4-LXXI Subinstruction INOTLD 4-348

4-LXXn Subinstruetions FETCHO and STOREO 4-349

4-LXXm Subinstruction FETCHl 4-349

4-LXXIV Subinstruction STORE 1 4-350

4-LXXV Control Pulse Origin. 4-357

4-LXXVI Register A and L Write Line Inputs 4-393

4-LXXVII Write Amplifiers External Inputs 4-413/4-414

4-LXXVin Erasable Memory Address Selection 4-425/4-426

4-LXXIX LGC/CMC Interrupts 4-432
4-LXXX LGC/CMC Interrupt Functions 4-443
4-LXXXI LGC/CMC Counter Cell/Register Assignments 4-445
4-LXXXn Input Channel 30 - LGC 4-487
4-LXXXIII Input Channel 31 - LGC 4-489
4-LXXXIV Input Channel 32 - LGC 4-491
4-LXXXV Input Channel 33 - LGC 4-493
4-LXXXVI Input Channel 30 - CMC 4-495
4-LXXXVII Input Channel 31 - CMC 4-497
4-LXXXVin Input Channel 32 - CMC 4-498
4-LXXXVIX Input Channel 33 - CMC 4-499
4-XC Truth Table for Z Axis PIPA Counter 4-503
4-XCI RCS Control Signals - LGC and CMC 4-504
4-XCII Channel 11 Output Signals 4-513
4-XCin Channel 12 Output Signals - LGC 4-514
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TABLES (cont)

Number Page

4-XCrV Channel 12 Output Signals - CMC 4-515

4-XCV Radar Data Processing 4-518

4-XCVI Gyro Drive Pulses 4-539

4-XCVII E Addressing 4-563

4-XCVin F Addressing 4-572

4-XCIX Power Distribution 4-637

4-C Relay Matrix Codes 4-661

4-CI Digit Code 4-662

6-1 Checkout and Maintenance Test Equipment 6-1
6-n Checkout and Maintenance Tools 6-5

6-

1II List of Operating Procedure JDC's for GSE 6-6

7-

1 Equipment Required for Checkout 7-2

7-II PGNCS Interconnect Cables 7-4

7-ni Inertial Subsystem Interconnect Cables 7-10

7-

rV Computer Subsystem Interconnect Cables 7-14

8-

1 PGNCS and ISS Loop Diagrams and Schematics 8-5

8-n CSS Logic Diagrams and Schematics 8-5

8-III List of Removal and Replacement JDC's 8-7

8-IV Repair Verification Requirements 8-8

8-V Procedures for Components Requiring PIA Tests 8-9

8-VI PPA JDC's 8-13
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3-lA LEM COMPATIBILITY

Compatibility tables 3-1 through 3-IN list the LEM PGNCS components, part num-
bers, and dash numbers. These tables identify Apollo airborne component configura-

tions and their compatibility to PGNCS applications, and trace Apollo airborne compo-
nent configuration changes by ECP. The data is organized to assist field site person-

nel in determining equipment compatibility and to aid in making valid replacement

decisions. Table 3-Al lists the compatibility tables in alphabetical order according to

component or assembly. An ECP matrix has also been provided in the table. The

matrix is useful for determining which components or assemblies are affected by an

ECP.

The symbol (T) in the compatibility tables depicts an "OR" gate. Follow one path

or the other (not both) for entry or exit from gate.
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Control pulse TMZ detects a minus zero quantity placed onto write lines WL16
through WLOl. Control pulse TMZ is first gated by signal PHS3 to clear the branch 2

flip-flop and then by signal PKS4 to set the flip-flop if minus zero exists.

Control pulse TSGN2 tests write line WL16 for positive and negative values. If

signal WL16 is present, a negative quantity has been placed onto the write lines. Con-
trol pulse TSGN2 is first gated by signal PHS3 to clear the branch 2 flip-flop and then

by signal PHS4 to set the flop-flop if signal WL16 is present.

Signal BR2 is produced when the branch 2 flip-flop is set. Signal MBR2 is sent to

the peripheral equipment to indicate the state of the branch 2 flip-flop.

The outputs of the branch flip-flops are used by the crosspoint generator circuits

to produce control pulses. In addition, the branch decoder circuit detects states 01, 01

or 10, 10, and 00, and produces signals BR1B2, BRDIF, BR12B, and BR1B2B, re-

spectively.

The special instruction flip-flop is used to control RELINT, INHINT, and EXTEND
instructions. These special instructions are address-dependent and identified by order
codes 00.0003, 00.0004, and 00.0006, respectively. These order codes are never en-

tered into register SQ. Instead, they are entered into register G and recognized when
certain subinstructions are being executed. The subinstructions which recognize the

special instruction order codes produce signal TSUDO. They are STD2, TCO, TCFO,
RSM3, MP3, BZFO, and BZMFO. Each of these subinstructions fetch the next instruc-

tion tobeexecuted. Whendoingso, signal TSUD0andtimepulseT7PHS4areANDed. The
resulting crosspoint pulse tests the decoded output of register G for octal 3, 4, or 6

and produces signal RELPLS, INHPLS, or EXTPLS if the respective octal quantity is

contained in register G. Flip-flop A is set by signal RELPLS, INHPLS, or EXTPLS
at time pulse T7PHS4 and is reset by time pulse T12. At time pulse T08 of these fetching

subinstructions, control pulse RAD is produced by signals TSUDO and T08 and con-
verted into signal RADRZ if flip-flop A is set, or into signal RADRG if the flip-flop is

not set. Signal RADRZ is then converted into control pulses RZ and ST2 which cause

subinstruction STD2 to be executed. Signal RADRG, produced when an)dhing other than

a special instruction is being fetched for execution, is then converted into control pulse

RG which, in conjunction with control pulse WB, transfers the basic instruction word
to the central processor register B. Signal EXTPLS which set flip-flop A and produces

control pulses RZ and ST2 also sets the FUTEXT flip-flop in the register SQ circuit.

Similiarly, signal INHPLS sets the INHINT flip-flop in the register SQ control and
signal RELPLS resets the INHINT flip-flop.

4-5.5 CENTRAL PROCESSOR. The central processor performs all arithmetic op-
erations requiredof the computer, initiates the selection of and buffers all information
coming from and going to memory, checks for correct parity on all words coming
from memory, and generates parity for all words written into memory.
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4-5. 5.1 Central Processor Functional Description. The central processor consists of
eight 16 bit flip-flop registers with service gates, a 12 bit memory address register
and decoder, the write amplifiers, and parity logic. The flip-flop registers to be
discussed are special and central registers (A, Q, Z, and L) which are addressable,
register B, the memory buffer register G, and registers X and Y which comprise
the arithmetic unit or adder. In addition, there are three addressable bank registers
that aid in identifying memory addresses. These registers consist of a 3-bit erasable
bank (EB) register, a 5-bit fixed bank (FB) register, and a 3-bit fixed bank extendible
(FEXTB) register.

Data words and basic instruction words consist of 16 bits when stored in fixed or
erasable memory. The word format is illustrated in figure 4-137. The formats pre-
sented in this illustration indicate the word as it actually appears in the hardware. The
concept employed by programmers when indicating a data word or basic instruction
word differs from that shown in figure 4-137.

An instruction word in memory (a) contains the operation code (OC) in bit positions
16, 14, and 13, parity (P) in bit position 15, and the data address (A) in bit positions 1
through 12. When the word is read out of memory, the parity bit is applied directly to

OPEAATION CODE

12 BIT DATA ADDRESS

(o.) INSTRUCTION WORD IN MEMORY

HE
Ho

(e.) DATA WORD IN CENTRAL PROCESSOR

Figure 4-137. Word Formats
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the parity logic. There is no other manipulation of the parity bit within the central
processor. The word contains the same quantity in bit positions 15 and 16 when resid-
ing in the central processor. The operation code is applied to the sequence generator,
and the 12 bit address to the memory address register. Program listings indicate the
order of an instruction word using six octal bits as follows:

0 6501 0

The first bit (0) represents the operation code and includes bit positions 16, 14, and 13.

The next four bits (6501) represent the relevant address of the instruction word in po-
sitions 12 through 1. The bit at the extreme right is the parity bit (position 15).

A data word in memory (b) contains the sign in bit position 16, parity in bit posi-
tion 15, and the value bits in positions 14 through 1. When transferred to the central
processor, the parity bit is again applied to the parity logic. A data word in the cen-
tral processor (c), contains the sign entered into bit positions 15 and 16. Position 15
then becomes an indication of overflow or underflow. Program listings indicate the
order of a data word using six octal bits as follows:

50106 0

Thefirstoctalbit(5, whichis lOlinbinary) includes bit positions 16, 14, and 13. In this

case, the sign is minus indicating a negative number, and positions 14 and 13 are the
two high order bits of the 14 bit binary fraction. The remaining 12 bits are repre-
sented by octal bits 0106, The parity bit is at the extreme right.

Each flip-flop register consists of 16 bit positions, which is consistent with the
word format discussed previously. The register service gates control the write-in
and read-out operations of each register. (See figure 4-138.) The bit positions are
cleared coincident with write-in. Normally, data from the write lines is applied to

the service gates, and is written into a particular register under control of a write
control pulse from the sequence generator. For example, data from the write lines

applied to register A service is written into register A coincident with write control
pulse WA. Information in the register is read out by read control pulse RA. Data is

exchanged between registers in this manner by reading out one register and writing
into another simultaneously. Some of the flip-flop registers have additional condi-
tions under which information is written in. Under program control, an associated
address can be generated to write into and read out of each of these registers. Reg-
isters A, Q, Z, and L are addressable and are referred to as special and central
registers.

Registers A (accumulator), L (low order product), Q, and X and Y (arithmetic unit
or adder) are primarily involved in arithmetic operations. The adder processes two
quantities; the quantity entered into Y and one of three quantities (+1, -1, +2) entered
into X dependent on the instruction being executed. Registers Z and B are essentially
storage elements in that they store the operation or step to be performed next in the
program.
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Register G is normally controlled by the service gates and control pulses WG and

RG. However, under program control and coincident with an associated address, a

word entered into register G is manipulated by the editing control section. Register G
buffers all information read out of memory into the central processor, and buffers all

information written into memory from the central processor. A word transferred

from memory (SA01-SA16) as a result of selection through the memory address reg-

ister is deposited directly into the bit positions of register G. The word is read out to

the write lines under control of read pulse RG. A word being written into erasable

memory (GEM01-GEM16) is buffered through G from the write lines by control pulse

WG. Editing control allows a word entered into register G to be cycled or shifted (as

a function of address) to accomplish specific program manipulations.

The parity bit (SAP) is entered into the parity logic on a read-out from memory,

and is used to indicate correct parity. A parity alarm occurs in case of incorrect

parity. There is no manipulation of the parity bit within the central processor. The

parity logic also generates a parity bit (GEM15) when a word is written into erasable

memory. Oddparityis used in the computer: therefore, the total number of ONE’s in the

word including parity is odd.

The memory address register (S) accepts the 12 bit address contained in an ad-

dress word. The outputs of this register are decoded by the decoding logic, and se-

lection signals are generated to select the location in memory specified by the address.

The content of S does not always uniquely determine the address of the memory word.

The locations in memory, particularly fixed memory, beyond the capacity of register S

are selected by the content of S in conjunction with the erasable, fixed and/or fixed

extendible bank registers.

Data is transferred between registers of the central processor or from the central

processor to other portions of the system throi^h the write amplifiers. There are 16

write amplifiers, each of which is associated with one bit position in each of the reg-

isters. Data is applied to the write amplifiers as a result of readout from a flip-flop

register or from other functional areas. The data is merely ORed and becomes avail-

able on the write lines as outputs WL01-WL16. Inputs to the write amplifiers from

other functional areas include the content of the erasable and fixed bank registers, in-

puts representing the addresses of the input counters in priority control, program

interrupt addresses, control pulses from the sequence generator which are used dur-

ing specific instructions, information from the input/output channels including the real

time word, the start address, and the word from the CTS during test.

Word formats and data flow to and from the three bank registers are illustrated in

figures 4-138A and 4-138B. All three registers are addressable. The erasable bank

register supplements the content of S to control the address decoder and to select

erasable memory addresses. The fixed bank register and the fixed bank extendible

register control the fixed address generator, andselectfixed memory addresses in con-

junction with the address decoder output. As illustrated in figures 4-138, 4-138A, and

4-138B, the bank registers are serviced similar to the other central processor registers

with one major difference. The erasable and fixed bank registers receive inputs

directly from the adder service as well as from the write amplifiers.
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WRITE BOTH BANKS FROM ADDER (U2BBKG)
or

WRITE BOTH BANK (ADDRESS 0006g)

Adder or
Write Line
Bit Position

Bank Bit
Position

Fixed Bank Erasable Bank

16 14 13 12 11

WRITE FIXED BANK (WFBG)

Write Line
1
16

1 1 1 1

12
1

11
1

'

i i i
'

1 i 1
1

“
1

12
1

11
1Position

WRITE ERASABLE BANK (WEBG)

Write Line
1

11
1

10
1

9
i:

Bank Bit ,

* 1

1

11
1

10
Position j

WRITE FIXED BANK EXTENDIBLE REGISTER (WCH07)

Write Line
1

7
1

6
1

^
i:

Bank Bit I

1 M ^Position 1

^
j

Figure 4-138A. Data Flow to Erasable, Fixed, and
Fixed Extendible Registers
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READ BOTH BANKS (RBBEG AND RFBG)

Bank Bit
Position

Write
Line

Fixed Bank Erasable Bank

16
1 1

14
1

13
1

12
1

11
1

11
1

10

'

1

'

!

'

1 ‘-Tr i

16 15 14 13 12 11 3 2 1

READ ERASABLE BANK (REBG)

Bank Bit
1
10

1 9
1Position

,
4r-

Write Line
1

10
1

READ FIXED BANK (RFBG)

Bank Bit
Position 1

16
1 1

14
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13 Li^ 11
1

i *

Write Line [16
1
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1

14
1

13 LilJ 11
1

.

READ FIXED BANK EXTENDIBLE REGISTER (RCH07)

Bank Bit
Position

Write Line

3
I

6
I

5~|
^

7
I

6
I

5 P
1—r_J—

I

—\-i

Figure 4-138B. Data Flow from Erasable, Fixed, and

Fixed Extendible Registers
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Flip-Flop Register Operation Detailed Description . A single bit position of
flip-flop registers Q and Z is illustrated in figure 4-139. The description in the fol-
lowing paragraphs details operation of these bit positions, which are identical to all
flip-flops in both registers. The concepts presented in this discussion are basic to all
mp-flop registers in the central processor. Functional differences beUveen the reg-
isters are described under the specific register headings.

Each of the flip-flop registers has a capacity of 16 bits. Four bit positions of
each register are contained in each of four identical bit modules (A8-A11). For

example, module A8 contains bits 1 through 4 of all registers, module A9, bits 5
through 8, etc. Each bit position of the registers consists of a bit flip-flop and the
write service and read service gates. The bit output is applied to an associated write
amplifier. The entire register is cleared by a clear or reset pulse {CQG or CZG) ap-
plied directly to the reset input of each bit position. Information is written into the
register from the write lines (WLOl) when the write signal (WQG or WZG) enables the
write service gate. The flip-flop is cleared and immediately written into. The read
signal enables the read gate and causes the information stored in the flip-flop to be
placed on the write lines. The write line outputs are labeled WLOl through WL16
corresponding to the bit positions of the registers. By enabling the read gates of reg-
ister Z, and the write gates of register Q simultaneously, information is transferred
between the two registers. This can be accomplished between any two registers in the
central processor.
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4-5. 5.2A Bank Registers Operation Detailed Description. Each bit position of the bank
registers operates in a manner similar to each bit position of the flip-flop registers.
The bank registers service section generates write, clear, and read signals, which
function as the related signals for the flip-flop registers.

The erasable and fixed bank register flip-flops are contained in module A15,
and the fixed bank extendible register flip-flops are contained in module A23. The
erasable bank register contains 3 bits and can be written into directly from the write
amplifiers, or can receive inputs directly from the adder. If gated from the adder.
the erasable bank register bit inputs are SUMAOl through SUMA03 and complements
SUMBOl through SUMB03. The fixed bank register has 5 bits and receives corres-
ponding SUM signals from the adder. The 3-bit fixed bank extendible register does not
receive inputs from the adder. It is controlled like the input registers discussed in
the input/output section.

4-5. 5. 3 Register Service Gates . Information is transferred into and out of the flip-
flop registers under control of write, clear, and read signals generated by associated
write and read service gates for each register. Inputs to the service gates consist of
write and read control pulses from the crosspoint matrix of the sequence generator and
timing signals WT, CT, and RT (write time, clear time, and read time respectively)
from the timer.

The write signals for each register are derived by gating a write control pulse and
timing signal_WT. The clear pulse is derived as a function of the write signal and
timing signal CT. The read signal for each register is derived by gating a read control
pulse and timing signal RT. The write, clear, and read signals for register Z are il-
lustrated in figure 4-140 and discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Write control pulse WZ from the sequence generator is a 0.75 microsecond pulse
and is illustrated as occurring at time 5 (T05) of a particular instruction. This con-
trol pulse coincident with timing signal WT results in 0.50 microsecond write signal
WQG from the write service gates. The clear or reset pulse, CQG, is generated by
gating the write signal WQG and timing CT. This is a 0.25 microsecond positive

transition and occurs during the first half of the enabling portion of the write signal as
shown in figure 4-140. Thus, the flip-flop is cleared and the register immediately
written into. The clear pulse occurs only when a write signal is generated; therefore,

information written into the register is retained until the next write signal occurs.

The read control pulse RZ, similar to the write control pulse, is 0.75 sec wide,
and is shown in figure 4-140 as occurring at time 8 (T08). This signal from the se-
quence generator is gated with timing signal RT to produce read signal RZG from the

read service gates. The read signal enables the read gates and causes information in

the registers to be placed on the write lines. The read signal does not destroy the

content of the register. Information is retained in each flip-flop and can actually be
read out several times until the next write signal occurs. A detailed discussion of the

write and read service for each register is included with the discussion on the flip-

flop registers.

4-5. 5. 3.1 Addressable Registers Service. The four special and central registers (A, L,

Q and Z) and the bank registers are addressable registers in that write, clear, and read
signals can be generated as a function of an associated address supplied by the program.
This is in addition to the write and read signals generated normally. These addresses
are 0000 for register A, 0001 for register L, 0002 for register Q, 0005 for register Z,

0003 for the erasable bank register, 0004 for the fixed bank register, and 0007 for the

fixed extendible bank register. Address 0006 enables both erasable and fixed bank
registers simultaneously.

°sVc“H

Figure 4-140. Write, Clear, and Read Timing
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Write and read control signals are gene rated for the addressable registers by the

logic illustrated in figure 4-141. Inputs WSC and RSC, control pulses generated in the

sequence generator, gate with timing signals WT and RT respectively to produce write

signal WSCG and read signal RSCG. These signals are applied to the service gates of

each of the four registers along with the address supplied by the program. The reg-
ister to be written into and readout of is determined by the address. Signal SCAD en-
ables the gates if any one of octal addresses 0000 through 0007 is present. There is no
access to memory at this time since signal SCAD is a logic ONE and inhibits erasable
memory cycle timing. For all addresses above octal 0007, at least one of the Inputs

to gates 39345 and 39346 is a ONE and iniiibits the addressable register service.

4-5. 5.4 Register A . Register A (see figure 4-142), or accumulator, normally retains

information between the execution of individual instructions. This is accomplished by
write signal WAG from the write services (figure 4-143) which gates information on the

write lines (WLOl - WL16) into register A. The write signal is generated as a func-
tion of control pulse WA from the sequence generator and timing signal WT, or by octal

address 00000 (indicated by XBO) supplied by program and control pulse WSCG. Either

write condition causes the clear pulse CAG to be generated and clear the register
prior to write-in. Write signal WALSG is generated to write into register A as a func-
tion of control pulse ZAP. This latter control pulse is produced during multiply sub-
instructions MPl and MP3 during which time the accumulator is used in conjunction
with register L to form a double precision quantity accumulator. Write signal WALSG
causes the write line inputs to be deposited into register A as indicated in table

4-LXXVI (the bit content of register L is also shown).

This manipulation of data accomplishes the required shifting during a multiply

instruction.

4-5. 5. 5 Register L. Register L (see figure 4-142) functions during instruction MP
(multiply) and DV (divide) and during the addition of double precision quantities.

During instruction MP, register L holds the low order product; during instruction

DV, the remainder.
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Figure 4-142. Flip-Flop Registers,

(Sheet 3 of 8)
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Figure 4-142. Flip-Flop Registers,

(Sheet 4 of 8)
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Figure 4-142. Flip-Flop Registers,

{Sheet 7 of 8)
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Figure 4-142. Flip-Flop Registers,

(Sheet 8 of 8)
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Figure 4-143. Register A Service
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The L service gates (figure 4-144) generate the necessary write, clear and
read signals. Write signal WLG is generated as a function of three inputs:

(1) Control pulse WL from the sequence generator.

(2) Special and central address 0001.

(3) Channel address 01.

Write control pulse WL is generated during most of the instructions for which register
L is used. These include instructions DV, DAS (add double precision), and subinstruction
MPO. Register L, similar to register A, is addressable. Under program control, octal
address 0001 (indicated by XBl to the service gates) coincident with the addressable
registers write control signal WSCG causes write signal WLG to be generated. Register
L is also accessible with IN/OUT channel address 01. A channel instruction generates
write control pulse WCHG . This control pulse coincident with channel address 01
generates write signal WLG.

A fourth condition for writing into register L is provided by write signai G2LSG.
This signal is generated during subinstructions MPl and MP3 and occurs coincident
with write signal WALSG for register A (both are generated as a function of control
pulse ZAP). The bit content of L as a result of write signai G2LSG is listed in table
4-LXXVI. Sign al G2LSG allows writing into bit positions 1 through 12 and 15 and 16;
signal WALSG allows writing into bit positions 13 and 14.

The clear signal for register L is generated as a function of the write-in conditions
described above and control pulse CT.

4-5. 5. 6 Register Q. Register Q (see figure 4-142) is used during instructions TC
(transfer control) and QXCH (exchange). During a TC instruction, the return address
is stored in Q in the event that a transfer to the original setjuence of instructions
takes place. During OXCH instruction, the quantity in Q is exchanged with a quantity
in E memory.

The manipulation of data in register Q is determined by the write and read signals
generated by the Q service gates (figure 4-145). These signals are produced in a manner
similar to that described for the other registers. Control pulse WQ from the sequence
generator is produced during instructions TC and QXCH, and causes write signal W^
to be generated. The write signal is also generated as a function of memory address
0002 (indicated by XB2 to the service gates) coincident with the addressable registers
write control signal WSCG. The Q register is also accessible with IN/OUT channel
address 02. The channel instruction write signal WCHG coincident with channel address
02 (XTO . XB2) causes write signal WQG. Any one of the three write-in conditions
described above causes the register clear pulse CQG to be generated. The read signal
RQG is generated to read out the Q register as described for registers A and L.
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Figure 4-144. Register L Service
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Figure 4-145. Register Q Service

4-5. 5. 7 Register 2 . Register Z (see figure 4-142), also referred to as the program
counter, stores the address of the instruction to be executed next. During the execution
of an instruction, the content of register Z is incremented by one in the adder. The
result (next address) is again stored in register Z. The write, clear, and read service
(figure 4-146) generates the signals necessary to write into and read out of register
Z. These are generated similar to those for registers A, Q, and L, with the exception
that memory address 0005 (XB5 to the service section) is used to write in and read out
coincident with the addressable registers write and read control signals.
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Figure 4-146. Register Z Service
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Register Z write-in conditions for bit positions 15 and 16 also include the con-
figuration illustrated in figure 4-147. During instruction DVl (divide), a test for sign

takes place (indicated by BRl to gate 39401). If the sign is negative, a ONE is inserted

into bit position 16 of register Z at time 5 (T05); at time 9, after a second test for

sign, a ONE is inserted into bit position 15 of register Z if the sign is negative.

Figure 4-147. Z15 and Z16 Set (Sign Test During DVl)

4-5. 5.8 Register B . Register B (see figure 4-142) is primarily a storage element.

This register stores the order code and relevant address of the instruction to be

executed next. This is not in conflict with register Z which stores the next address

in the program.

The write, clear, and read signals for register B are generated by the service

section (figure 4-148), in the same manner as described previously. This register is

not addressable through program control. Readout of register B is accomplished

normally by read control pulse RB from the secjuence generator. This pulse causes
read signals RBHG and RBLG to be generated. Signal RBLG reads out bit positions

1 through 10; signal RBHG reads out bit positions 11 through 16. B it positions 1 through

10 only can be read out and placed on the write lines by RBLG which is generated as

a function of signal RLIOBB. This latter signal is generated during certain instructions

to place the 10 low order bits of B on the write lines. Read signal RCG gates the

complement of register B onto the write lines when required during certain instructions.

4-5. 5.9 Register G . Register G (see figure 4-142) buffers all information coming from
and going to erasable and fixed memory. This register also functions during certain

instructions to shift or cycle information as required.
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Data from fixed or erasable memory is written into register G from sense ampli-
fier outputs SAOl through SA14 and SA16, which are wired directly into the corres-
ponding bit positions of register G. Sense amplifier output SA16 which is the sign bit,
is wired into both bit positions 15 and 16 of G. This results in the same bit value
in these two bit positions when a quantity is entered into the central processor from
memory as described previously under word formats.

There is no manipulation of the parity bit within the central processor. Conse-
quently, register G never sees this bit during readout or write-in to memory. The
parity logic controls all manipulations of the parity bit.

Write service for register G (figure 4-149), consists of six write signals, WGIG
through WG5G and WEDOPG. For all addresses except octal 0020 through 0023, write
signals WGIG and WG2G are generated cmd information is gated from the write lines
into register G. Write signal WGIG gates bit positions 1 through 15; write signal
^^2G gates bit position 16. These two signals are produced by write control pulse
WG from the sequence generator (which appears as W^ in G service) coincident with
timing pulse WT into gate 33140 of figure 4-148. This results in WGNORM which
causes write signals WGIG and WG2G. Signal GINH from the editing control logic
inhibits write signal WGIG during shift and cycle operations. Bit position 15 is not
used during any shifting and cycling operations.

Octal addresses 0020 through 0023 are produced under program control to perform
shift and cycle operations. The decoded signals representing these addresses are
applied to the editing control logic (figure 4-150) which generates the signals necessary
to manipulate data into register G. Signal OCTAD2 is inverted by gate 34343 and
enables the input gates of editing control for octal addresses 0020 through 0027. The
cycle and shift controlsignals are generated attime 2 (T02) coincident with the particular
address.

Address 0020 causes a word to be cycled right when entered into register G. The
decoded signals representing this address (OCTAD2 • XBO) set the cycle right control
flip-flop in editing control at time 2. The flip-flop output (CYR) enables the write gates
in the service section, and, coincident with write control pulse WGA, causes write
signals WG4G and WG5G to be produced. Data is cycled right as shown in figure
4-151. The programmer would consider this transformation as follows:

CYR

0020

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Bit Position

01 15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 G Register
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Address_0021 (OCTAD2 • XBl) sets the shift right control flip-flop. The flip-
flop output (SR) enables the write control pulse WGA, and causes write signals WG2G
and WG4G to be produced. Bit 16 from the write lines is entered into bit positions
16 and 14 of register G, and all other bits are shifted one position to the right. No
action occurs with bit 1 from the write lines - this bit is effectively shifted off the
end. The programmer would consider this transformation as follows:

SR

0021

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Bit Position

15 15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 G Register

Address 0022 (OCTAD2 • XB2) sets the cycle left control flip-flop. The flip-
flop output (CYL) enables the write gates, and, coincident with write control pulse
WGA, causes write signal WG3G to be produced for a cycle left operation. As shown
in figure 4-151, bit 16 from the write lines is written into bit position 1 of G, bit 2
is written into bit position 3, etc. The programmer would consider this transformation
as follows:

CYL

0022

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Bit Position

14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 15 G Register

The last editing transformation involves bits 8 through 14 from the write lines.
Address 0023 sets the edit operation flip-flop (EDOP) in the editing control logic.
The flip-flop output enables the associated write gates in the service section, and
causes write signal WEDOPG to be produced. This signal writes bits 8 through 14
from the write lines into bit positions 1 through 7 of register G as illustrated in figure
4-151. The programmer would consider this transformation as follows:

EDOP

0023

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Bit Position

G Register

During divide and multiply instructions, the G register is used in the manipulation
of data in the central processor. Write-in is accomplished by write signal L2GDG which
is generated only during these instructions. The signal is generated as a function of
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write control pulse L2GD from the sequence generator, and timing pulse TT from the
timer. Signal TT is identical to the write time signal WT. The content of register G
after write-in by L2GDG is as follows:

^ 2345678 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

MCRO LOl L02 L03 L04 LOS L06 L07 LOS LOO LIO Lll L12 L13 L14 L16

Bit position 16 contains bit 16 from the accumulator, positions 15 through 2 containL bits 14 through 1 respectively, and the data in bit position 1 is a function of control
pulse MCRO. This latter control pulse is generated in the sequence generator as a
potion of the content of register L during a multiply instruction and enters a ONE
into bit position 1 of the G register. The clear signal for register G (CGG) is generated
as a function of write signals wG andL2GD coincident with timing pulse CT. Register G
is also cleared by signal CGMC. This signal is generated as a function of the strobe
signals for erasable and fixed memory. When the sense amplifiers are strobed {STBE
or STBF), signal CGMC is generated and clears register G.

The read_signal (RGG) is generated as a function of read control pulse RG and
timing signal RT.

(Registers X and Y). The arithmetic unit (see figure 4-142) is
a 16 bit parallel adder with end-around carry and is the basic arithmetic unit of the
computer. The adder processes two numbers at a time; one number is contained In
register Y, and a quantity is entered Into X by control pulse action dependent on the
instruction being executed. The ou^DUt gating complex senses for the carry and pro-
vides outputs from each bit position to the write lines.

Registers X and Y arefunctionallysimilartothe other flip-flop registers. However,
the write service is more complex for register Y than for the other flip-flop registers.
Register X has only one write signal (A2XG), and this is constrained to register X
being used in conjunction with register A during certain instructions.

Register Y is written into from the write lines; register X is not. The quantity
entered into X is by control pulse action or by write signal A2XG as indicated above.The clear pulse (CUG) is generated as a function of the Y register write signals and
clears both X and Y simultaneously.
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The service gates for registers X and Y are illustrated in figure 4-152. Data
from the write lines is written into the corresponding bit positions of register Y by
write signals WYLOG and \VYHIG, Both of these signals are generated as a function
of write control pulse WY and timing pulse WT. Write signal WYLOG writes into bit
positions 1 through 12; write signal WYHIG writes into bit positions 13 through 16.
Signal WYLOG is also generated as a function of control pulse WY12 from the sequence
generator. This control pulse occurs during the execution of specific instructions to
write into positions 1 through 12 of register Y. {Refer to the sequence generator which
indicates the conditions for generating WY12). In this case, positions 13 through 16
would not be written into and as a result of the clear pulse action would contain ZERO’S.

Write signals WYDG and WYDLOG are generated during the multiply and divide
instructions, and counter instructions SHINC and SHANC. There is some additional
manipulation with bit position 1 of Y as a result of WYDLOG. Write control pulse
WYD is generated in the sequence generator and coincident with timing pulse WT
generates write signals WYDG and WYDLOG. The bit content of Y as a result of this
write-in condition is as follows:

Bit 16 from the write lines is entered into positions 16 and 1 of Y; positions 15
through 2 contain write line inputs 14 through 1, respectively. Write-in to bit position
1 by WYD is inhibited by several functions. Interflow from the register A bit 1 is
inhibited during a multiply instruction if bit 15 of register L contains a ONE. This
condition is sensed by gate 33125 in the service section. Also, during multiply, end-
around carry is inhibited. This condition is satisfied by signal NEAC (no end-around
carry) to gate 33124. Lastly, during counter instruction SHINC (shift), write-in to
bit position 1 is inhibited by counter command SHINC.

The write signal A2XG is generated to write into register X mostly during extra-
code instructions (the one exception is basic instruction AD-add). This signal copies
the content of register A into the corresponding bit positions of register X. This is
illustrated in figure 4-142. The flip-flop outputs of A are \sdred directly to the only
write gate inputs to register X, and are gated by signal A2XG.
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Since the arithmetic unit processes two numbers, one number is obviously entered
into Y from the write lines. Another quantity, dependent on the instruction being exe-
cuted, is entered into register X. This is accomplished by control pulses PONEX,
MONEX, TWOX, and BX^X. These control pulses enter the quantities +1, -1, +2 and
40000 (octal) respectively. The quantity +0 is effectively entered into X by clear signal
CLXC. This signal occurs during a divide instruction as a result of a branching con-
dition and subsequently clears register X.

Two read signals are generated to read out the adder. Signal RULOG reads out
positions 1 through 15; signal RUG reads out position 16 only. The two signals are
generated simultaneously as a function of read control pulse RU coincident with timing
signal RT. Only bit positions 1 through 15 are read out by read signal RULOG which
is generated as a function of control pulse RUS. This control pulse is generated during
extracode instruction MSU (modular subtract) and counter instructions PCDU, MCDU
and SHIFT. Output signalsSUMAOl through SUMA16 and SUMBOl through SUMB16do not
require a read signal. They are direct inputs to the erasable and fixed bank registers.

The carry gate output from each bit position (CI02-CI15) is applied to the next high
order bit position (CI02 from bit position 1 to bit position 2, etc). The end-around
carry from bit position 16 (EAC) is applied to bit position 1 through the carry logic
(figure 4-153). End-around carry is ixihibited during a multiply instruction. At time 10
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of subinstruction MPO, FF40426-40427 is set and signal NEAC (no end-around carry)

inhibits the carry~in gate. The gate is again enabled at time 6 of subinstruction MP3
which occurs at the end of the multiply instruction. A logic ONE is forced into bit

position 1 during certain instructions by the carry-in flip-flop (FF33458-33459).
Control pulse Cl from the sequence generator sets this flip-flop, the output of which
is applied as an enabling level to the carry-in gate of bit position 1. Clear signal CUG
resets the flip-flop.

The carry-propagate and carry-skip chains (figure 4-153A) control the carry gate

outputs CI02 through CI16 and the end-around-carry signal, EAC. The carry-propa-
gate chain comprises 16 series sections; each section controls the carry-in function to

the next bit position in line. Bit position 16 controls EAC and, consequently, the

carry-in function to bit position 1. Without the carry-skip chain, a carry could be
propagated in series through all bit sections with a corresponding excessive propa-
gation delay. The carry-skip chain prevents this excessive delay by sampling sets of

four bit-sections and the carry-in to the first bit of each set. If a carry would be

passed through all four bits of a monitored set by the carry-propagate chain, then the

carry-skip circuit passes the carry-in to the fifth bit-section in line. The seven
carry-skip-chain circuits monitor bits 1 through 4, 3 through 6, 5 through 8, 7 through

10, 9 through 12, 11 through 14, and 13 through 16. The worst case-propagation time
through the skip chain requires 3 skip detections and 4 carry propagations.

Generation of carry-in signal CI02 produced by gate 51114 is typical of all carry-
in signals except CIOl. Gate 51114 produces CI02 (representing a carry-in to bit posi-

tion 2) when a ONE is contained in bit position 1 of registers X and Y (gate 51109) is

enabled) or when gate 51112 is enabled. Gate 51112 senses three conditions to perform
an exclusive OR function; either or both bit positions are cleared (either the X bit or

the Y bit is a ZERO), CIOl is present (there is a carry-in), and XUYOl is present (one

or both bit positions are filled) . Signal CI02, applied to the next propagate section in

the chain, controls generation of CIOS.

Generation of carry-skip signal C004 (1, 2, 3, and 4 skip-gates 53462, 51101, and

51201) is typical of the seven skip signals. Signals WHOMP and WHOMPA may or may
not inhibit the skip signals (in this case through gate 53462). Signals WHOMP and
WHOMPA are assumed not present. Gates 51101 and 51201 produce C004 when signals

XUYOl through XUY04 and CIOl are present. The XUY signals indicate that a corres-
ponding bit position contains a ONE. Therefore, to produce C004 there must be bits

present in positions 1 through 4 (X or Y) and a carry-in for bit position 1. With these

conditions, C004 generates the carry-in signal CI05 directly for bit position 5 through
gate 51314. Signal CIOS conditions gate 52101 which controls the next skip signal in

line, COOS. The skip chain produces signals C004, CIOS, COOS, CI09, C012, C113, and
finally C016 in sequence if a carry is propagated through the adder. This carry path

generates EAC before either the propagate chain or the other skip circuits. All the

skip circuits and the entire propagate chain will be enabled when a carry is propa-
gated through the entire adder.
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The carry-propagate and carry-skip chains speed-up computations in the adder.
Also, removal of the carry must be accomplished in as short a time as possible; sig-
nals WHOMP and WHOMPA accomplish this latter condition. During the divide in-

struction, signal CLXC clears the X register. The desired sum readout during the
next microsecond is the content of the Y register without any X register content or
any carry detected. Signal EAC, indicating a carry into bit position 1, remains when
either the carry-propagate or carry-skip chain remains enabled at bit position 16.

Due to propagation delay through the chains, EAC would not be removed by the chains
in time. Signal CLXC initiates signals WHOMP and WHOMPA. They inhibit enough
carry-propagate and skip gates in the chains to remove all carry signals, including
EAC, in time for the proper sum to be readout. Divide instruction control pulse
DVXPl or control pulse NISQ removes WHOMP and WHOMPA before another carry
operation is required.

An example of the inhibiting operation is as follows: Gate 54314 requires enabling
logic ZERO levels on all three legs to remove EAC. The output of gate 54309 applied
to gate 54314 is a logic ZERO level because X16 inhibits gate 54309 (CLXC cleared
the X register). Signal WHOMP inhibits gate 54363 which enables a second leg of gate
54314. Gate 53314 (signal CI13) is enabled and inhibits gates 54101 and 54201 which
supply enabling voltage to the remaining leg of 54314. Signal WHOMP controls two
enabling inputs of gate 53314; gate 53309, inhibited by signal X12, enables the remain-
ing output.

The quantities entered into the arithmetic unit during normal computations contain
the sign in both positions 15 and 16. If overflow or underflow occurs, bit position 15
will contain a value bit which is opposite to the correct sign bit. A ONE in bit position
15 indicates overflow when both operands are positive; a ZERO in bit position 15 indi-
cates underflow when both operands are negative. The correct sign of the sum is

always contained in bit position 16.

4-5.5.lOA Erasable and Fixed Bank Registers Service. Service for the two bank
registers is illustrated in figure 4-153B. Read, write, and clear signals are generated
to accomplish the data flow as illustrated in figures 4-138A and 4-138B. Either bank
register or both registers can be addressed simultaneously. The individual signals
such as REBG, WEBG, and CEBG for the erasable bank register, and RFBG, WFBG,
and CFBG for the fixed bank register, are generated similar to the signals produced
for the flip-flop registers. In addition, signal U2BBK (register U to both banks) and
signal RBBK (read both banks) operate the service to clear both banks, to write infor-

mation directly from the adder, and to read that content into the memory address
circuits. Address signals XB3 (address 0003) and XB4 (address 0004) initiate service
signals for the erasable bank register (0003) or the fixed bank register (0004), re-
spectively. Signal WSCG and address 0006 (signal XB6) enable gate 33312 which
causes clear and write signals to be produced for both banks simultaneously. Signals
RSCG and XB6 at gate 33413 produce simultaneous read signals.
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Figure 4-153B. Erasable and Fixed Bank Registers Services
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4-5.5. lOB Erasable Bank Register. The erasable bank register (figure 4-153C) re-

ceives bit inputs from the adder (bUM A - direct or SUM B - complement); write lines

I, 2, and 3 if both banks are being written into; or write lines 9, 10, and 11 if the

erasable bank register alone is being written into. The content of this register is

detected as outputs EB9, EBIO, and EBll and their complements. Two read signals

are used to transfer the register content to the write amplifiers, REBG and RBBEG.
Signal REBG transfers the content to write amplifiers 9, 10, and 11. Bit 11 is placed

on the write lines through gate 35127 in the fixed bank register. Since bit 11 is time

shared by both the erasable and fixed bank register, this read sequence is used when

only the erasable bank register is read. When both are read, signals BBKl, BBK2,

and BBK3 are coupled to write amplifiers 1, 2, and 3. Output signals EB9 through

EBll and complements are applied to the address decoder to be used with the S regis-

ter content.

4-5. 5. IOC Fixed Bank Register. The fixed bank register (figure 4-153C) receives bit

inputs from the adder (SUM A - direct or SUM B - complement) and from write lines

II, 12, 13, 14, and 16. The output of this register is detected as outputs FBll, FB12,

FB13, FB14, and FB16 and their complements. Only one read signal, RFBG, is used

to readout the content of this register. It is produced when either the fixed bank regis-

ter or both the fixed bank register and the erasable bank register are being read out.

Signals RLll, RL12, RL13, RL14, and RL16 are appUed to respective write amplifiers,

and signal BK16 enters write amplifier 15. The fixed bank register outputs are

applied to the fixed address generator where, in conjunction with the fixed bank ex-

tendible register and the address decoder outputs, a fixed memory location is selected.

4-5.5.10D Fixed Bank Extendible Register. The fixed bank extendible register (figure

4-153C) is serviced (write-in or readout) as an input channel (0007) using bits 5, 6, and

7. Its outputs (E5, E6, and E7) are coupled to the fixed address generator to be used

in conjunction with the fixed bank register outputs and register S outputs Sll and S12.

The fixed address generator outputs in conjunction with the address decoder outputs

specify a fixed memory address.

4-5.5.11 Write Amplifiers. The write amplifiers consist of an extended NOR input

configuration, the output of which is applied through an output driver. One write

amplifier co^iguration is associated with each bit position of the flip-flop registers as

shown in figure 4-142. Outputs WLOl through WL16 and their complements are

available and are designated as the write lines. The write amplifiers function logically

as an OR gate. If any one input is a logic ONE, output WL— is a logic ONE, and the

complement output WL— is a logic ZERO. The latter output is used extensively as an

enabling level to transfer information from one register to another, and for other

gating functions throughout the computer.

The majority of inputs to the write amplifiers are from the flip-flop registers. The

output from each bit position of the registers is wired directly to an associated write

amplifier input. The 16 bit output of any one register involves the 16 write amplifiers

contained in logic modules A8 through All.
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The inputs to the write amplifiers, excluding the flip-flop register inputs, are

indicated in table 4-LXXVn and are described in the following paragraphs.

Inputs CADI through CAD6, from the counter address generator in priority

control, determine the address of the counter in erasable memory which is to be

updated. Since these inputs are applied to the six low-order bit positions, counters at

locations up to 0077 could be addressed. However, the arrangement of counters in

erasable memory at present involves addresses 0024 through 0060. A specific counter

address is determined by the correct combination of Inputs CADI through CAD6.
This is illustrated as follows for the address of the time 6 (T6) counter - address 0031.

For this address, inputs CADS, CAD4, and CADI are logic ONE's; the remaining inputs

are logic ZERO'S. Inputs to write amplifiers 7 through 15 are not enabled; therefore,

the full address is 00031 (octal).
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Table 4-LXXVn. Write Amplifiers
External Inputs

WL15 WL14 WL13 WL12 WLll WLIO WL09 WL08 WL07 WL06 WL05 WL04 WL03 WL02 WLOl

CH16

MDTIG

FB14 FD13

RIC RIC RIC

RL16

CH16

MDT15

CH14 CH13

MDT14 MDT13

CH12

MDT12

RIC RIC

CHll CHIO

MDTll MDTIO

CH09

MDT09

RIC RIC

CH08 CH07

MDT08 MDT07

CAD6 CADS CAD4

RPTAD6 RPTAD5 RPTAD4

RIC RIC

CH06 CH05

MDT06 MDT05

R15

RIC

CH04

MDT04

CAD3

RPTAD3

BBK3

R15

RIC

CAD2 CADI

BBK2 BBKl

RIC

RB2 RBI

CH03 CH02 CHOI

MDT03 MDT02 MDTOl
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WRITE LINE

0 0 0

0

5 4 3 2 1

11 0 0 1

3 1

Inputs RPTAD3, 4, 5, 6, and RPTAD12 are placed on the write lines from the

interrupt address generator in priority control. These inputs are used to determine

one of addresses 4004, 4010, 4014, 4020, 4024, 4030, 4034, 4040, 4044, 4050, which

are respectively the locations in fixed memory for the first instruction of the T6RUPT,
T5RUPT, T3RUPT, T4RUPT, KYRPTl, KYRPT2, UPRUPT, DLKPPT, RADRPT, and

HNDPPT transfer routines. These locations are addressed as indicated below when

intern5)t priority control receives interrupt requests.

Inputs BBKl through BBK3 appear on the write lines in conjunction with the

contents of the erasable bank (EB) and the fixed bank (FB) registers, when both of

these registers are read out simultaneously. The content of either of these registers

can also be individually placed on the write lines and appear as EB9, EBIO or FBll
through FB16 respectively.
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Control pulse R6 is generated as a function of peripheral instmction FETCH
and causes address 00006 to be generated to address EB and FB registers.

Octal address 00015 is placed on the write lines by control pulse R15 which is
generated during instructions RUPT and RSM. During an interrupt program (RUPT),
the address of the instruction to be executed next and which is stored in register Z,
is transferred to location 00015 in erasable memory. When the interrupt program
IS completed, the resume instruction (RSM) generates control pulse R15 which in turn

address 0015. The information entered into this location in memory duringRUPT is returned to the central processor.

The quantity minus one is placed on the write lines by control pulse RIC, whichm applied to write amplifiers 2 through 16. There is no connection to write amplifier 1.
This action results in the quantity 1 111 111 ill m no (177776a} when RIC is
ffenerateH. °

Control pulse RBI is generated during certain subinstructions and causes the quantity
(OOOOOlg) to be placed on the write lines. Similarly, the quantity plus two

(0000028) IS placed on the write lines by control pulse RB2.

Control pulse RSTRT produces the start address when instruction GO is generated
by signal GOJAM. The start address is in fixed memory at location 04000. which is
determined by RSTRT as a ONE in bit 12.

Data from the IN/OUT channels
CHOI - CH14 and CH16.

is routed through the write amplifiers as inputs

A 16 bit word can be loaded into the computer from the CTS during tests throueh
inputs MDTOl through MDT16. ^

4-5.5.12 Register S. Register S, the memory address register, accepts the 12 bit
relevant address contained in an address word. The address is written into register S
(figure 4-154) from the write lines subject to write pulse WSG which is generated
when control pulse WS and timing signal WT are coincident. No read signal is generated
to read the address out of register S. The outputs (SOI through S12) and their comple-
ments are available directly from the output gates. Ten bit positions are used to select
the first 1024 storage locations in erasable memory. All 12 bit positions are used in
conjunction with three bit positions of register EBANK to select the remaining 1024
storage locations in erasable memory. In addition, all 12 bit positions of register S,
5 bit positions of register FBANK, and 3 bit positions of register FEXT enable access
to ail storage locations in fixed memory.

4-5.5.:^ Address Decoder. A storage location in erasable memory is selected by means
of an X-Y coordinate system. There are 64 X coordinates and 32 Y coordinates. TheX coordinates are controlled by selection signals XBO through XB7 and XTO through XT7.
The Y coordinates are controlled by selection signals YBO through YB3 and YTO through

4-416
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Figure 4-154. Memory Address Register (S)
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YT3. Signals XB, XT, YB and YT are generated by the address decoder (figure 4-155)

as a function of bits 1 through 12 from register S (SOI - S12). Bits 1 through 3 produce

signals SBO through SB7; bits 4 through 6 produce signals XTO through XT7; bits 7 and

8 produce signals YBO through YB3; and bits 9 and 10 in conjxinction with bits EB9
through EBll produce signals YTO through YT7. (See table 4-LXXVIII.)

Combinations of selection signals XB, XT, YB and YT allow access to all locations

in erasable memory. Signal XB, XT and YB in conjunction with signals YTO through

YT2 allow access to the first 1024 locations of erasable memory (unswitched erasable

memory). Signals XB, XT, and YB in conjunction with signals YT3 through YT7 allow

access to the remaining 1024 locations of erasable memory (switched erasable mem-
ory). Locations in unswitched erasable memory can also be addressed as locations of

switched erasable memory if the proper bank number is entered into register EBANK.
This is due to an overlap in the addressing scheme. However, addresses 0000 through

0377 (Bank 0) are normally addressed only by register S.

4-5.5.13A Fixed Address Generator . The fixed address generator (figure 4-155A)

produces outputs Fll through F16 and complements which are applied to fixed mem-
ory. These signals, in conjunction with the address decoder outputs, specify fixed

memory addresses as discussed in the memory section. The outputs are produced as

a function of bits 11 and 12 from the S register; E5, E6, and E7 from the fixed bank
extendible register; and signals from the fixed bank register.

4-5.5.14 Counter Address Signals. Counter address signals (figure 4-156) are gen-
erated whenever counters in erasable memory must be updated. These signals are

generated as a function of bits 11 and 12 of register S; address selection signals YTO,
YBO, and XT2 through XT6; and EB9, EBIO, and EBll from the erasable bank register.

The address specified by these inputs must be less than OlOOg or the generation of

the counter address signals is inhibited by signal NDRIOO.

Each counter address signal specifies certain locations in erasable memory as

follows:

(1) OCTAD2 - Locations 0020 through 0027.

(2) OCTAD3 - Locations 0030 through 0037.

(3) OCTAD4 - Locations 0040 through 0047.

(4) OCTAD5 - Locations 0050 through 0057.

(5) OCTAD6 - Locations 0060 through 0067.

These output signals are supplied to priority control to prepare the priority cells to

accept new incremental information.
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4-5.5.15 Parity Logic. The parity logic (figure 5-157) insures that all words trans-

ferred from memory to the central processor are read out correctly and generates a

parity bit for all words written into erasable memory. Parity check in the computer

is that of odd parity; that is, the total number of ONE'S in the word including the

parity bit is odd.
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Figure 4-155. Address Decoder (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Figure 4-155. Address Decoder (Sheet 2 of 2)
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[nXED ADDRESS GENERATOR "|

Figure 4-155A. Fixed Address Generator
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Figure 4-156. Counter Address Signals

A word read out of memory is applied directly to the parity logic from the bit

outputs of register G (G01-G14 and G16), excluding bit 15, the parity bit, which is

never placed on the write lines. The input gating complex of the parity logic combines
the 15 bit input into a 5 bit output. The five bits are indicative of the inputs combined:
PA03 indicates bits 1, 2, and 3; PA06, bits 4, 5 and 6; PA09, bits 7, 8, and 9; PA12,
bits 10, 11 and 12; and PA15, bits 13, 14, and 16. The five bits are also indicative

of the number of ONE's in each three bits and the total number of ONE's in the word.
If any bit (PA03, PA06, etc.) is ZERO, an odd number of ONE’s was contained in the

three bits combined; if any is a ONE, an even number of ONE's was contained in the

three bits combined. Likewise, if the 5 bit combination contains an odd number of

one's, the entire word contained an odd number of ONE's and vice versa.

The five bit outputs and complements are applied to the parity tree (gates 34227,

etc.). The inputs (PA03, PA06, etc.) are combined in this gating complex into a single

output from gate 34240. This output is inverted by gate 34242.

The parity bit from memory (SAP) is applied to FF34245-34246. If the parity

bit is a ONE, the flip-flop is set; if the parity bit is a ZERO, the flip-flop remains
reset. The set and reset outputs of the flip-hop gate against the outputs of gates 34240

and 34242, respectively. If parity is correct, no alarm occurs; a parity error generates

a parity alarm signal (PAL E).
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When a word is to be written into erasable memory, the parity logic generates a

parity bit and writes this bit into memory. This is accomplished as follows: A word

being written into memory is deposited in register G. Simultaneously, the bit outputs

of G are applied to the parity logic. The word is checked for an even or odd number

of one's, and PAL E occurs in case of incorrect parity. The parity tree output is

applied to gate 34243. This output (PC 15) is the correct parity bit of the word. The

parity bit is applied directly to memory as signal GEM15.

4-5.6 PRIORITY CONTROL. Priority control (figure 4-158) consists of three sepa-

rate and functionally independent areas: start instruction control, interrupt instruction

control, and counter instruction control. The start instruction control restarts the

computer following a hardware or program failure. The interrupt instruction control

forces the execution of the interrupt instruction RUPT to interrupt the current opera-

tion of the computer in favor of a programmed operation of higher priority. The
counter instruction control updates counters in erasable memory upon the reception of

certain incremental pulses.

4-5.6. 1 Start Instruction Control. The start instruction control consists of the logic

alarms processor and the start-stop generator. The logic alarms processor detects

the presence of any one of several abnormal conditions that may occur witlun the

computer, and generates an alarm signal (ALGA) whenever any of these conditions

exist. The abnormal conditions are as follows:

1) RUPT lock

2) TC trap

3) Parity alarm

4) Night watchman fail.

A RUPT lock alarm indication occurs if a program interrupt has been in progress

too long, or if an interruption has not occurred during a predetermined period. The
latter is indicated by the presence of the interrupt in progress signal (IIP) from the

sequence generator. A TC trap alarm indication occurs if too many TC or TCF in-

structions are executed, or if instruction TCF or increment signal (INKL) is not

executed often enough. A parity alarm occurs if a word entered into the central

processor from memory has been incorrectly read-out. A night watchman fail indi-

cation occurs if the computer fails to address location 0067 within a period varying

from 0.64 to 1.92 sec.

The start-stop generator receives signal ALGA and generates the start order

code signal (GOJAM) at the next time 12 to restart the computer. The restart condi-

tion is indicated on the DSKY by the RESTART lamp being lighted. The start-stop

generator simultaneously produces the T12 STOP signal, which inhibits the generation

of timing pulses through T12 in the timer until signal GOJAM has reset all critical

circuits in the computer, and forces the sequence generator to execute instruction GO.
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Alarm signal STRTl (power supply fail), alarm signal STRT2 (oscillator fail), or signal

SBY (standby) also cause the computer to be restarted. In addition, the computer can

be started or stopped manually from the peripheral equipment by signals monitor start

and monitor stop. Signal monitor start coincident with timing pulse T12 causes the

generation of signal GOJAM , and signal monitor stop coincident with T12 inhibits the

generation of timing pulses TOl through T12 until the monitor stop signal is removed.

4-5. 6.2 Interrupt Instruction Control. The interrupt instruction control, which con-

sists of interrupt input circuits and an interrupt address generator, generates an

interrupt address and the interrupt order code signal (RUPTOR) when interrupt con-

trol signals (requests) are received from the input-output section. The 12 bit inter-

rupt address causes the addressing of one of ten locations in fixed memory in the LGC
and one of nine locations in the CMC, dependent upon the interrupt request received.

These locations contain the first instruction of an interrupt (RUPT) transfer subrou-

tine which, when executed, initiates the execution of a particular routine within the

program.

The interrupt input circuits receive interrupt control signals from the input-output

section and decoded addresses from the central processor. From these inputs, the

input circuits generate interrupt requests and priority signals subject to control

pulses from the sequence generator. The interrupts are processed on a priority basis

so that those interrupts having the highest priority (lowest priority number) are

processed first. The priority signals specify the priority of the interrupt being

processed. The interrupts and their respective priorities are indicated in table

4-LXXlX.

Table 4-LXXlX. LGC/CMC Interrupts

Priority Interrupt Subroutine Address

LGC CMC

1 T6 RUPT T6 RUPT 4004

2 T5 RUPT T5 RUPT 4010

3 T3 RUPT T3 RUPT 4014

4 T4 RUPT T4 RUPT 4020

5 KYRPTl KYRPTl 4024

6 KYRPT2, MKRPT KYRPT2, MKRPT 4030

7 UPRUPT UPRUPT 4034

8 DLKRPT DLKRPT 4040

9 RADRPT — 4044

10 HNDRPT HNDRPT 4050
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A T6RUPT enables information to be sent to the reaction control system; a
T5RUPT enables information to be sent to the thrust vector control system; a T3RUPT
enables the computer to perform internal tasks that must be performed at a specific
time; and a T4RUPT enables information to be sent to the DSKY, ISS, and OSS. In the
LGC, keycode interrupt KYRPTl occurs when any key is depressed on the DSKY.
Keycode interrupt KYRPT2 occurs when mark signals are received from the CCRD.
An UPRUPT is generated when the flag bit appears in bit position 16 of the uplink word,
indicating serial-to-parallel conversion is complete. A DLKRPT is generated when
the downlink end pulse is received, indicating the end of a downlink transmission. This
interrupt allows the appropriate output channel to be loaded in preparation for the next
downlink transmission. A RADRPT occurs when inputs are received from the rendez-
vous radar. A HNDRPT occurs whenever a command is received from the hand con-
trollers in the spacecraft.

The CMC has two associated DSKY's. Interrupts KYRPTl and KYRPT2 occur as
a result of inputs from the main and navigation keyboards respectively. The mark sig-
nals cause MKRPT directly in the CMC. The remaining interrupts are identical to
those of the LGC except that there is no radar interrupt subroutine (RADRPT).

The interrupt address generator receives interrupt requests and priority signals
and generates the address of the first location of the appropriate interrupt transfer
subroutine. The addresses and the associated interrupt transfer subroutines are also
indicated in table 4-LXXlX.

The interrupt address generator produces a signal RUPTOR which is applied to
the sequence generator to cause the generation of instruction RUPT. Thus, when an
interrupt condition occurs, the priority of the request is generated which inhibits the
generation of lower priority interrupts, the address of the interrupt transfer subrou-
tine is formed, and the sequence generator is conditioned to interrupt the normal
program operation to allow the interrupt to be processed. The interrupt address is

then supplied to the interrupt input circuits to reset them in preparation for the next
interrupt.

4-5. 6. 3 Counter Instruction Control. The counter instruction control receives incre-
mental pulses from the input-output section to update the various counters in erasable
memory (locations 0024 through 0060). Counter instruction control consists of counter
priority cells, a counter alarm detector, and a counter address generator. There are
29 priority cells in the counter instruction control, one cell per coimter. When an in-
cremental pulse is received, the appropriate priority cell generates an address signal
and a counter instruction signal. The address signal enables the counter address
generator to form the address of the counter to be updated; the counter instruction
signal forces the sequence generator to generate counter instructions (PINC, MINC,
SHINC, SHANC, PCDU, MCDU, and DING).

The counters in memory are updated according to a priority scheme in which the
counter having the lowest address has the highest priority and the counter having the
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highest address has the lowest priority. When a particular counter is being updated,

all other counters of lower priority are inhibited from being updated by the priority

cells. In addition, the priority cells generate a counter OR (CTROR) signal which is

supplied to the sequence generator and the counter alarm detector. This signal is

used in the sequence generator to produce increment signal INKL, which must be

generated prior to a counter instruction.

The counter address generator receives address signals from the priority cells

and generates the address of the counter to be updated. This address is contained in

six bits (CADI through CAD6) which are the six least significant bits; however, these

six bits produce a 12 bit address in the central processor since the six most significant

bits contain ZERO'S when placed on the write lines. When the counter address is

supplied to memory by the central processor, it is also supplied to the counter priority

cells. This address in conjunction with reset control pulses from the sequence gen-
erator resets the priority cell that generated the address signal in preparation for the

next incremental pulse.

Counter incremental pulses are also supplied to the counter alarm detector to in-

sure the detection of abnormal counter activity. A counter alarm is generated if a

counter is not updated following the generation of an increment request (INKL) by the

sequence generator or if a counter increment lasts too long (over 0.625 msec). The
counter alarm is forwarded to the alarm circuits to initiate a failure display.

4-5. 6.4 Start Instruction Control Detailed Description. The start instruction control

consisting of the logic alarms processor and the start-stop generator is illustrated in

figure 4-159. Signal GOJAM is the resultant output of the start instruction control

logic. This is, in effect, a master clear signal, which is applied to all functional areas

of the computer except the power supplies, and conditions these functional areas for a

restart condition. Signal GOJAM is generated by the start-stop generator for certain

logic alarms, voltage failures from the power supply, standby operation initiation, or

inputs from the peripheral equipment.

A RUPT alarm occurs if no interrupts occur within 160 milliseconds of each

other, or if an interrupt is in progress for too long a time. This latter condition is

referred to as RUPT lock. The RUPT alarm circuit consists of the two flip-flops:

FF41107-41108 and FF41109-41110.

Consider that an interrupt has taken place and terminated. The condition being

sensed is that another interrupt should occur within the specified period of 160 milli-

seconds. Refer to number 1 encircled on the timing diagram of figure 4-16Q. Signal

F14B resets both flip-flops. However, as the interrupt terminates, signal IIP be-

comes a logic ONE and sets FF41109-41110. The set output of this flip-flop inhibits

gate 41113. The failure of another interrupt to occur is sensed by gate 41112. If

another interrupt occurs, FF41107-41108 is set by signal IIP. The set output inhibits

gate 41112 and no alarm occurs . However, if another interrupt does not occur, the

flip-flop remains reset. Signal F14H strobes gate 41112 generating signal ALGA
(refer to number 2 encircled on figure 4-160).
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Figure 4-160. RUPT Alarm Logic Timing Diagram

A RUPT lock condition is sensed by gate 41113. When an interrupt occurSi
FF41107-41108 is set by signal IIP thus inhibiting gate 41112. If the interrupt condi-
tion remains through the interval of two succeeding strobe pulses (F14H), FF41109-
41110 will not be reset by F14B since signal UP remains at a logic ZERO level. Signal
F14H strobes gate 41113 generating signal ALGA (refer to number 3 encircled on
figure 4-160). A RUPT alarm condition, either the failure of interrupts to occur
within the specified period or a RUPT lock, is available to the peripheral equipment as
signal MRPTAL. There is no differentiation within the CSS between these two condi-
tions. Actually there is no differentiation between any of the logic alarms described
here. The only indication within the of a logic alarm or power supply failure is
the illumination of the RESTART lamp on the DSKY.

The transfer control alarm logic (FF41121-41122 and FF41123-41124) generates
an alarm condition if transfer control (TC) or transfer control to fixed memory (TCF)
instructions do not occur within approximately 15 milliseconds of each other, or if too
many consecutive TC or TCF instructions are executed. The latter condition is re-
ferred to as TC trap. A condition of excessive counter incrementing is also indicated
by this alarm logic.
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Timing signals FlOA and FlOB establish the required interval for sensing a TC
alarm condition. The period between these two pulses is 5 milliseconds as shown in

figure 4-161. Signal FlOB resets both flip-flops in the alarm logic, and signal FlOA
strobes the output gates. Consequently, approximately 5 to 15 milliseconds can elapse
before a TC alarm is generated. This maximum period is illustrated in figure 4-161.
A TC instruction is shown occurring first after reset pulse FlOB. Signal FlOB resets
both flip-flops of the TC alarm logic. It would appear that FF41123-41124 would re-
main reset thus enabling gate 41126. However, in the first MCT following reset signal
FlOB, the flip-flop is set at time 4 {T04) thus inhibiting gate 41126. Therefore, gate
41125 senses successive TC instructions within the specified period. Referring to

figure 4-161 again, a TC instruction is executed and the signal TCO or TCFO sets
FF41121-41122. Approximately 5 milliseconds elapses before FlOA occurs to strobe
the output gate. No alarm occurs since the set state of the flip-flop inhibits gate 41125
(number 1 encircled on figure 4-161). Signal FlOB again resets lx)th flip-flops.
FF41123-41124 is set at time 4. If no TC or TCFO instruction is e.xecuted before the
next FlOA strobe, signal ALGA is generated coincident with FlOA as shown by num-
ber 2 encircled on figure 4-161.

If the computer is executing TC instructions continually (TC trap) or if counter
incrementing is excessive, the indication to the alarm logic is effectively a level
since the computer is caught in a continuous loop. The period in which this condition
would be sensed varies from a minimum of approximately 5 milliseconds to a maxi-
mum of approximately 15 milliseconds. Figure 4-161 depicts the maximum period
(number 3 encircled). FF41123-41124 can conceivably set immediately after FlOB
occurs. Therefore, when the first FlOA strobe occurs after the computer is in a TC
trap, no alarm indication is generated. An alarm indication is generated when the
second FlOA strobe occurs. A TC alarm condition is available to the peripheral
equipment as MTCAL.

y COLANTER

I
INCREMENTING
EXCESSIVE

Figure 4-161. Transfer Control Alarm Logic Timing Diagram
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The WATCH logic alarm generates signal ALGA if the computer fails to address
location 00067 within a period varying from approximately 0.65 sec. to approximately
1.9 sec. The period is established by signals F17A and F17B as shown on the timing
diagram of figure 4-162. Signal F17B resets FF49111-49112. If location 0067 is ad-
dressed before F17A occurs, the flip-flop is set thus inhibiting gate 49114. If this
location is not addressed within this interval, the flip-flop remains reset and gate 49114
is enabled and strobed by F17A. This action generates signal WATCHP, which pro-
duces ALGA and causes the watch flip-flop (FF49116-49117) to set. The minimum
and maximum intervals are illustrated in figure 4-162.

The output of gate 49110 is indicative of location 0067 being addressed at time 2 of
a particular memory cycle. At the time shown, the location is addressed approxi-
mately 0.65 millisecond prior to F17A. The location must he addressed again prior
to the next F17A strobe. As indicated, this address is a maximum of approximately
1.9 seconds from the previous time at which location 0067 was addressed.

A parity alarm (PALE) indicates that a word read out of fixed or erasable mem-
ory contains an even number of ONE'S. This logic alarm indication is applied directly
to the output gates of the logic alarms processor to generate signal ALGA, and sub-
sequently signal GOJAM. Signal ALGA can be inhibited by input NHALGA which is
applied to gate 41118 from the peripheral equipment. This inhibit prevents any of
the logic alarms described above from generating signal GOJAM.

The start-stop generator generates signal GOJAM to restart the computer in
response to the logic alarms go signal ALGA; signals STRTl, STRT2, and SBY from
the power supplies, and inputs from the peripheral equipment. Signal STRTl indicates
failure of the +4 and +14 volt power supplies; signal STRT2 indicates failure of the
oscillator (both are described in paragraph 4-5.9 - Power Supplies). Signal SBY oc-
curs when the standby mode of operation is initiated. Signal MSTRT from the periph-
eral equipment sets FF41103-41104. The flip-flop output is gated by timing signal F05A

Figure 4-162. Watch Alarm Timing
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to produce MSTRTP to the input flip-flop (FF37228-37229) of the start-stop generator.

Flip-flop 41103-41104 is reset when MSTRT reverts to logic ZERO.

Any one of the signals described, ALGA, STRTl, STRT2, SBY, or MSTRTP, sets

the start-stop generator input flip-flop. At the following time 12 or at the end of a

memory cycle, a secondary level flip-flop (FF37233-37234) is set. The STOPA output

of this latter flip-flop generates signal STOPA, STOP and its complement, and causes

signal GOJAM. Signal STOP inhibits outputs from the time pulse generator in the

timer, and STOP the memory cycle timing. Signal GOJAM is applied to all functional

areas of the computer except the power supplies and essentially initializes the com-
puter for a restart condition. In the sequence generator, GOJAM causes subinstruc-

tion GOJI to be generated. This signal resets the input flip-flop which subsequently

resets the secondary level flip-flop (coincident with EVNSET) thus removing the STOP
signal, which allows the time pulse generator to run. Signal STRT2, the oscillator

fail signal, generates signal GOJAM immediately without the timing restrictions of

EVNSET and T12DC applied to gate 37231.

Signals STOP and GOJAM are also generated by input MSTP from the peripheral

equipment. The monitor stop input sets FF37238-37239 at the end of a memory cycle

(T12DC), and causes signals STOP and GOJAM. The time pulses resume when the

monitor stop input is removed. This feature allows individual memory cycle times to

be observed on the peripheral equipment.

4-5. 6.5 Interrupt Instruction Control Detailed Description. The interrupt instruction

control logic (figure 4-163) accepts interrupt requests, generates an associated ad-

dress, and causes a program interrupt routine to be initiated.

There are ten interrupt conditions in the LGC and nine in the CMC, indicated in

table 4-LXXlX. Each interrupt sets an associated flip-flop in the input circuits. The
flip-flops are arranged in order of priority of the interrupts in figure 4-163. The out-

puts labeled R1 through RIO (and complements) also indicate this priority. An input

flip-flop is set by an interrupt request; its outputs are applied through the priority

control logic to the address generator. The flip-flop is reset by reset pulse KRPTA
coincident with the generated address. For example, a T6RUPT occurs when address

0031 is coincident with signal ZOUT in the counter priority cells. The output of gate

35307 sets FF35308-35309 generating signal Rl. The output of gate 35307 also gen-

erates signal T6RUPT which clears bit position 15 of channel 13. All lower priority

interrupts are inhibited until T6RUPT is completed. This is accomplished by signal Rl
applied to gate 35320. The inhibit action is effective down through all lower priority

control gates and allows FF35234-35235 to set (by timing pulse TIO) enabling signal

RUPTOR. This flip-flop is reset when no further interrupt requests are present.

Signal RUPTOR is applied to the sequence generator to initiate the interrupt condition

in the computer.

Signal Rl is applied to the address generator, directly to gate 35350 and through

gates 35314 and 35319. This action enables the output gates, and, when read signal

RRPA occurs, output RPTAD3 becomes a logic ONE. All of the outputs from the
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priority control as a function of bit 8. A ONE entered into this bit position of channel
13 allows these incremental inputs to initiate a counter interrupt sequence in priority
control and update an associated counter in memory. Bits 10, 11, and 15/16 of channel
13 are control bits for functions internal to the LGC. Bit 10 (Alarms Test) lights the
RESTART and STBY lamps on the DSKY. Bit 11 enables the LGC to enter the standby
mode. Bit 15/16 enables the T6 interrupt routine. The manual inputs entered into

channel 31 (attitude and translational) initiate an interrupt sequence under program
control through bits 12 and 13 of channel 13. The manual discrete inputs are applied
to the handrupt control logic. The program enters the proper data into positions
12 and/or 13 and HNDRPT is initiated.

The output channels (figure 4-159) are all flip-flop registers with write and read
service. Data is written into the output channels from the central processor coincident
with an address supplied by the program into the service gates. Output channels 5.

6. 10. 11, and 12 supply output discretes to other systems as indicated in figure 4-159.
Channel 14 controls the transmission of incremental drive pulses to the gyros and the
CDU. An output is enabled (gyro or CDU) by placing a ONE in the proper bit position
of channel 14. This is accomplished by the program. For example, the program enters
a ONE into bit position 11 of channel 14. This results in an interrupt request signal
which is applied to priority control. Further processing by priority control results
in a command request to the sequence generatorand an address command to the central
processor. This same address (in this case 0054) enables the output drive logic and
allows the drive pulsestobe gated out. The associated output counter register in memory
is loaded by program and a pulse burst is sent to the CDU. Each time the counter
is processed the number in the counter register is diminished by one such that the

content of the counter approaches zero. When the number has reached zero, the
channel bit position is reset and the pulse burst terminates.

The outlink control logic is functionally illustrated infigure 4-161. Outlink consists
of the downlink word to the spacecraft telemetry, and the crosslink word to the CMC.
The word to be transmitted downlink is loaded into channel 34 from the central processor.
DLKRPT is initiated by the downlink rupt circuit. DKSTRT is converted to a clear pulse
to clear the downlink counter, and also sets the read flip-flop. The bit sync pulses then
step the counter and the outputs are decoded to strobe the bit positions of channel
34, and produce a serial word output. The rate of transmission is monitored, and, if

too fast, a bit is entered into bit position 12 of channel 33. Crosslink is the output
word from the LGC to the CMC. Bit 1 of channel 14 enables the outlink control logic.

An interrupt request signal is sent to priority control to initiate an interrupt sequence.
The address of the crosslink counter enables the word from the central processor
to be transmitted serially to the CMC.

4-5.8 MEMORY. Memory consists of an erasable memory with a storage capacity of
2048 words and a fixed core rope memory with a storage capacity of 36.864 words.
Erasable memory is a random-access, destructive readout storage device. Data
stored in erasable memory can be altered or updated. Fixed memory is a nondestructive
storage device. Data stored in fixed memory is unalterable since the data is wired in.
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address generator (RPTAD3, RPTAD4, RPTAD5, RPTAD6, and RPTA12) in combina-
tion generate address 4004 from the write lines in the central processor. This is the

address of the T6RUPT routine.

When RUPTOR initiates the routine to interrupt the program presently being

executed, the sequence generator causes subinstruction RUPTO and RUPTl to be exe-
cuted. During subinstruction RUPTO, information on the program is temporarily
stored in memory and the computer is readied to execute RUPTl. At time 3 of subin-

struction RUPTl, the interrupt address is placed on the write lines by read signal

RRPA. The computer then executes the interrupt routine. At time 9 of subinstruction
RUPTl, reset signal KRPTA resets the T6RUPT input flip-flop coincident with partial

address 04 (XTO XB4). Any lower priority interrupt request is then processed after

the completion of T6RUPT.

The remaining interrupts are processed in a manner identical to that of T6RUPT
except that the portion of the address used to reset the input flip-flop is the address
associated with the particular interrupt involved. The address portion used can be
determined from table 4-LXXIX (10 - T5RUPT, 14 - T3RUPT etc.). Interrupts

KYRPT2 and MKRPT share the same input flip-flop (FF35334-35335) and consequently
the same priority. Table 4-LXXX indicates the function of all interrupt routines in

both the LGC and CMC.

Table 4-LXXX. LGC/CMC Interrupt Functions

Interrupt Priority Function

T6RUPT R1 Causes execution of program section Reaction

Control.

T5RUPT R2 Causes execution of program section Trans
Vector Control when T5 counter overflows.

T3RUPT R3 Causes execution of routine T3RUPT of pro-
gram section Waitlister - Task Control when
T3 counter overflows.

T4RUPT R4 Causes execution of routine T4RUPT of pro-
gram section T4RUPT - Output Control when
T4 counter overflows. Enables information to

be sent to DSKY, ISS, and OSS.

KYRPTl R5 Causes execution of program section Keyboard
and Display when data from DSKY is punched-
in (main DSKY in CMC).

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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Table 4-LXXX. LGC/CMC Interrupt Functions

Interrupt Priority Function

KYRPT2 R6 Causes execution of associated program sec-
tion when inputs occur from MARK button in
LGC. (Program section Keyboard and Display
is executed in CMC as a result of navigation
keyboard inputs.

)

MKRPT R6 Causes execution of associated program sec-
tion to process rate of descent inputs in LGC.
(Program section MARK is executed in CMC
to process optics data.)

UPRUPT R7 Causes execution of program section UPRUPT
to process uplink data when flag bit of uplink
word is received.

DLKRPT R8 Causes execution of program section
DOWNRUPT to load downlink channel 34
with new word.

RADARPT
(LGC only)

R9 Causes execution of program section Radar
to process data from rendezvous radar when
flag bit is received.

HNDRPT RIO Causes execution of program section Hand
Control when attitude, translation, or im-
pulse hand control inputs occur.

{Sheet 2 of 2)

4-5. 6.6 Counter Instruction Control Detailed Description. Counter instruction control
consists of 29 priority cells, each of which has an associated counter register in
erasable memory. Table 4-LXXXI lists the priority cells and associated counters,
the location in erasable memory, the type of cell (input or output), and the instruc-
tion(s) initiated by each cell as a result of input data. The listing in table 4-LXXXI
also indicates the priority in which the counter registers are processed. The counter
with the lowest address (0024) has the highest priority, and the counter with the highest
address (0060) the lowest priority. Twenty of the priority cells accept either incre-
mental or serial data inputs and are termed input cells. Of the remaining nine cells,
eight are used in conjunction with output pulse trains to the gyros, CDU’s, and the
spacecraft. The ninth is used to form the serial outlink word. These cells are termed
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Table 4-LXXXI. LGC/CMC Counter Cell/Register Assignments

Octal Cell Register Type Instruction Initiated

Address Name

0024 T2(TIME2) Input PINC
0025 T1(TIME1) Input PINC

+ Increment
' Add One

0026 T3(TIME3) Input PINC
0027 T4(TIME4) Input PINC
0030 T5(TIME5) Input PINC

0031 T6(TIME6) Input DINC Diminish by One

0032
0033

CDUX
CDUY

Input

Input

PCDU, MCDU''
PCDU, MCDU + or - CDU Add

0034
0035

CDUZ
TRN

Input

Input

PCDU, MCDU
PCDU, MCDU

V oiaLLxcauL

One (TWO'S

0036 SHFT Input PCDU, MCDU^

0037
0040

0041

PIPAX
PIPAY
PIPAZ

Input

Input

Input

PINC, MINC
PINC, MINC
PINC, MINC

+ or - Increment
Add One, Sub-

0042 BMAG X (RHC) Input PINC, MINC
0043 BMAG Y (RHC) Input PINC, Mmc
0044 BMAG Z (RHC) Input PINC, MINC J

0045 INLINK Input SHINC, SHANC' Shift (ZERO in)

0046 RNRAD (LGC Only) Il^JUt SHINC, SHANC > OR Shift & Add
One (ONE in)

0047 GYROD Output DINC
0050 CDUXD Output DINC
0051 CDUYD Output DINC
0052
0053

CDUZD
TRUND

Output
Output

DINC
DINC

' Diminish by One

0054 SHAFTD Output DINC
0055 THRSTD Output DINC
0056 EMSD Output DINC

0057 OTLNK Output SHINC Shift (Serial

Output)
0060 ALT (LGC Only) Output SHINC
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output cells. The priority cells are further differentiated by the type of instruction or

command generated to update the counter. The time counter registers, T1 through T5,

are incremented only. Consequently, the cells associated with these counter registers

initiate a PINC (plus increment) instruction only. Time counter register T6 is preset

by program. The cell associated with this register initiates instruction DINC (decre-

ment) to diminish the contents of the counter toward zero. The counter cells for the

CDU's of the ISS and OSS initiate instructions PCDU or MCDU dependent on the input.

In a similar manner, the counter cells for the PIPA’s and BMAG's initiate either a

plus increment (PINC) or minus increment (RUNC) instruction. The inlink and radar

words are serial inputs. Consequently, shift instructions SHINC or SHANC are initi-

ated by the associated counter cell depending on whether a ZERO or ONE bit

is received.

All of the output cells, with the exception of outlink control (OTLNK) and altitude

meter control (ALT), initiate instruction DINC. The associated counter registers are

preset by program, and the contents diminished toward zero when the cells receive

input requests. The outlink and altitude meter control output cells initiate instruction

SHINC only. These are serial outputs and instruction SHINC causes the word to be

shifted out serially.

The input counter priority cells (figure 4-164) store incoming requests for updat-

ing the counter registers until the requests can be processed. The requests are stored

in an input flip-flop. At time 10 of a particular memory cycle, a transfer pulse occurs

(BKTF), the request is transferred to a secondary flip-flop which generates an address

request signal, and an inhibit signal is applied to all lower priority counter cells. For

example, input pulse T2P sets FF31129-31130 of cell 24. At time 10, transfer signal

BKTF occurs and causes FF31132-31133 to set. The set output is applied to the output

gates of cells 25 and 26 and inhibits the outputs from these cells. The set output of

FF31132-31133 is also applied through gate 31150 to generate inhibit signal CG21,

which is applied to the output gates of cells 27, 30, and 31. Inhibit signal CG22 is

generated from gate 31252 by signal CG21 and inhibits outputs from cells 32 and 33.

The inhibit action continues down through all lower priority cells (CGll, CG12 etc.)

to the altitude cell (0060). At this point, the inhibit signal generates CTROR, which

is applied to the sequence generator indicating a counter increment request.

The reset output of FF31332-31333 is used to generate address and command
request signal C24A. This is applied simultaneously to the counter address generator

to produce address 0024 and to the counter instruction logic in sequence generator to

initiate instruction PINC. Instruction PINC increments by one the content of the T

2

counter register in erasable memory.

Both the input flip-flop (FF31129-31130) and the secondary flip-flop (FF31132-

31133) are reset by the generated address (inputs C A2 and CXB^ to gate 31135) coinci-

dent with reset signal RSSB. The latter signal is generated at time 7 as a function of

counter increment request signal INKL from the sequence generator.
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Figure 4-164. Counter Priority Cells
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Figure 4-164. Counter Priority Cells
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Cells 25, 26, 27 and 30, 31 are identical in operation to cell 24. One difference

exists in cell 31; instruction DINC is executed instead of instruction PINC. This
counter register is preloaded by program. The content of the counter is diminished
by one each time recjuest signal T6P occurs.

Cells 32 through 36 {PCDU and MCDU) and 37, 40 through 44 (PINC and MINC)
contain two input flip-flops to accommodate incremental pulses representing a positive

or negative input. The processing of these inputs in priority control is different in

that two separate signals are generated to produce the counter instructions. The in-

structions initiated update the counter registers in TWO' s complement notation in the

case of the CDU inputs, or in ONE’S complement in the case of the PIPA and BMAG
inputs. The correct notation is accomplished in the central processor as a result of

the instructions initiated by the inputs to these cells.

As an example of the operation of these cells, consider cell 35 (TRN). An incre-
mental input TRNP or TRNM sets a respective input flip-flop (FF31215-31216 or
FF31224~3122 5). The set outputs of both flip-flops are OR'ed and gated with transfer
signal BKTF to set the secondary flip-flop (FF31219-31220). This set output of this

flip-flop generates priority signal CG12 to inhibit all lower priority cells. The reset
output generates address request signal C35A, which is applied to the counter address
generator only. One of two counter instructions is initiated by the cell. The address
request signal does not initiate the instruction, as cell 24 request signal does. With a
positive incremental input, signal C35P from the input flip-flop initiates instruction

PCDU; with a negative incremental input, signal C35M initiates instruction MCDU.
These two instructions are analogous to instructions PINC and MINC for the PIPA and
BMAG (RHC) inputs except that TWO's complement notation is employed in the central
processor as described. The timing relationship between the transfer and reset sig-
nals is identical to that described for cells 24 through 31.

Input cells 45 and 46, the inlink and rendezvous radar counters respectively, re-
ceive serial input data. The rendezvous radar cell and counter register is active in

the LGC only. The serial inputs are converted to a parallel word by instruction SHINC
for a ZERO in, and SHANC for a ONE in. The cells operate as cell 35, described above,
operates. There are two input flip-flops in each cell for receiving one of two possible
inputs. The input flip-flop outputs initiate instruction SHINC or SHANC, and a sec-
ondary flip-flop is used to generate the address. In the central processor, instruction

SHINC shifts a ZERO into the parallel word being formed; instruction SHANC shifts

and adds a ONE to the word being formed. When the complete word is formed, the

flag bit initiates a program interrupt routine (UPRUPT or RADRPT).

Output cells 47, 50 through 57, and 60 operate in conjunction with output counter
registers in erasable memory. Cells 47, and 50 through 56 are used in conjunction
with functional areas of the input/output section providing drive pulses to the gyros,
CDU's and the spacecraft (see table 4-LXXXI). These cells are identical in operation
to cell 24 described above except that instruction DINC is initiated. The coimter
registers are preloaded by program. Each time an incremental request occurs (such
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as GYROD, CDUXD etc.) instruction DINC diminishes the counter content toward zero.
Drive pulses are transmitted to the associated unit until the counter reaches zero, at
which time the drive pulses cease.

The outlink and altitude meter control cells (57 and 60) initiate instruction SHINC
to shift the associated word contained in the counter register in memory out in serial
fashion. For example, the outlink logic supplies incremental input OTLNKM. This
input is generated as a function of a ONE entered into channel 14, bit 1 (outlink activity).
The cell generates request signal C57A. which places address 0057 onto the write
lines from the address generator, and initiates instruction SHINC in the sequence
generator. Instruction SHINC causes one bit of the word to be shifted out through the
outlink logic in the input-output section. The manipulation is accomplished in the
central processor. The word from the outlink counter register in memory is de-
posited into register Y in the central processor. Instruction SHINC essentially shifts
the word left so that one bit is shifted into the overflow bit position on each shift re-
quest. Overflow is sensed for by the branch control logic in the sequence generator,
and the appropriate bit is shifted out through the outlink logic. The shift manipulation
for the altitude meter control word is identical to that for the outlink word.

4-5. 6.6.1 Counter Address Generator. The counter address generator, figure 4-165,
supplies the appropriate address for the counter priority cells to the write lines in the
central processor. The address is represented by a combination of outputs CADS
through CADI (low order to high order). These outputs connect the six low order
write lines (6 through 1, see table 4-LXXX) to generate the proper counter addresses.

To generate an address, the generator outputs are logic ONE*s in response to an
address request signal. For example, address request signal C42A from the BMAGX
cell generates address 0042 as follows;

4 2

As indicated, the proper output signals (CAD6 and CAD2) become logic ONE's in re-
sponse to address request signal C42A. The remaining counter register addresses
can be ascertained in this manner.
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The counter address is placed on the write lines by read signal RSCT at time 1 of
the memory cycle time immediately following that cycle in which the request to incre-
ment is processed by the sequence generator. This is accomplished as follows.

An input to the input flip-flop of the counter priority cells is transferred to the
secondary flip-flop at time 7 by transfer signal BKTF. Simultaneously, signal CTROR
is generated, and is used to produce increment signal INKL in the sequence generator.
At time 12, following the completion of an instruction (counter increments are not
executed between subinstructions), the sequence generator allows the counter incre-
ment to occur. At time 1 in the next memory cycle, read signal RSCT is generated
as a function of increment signal INKL, and places the appropriate counter address on
the write lines.

The outputs from gates 32064 (30 SUM) and 32050 (50 SUM) are essentially OR
signals for any of counter cells 0030-0037 and 0050-0057, respectively. The OR sig-
nals generate the three high order bits of the address for the counters at these lo-
cations.

4-5.6.6.2 Counter Alarm Detector. The counter alarm detector, figure 4-166, sup-
plies an alarm signal to the failure detection circuits in the power supply if counter
increments occur too frequently (continuous counter incrementing) or if a counter
increment fails to occur following an increment request.

Excessive counter incrementing is sensed by FF41149-41150. This flip-flop is
reset by timing pulse F07A. The set output conditions one leg of gate 41 151. This
gate is strobed by timing pulse F07B. If FF41149-41150 sets prior to F07B, no alarm
indication is generated. The set conditions are the T03 timing pulse coincident with
no counter increment activity, indicated by signals INKL and CTROR remaining at a
logic ZERO level. If a counter increment request occurs within the test period, one
or both of signals INKL or CTROR are a logic ONE. The flip-flop does not set and an
alarm indication occurs.

Any request to increment is OR'ed through extended NOR gate 41134 and sets
FF41138-41139. This conditions one leg of gate 41140. This flip-Hop is reset (thus
inhibiting gate 41140) by counter increment signal INKL. Therefore, if a counter
increment request occurs (TIP, T2P etc.), and is not processed, signal INKL is not
generated. Flip-flop 41141-41142 is set at time 9 and causes an alarm indication.
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Figure 4-166. Counter Alarm Detector
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4-5,7 INPUT-OUTPUT. The input-output section consists basically of the interface

circuits and the input and output channels which transfer information between the

computer and the other spacecraft subsystems. The interface differences in input/

output between the LGC and the CMC are described in the following paragraphs.

4-5.7. 1 Input-Output Functional Description . The interface circuits accept all inputs

to and route all outputs from the compiiter. These circuits provide the necessary

voltage levels or electrical isolation of the input and output signals. Incremental

inputs as well as serial pulse inputs are applied to input transformer circuits. All

discrete inputs such as the keycode from the DSKY are applied to resistive-capacitive

networks. Serial pulse outputs and incremental output drive pulses such as those to

the gyros and CDU's are applied to output transformer circuits. Timing and syn-

chronization pulse trains to other spacecraft systems are also applied to output trans-

former circuits. Discrete outputs are applied to output transistor driver circuits.

Power outputs (+28 COM, +4, and +14 volts) are supplied to isolation resistors located

in the interface circuits. Most of the input signals to the computer are applied to the

input channels; most of the output signals come from the output channel network. The
remaining inputs and outputs are applied to or come from other functional areas within

the computer.

There are six input channels and eight output channels which interface with other

spacecraft systems and the DSKY. These channels are illustrated in figure 4-167 for

the LGC, and figure 4-168 for the CMC. A ninth output channel (7) functions internally

in the computer to access fixed memory. The channels are accessed by an address

which is the same as the channel number (channel 30 - address 0030). Input channels 15

and 16 are flip-flop registers similar to the flip-flop registers of the central proces-
sor. Channels 30 through 33 each consist of an input gating complex to which discrete

inputs are applied. The channels are interrogated under program control by a set

of channel instructions. An address, supplied by program, is applied to the service

gates of an associated channel and the data in that channel is read-out to the central

processor. The numbers used to address both the input and output channels coincide

with some of the numbers used as memory addresses. However, the addresses used

for the input and output channels are supplied by the IN/OUT instruction gproup and are

always channel addresses. The addresses in other instructions are always memory
addresses. This coincidence of addresses can be used to access two registers in the

central processor. Register L is accessible both at memory address 0001 and channel

address 01; register Q is accessible at memory address 0002 and channel address 02.

There is no write process involved with the input channels as is the case with the flip-

flop registers of the central processor, however. Inputs are entered directly into the

bit positions of the channels. The number of bits in parentheses in each channel

block in figure 4-167 indicates the number of active bit positions. All channels have a

capacity of 15 bits.

Only discrete inputs enter the input channels ofboth computers. These inputs are
classified as interrupting and non-interrupting. The keyboard and mark inputs en-
tered into channels 15 and 16 are the only two interrupting discrete type inputs.
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For example, a keycode from the DSKY entered into channel 15 interrupts the program
being executed and forces the computer to interrogate that particular channel. This is

accomplished by an interrupt signal (KEYRUPT 1, KEYRUPT 2, or MKRPT) which is

generated as the inputs are entered into channel 15 or 16. The inputs entered into

the remaining channels from the various other spacecraft systems are non-interrupt-
ing. The channels are interrogated by program, as described previously, and the
information is read-out to the central processor.

Incremental inputs representing velocity are applied directly from the interface
circuits to the PIPA precount logic section. From this logic section, incremental
pulses are applied to priority control to initiate a counter interrupt routine and update
an associated counter in memory. In a similar manner, the incremental inputs
representing the gimbal position of the ISS and OSS CDU's are applied directly to prior-
ity control and also initiate a counter interrupt routine.

In the LGC, channel 13 (figure 4-169) controls the serial iulink input to the com-
puter, the downlink transmission, the RHC inputs (rotation hand controller), the
rendezvous and landing radar inputs, and internal functions of the LGC.

In the CMC, channel 13 controls the serial inlink inputs, the downlink transmis-
sion, the BMAG inputs (body mounted attitude gyros) and internal functions of the CMC.

Information is entered into the respective bit positions of channel 13 from the cen-
tral processor. Bits 1 through 4 in the LGC control outputs to the radar. These bit

positions are not used in the CMC. Inlink consists of the uplink word from the space-
craft telemetry and the crosslink word from the other computer (LGC to CMC and
CMC to LGC).

Normally, the uplink data is entered into the input circuits and subsequently to

priority control to initiate a counter interrupt. A ONE entered into bit position 5 of
channel 13 from the central processor inhibits uplink and enables the crosslink input
between computers. Uplink information can also be inhibited by the BLOCK UPLINK
signal from the PGNCS. Bit 6 of channel 13 inhibits any inlink (uplink or crosslink)
information from entering the computer. Bit 7 controls the word order gate in the
downlink logic, which is discussed under the output channel logic. The RHC inputs to
the LGC and the BMAG inputs to the CMC are applied to priority control as a function
of bit 8. A ONE entered into this bit position of channel 13 allows these incremental
inputs to initiate a counter interrupt sequence in priority control and to update an as-
sociated counter in memory. Bits 10, 11. and 15/16 of channel 13 are control bits for
internal functions of both computers. Bit 10 (alarms test) lights the RESTART and
STBY lamps on the DSKY. Bit 11 enables the computer to enter the standby mode.
Bit 15/16 enables the T6 interrupt routine. The manual inputs entered into channels
31 (attitude and translational) and 32 (impulse) initiate an interrupt sequence under
program control through bits 12, 13, and 14 of channel 13. The manual discrete inputs
are applied to the handrupt control logic. The program enters the proper data into
positions 12, 13, and/or 14 and an interrupt sequence (HNDRPT) is initiated.
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Figure 4-167. Input-Output Channels
Functional Diagram-LGC
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Figure 4-168. Input-Output Channels
Functional Diagram - CMC
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The output channels (figure 4-168) are all flip-flop registers with write and read
service. Data is written into the output channels from the central processor coincident
with an address supplied by program into the service gates. Output channels 5, 6,

10, 11, and 12 supply output discretes to other systems as indicated on figure 4-168.

Channel 14 controls the transmission of incremental drive pulses to the gyros, and
CDU's in both the LGC/CMC, and, in addition, controls the altitude meter and thruster
outputs in the LGC. An output is enabled by placing a ONE in the proper bit position of
channel 14. This is accomplished by program. For example, the program enters a
ONE into bit position 11 of channel 14. This results in an interrupt request signal
which is applied to priority control. Further processing by priority control results in
a commancJ request to the sequence generator and an address command to the central
processor. This same address (in this case 0054) enables the output drive logic and
allows the drive pulses to be gated out. The associated output coiinter register in
memory is loaded by program and a pulse burst to the CDU (shaft) occurs. Each
time the coxinter is processed the number in the counter register is diminished by one
so the content of the counter approaches zero. When the number has reached zero,
the channel bit position is reset and the pulse burst terminates.

The outlink control logic is functionally illustrated in figure 4-170. Outlink con-
sists of the downlink word to the spacecraft telemetry from the LGC/CMC, and the
crosslink word between the LGC/CMC. The word to be transmitted downlink is loaded
into channels 34 and 35 from the central processor. An interrupt sequence (DLKRPT)
is initiated by the downlink rupt circuit. The downlink start signal (DKSTRT) is
converted to a clear pulse to clear the downlink counter and also sets the read flip-
flop. The bit sync pulses then step the counter. The outputs of the counter are
decoded to strobe the bit positions of channels 34 and 35 and to produce a serial word
output. The rate of transmission is monitored, and, if too fast, a bit is entered into
bit position 12 of channel 33. Crosslink is the output word from the LGC to the CMC or
vice-versa. Bit 1 of channel 14 enables the outlink control logic. An interrupt re-
quest signal is sent to priority control to initiate an interrupt sequence. The address
of the crosslink counter enables the word entered from the central processor to be
transmitted serially to the CMC or vice-versa.

4-5. 7.2 Input-Output Service. Information is transferred into and out of the various
input-ouiput channels ulider^he control of write, clear, and read signals generated by
associated service gates (fi^re 4-171). taputs to the service gates consist of write
and read control pulses (WCH and RCH) from the sequence generator and timing
signals (WT, CT, and RT ) from the timer. The outputs of the write and clear service
gates (WCHG and CCHG) are supplied to the output channels to generate individual

output channel write and clear signals. The output of the read service gate (RCHG)
causes information from the various input-output channels to be placed on the write
lines at read time.
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Figure 4-170. Outlink Functional Diagram
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Data is supplied to the output channels from the write lines in the form of signals
CHWL01-CHWL14 and CHWL16. The data is entered into a particular channel when
that channel is addressed. All input-output data is ORed and is placed on the write
lines and made available to the central processor as signals CH01-CH16 (figure
4-172.)

^

4-5. 7.3 toput Channels 15 and 16. Input channels 15 and 16 (figure 4-173) receive
discrete sipals from the DSKY, Optical Subsystem (OSS), and spacecraft. Reception
of these sisals results in the ^neration of interrupt signals which are supplied to
the priority control to interrupt the current computer operation and allow the inputs
to be accepted and processed. Channel 15 in the LGC receives the five-bit keycode
from the DSKY (MKEY1-MKEY5) whenever any key on the DSKY, except the STANDBY
key, is depressed. In a similar manner, channel 16 receives discrete inputs from the
OSS whenever any of the MARK pushbuttons are depressed or from the spacecraft
whenever a manual command is generated to increase or decrease the LEM rate of
descent. Since the logic associated with channels 15 and 16 is similar, only channel
15 and the differences between channels 15 and 16 are described in detail. Channel 15
in the CMC receives the five-bit keycode from the main DSKY. Channel 16 receives
the five-bit keycode from the navigation DSKY and inputs from the OSS whenever any of
the MARK buttons are depressed.

Initially, the channel 15 input flip-flops are reset and FF 45135-45136 is set.
When a keycode is received, the MKEY1-MKEY5 signals that are logic ONE'S set an
associated input flip-flop. The flip-flop outputs are ORed through gates 45125 and 45126
and are used to set FF 45129-45130 subject to timing signal F^. Interrupt signal
KYRPTl is generated during T5 or Til time subject to signal F09B as a result of
setting the flip-flop. Signal KYRPTl resets FF 45135-45136 to prevent the processing
of additional keycodes until the current keycode has been processed. Signal KYRPTl
is also supplied to the priority control to interrupt computer operation and to cause the
execution of interrupt routine KEYRUPTl. Routine KEYRUPTl interrogates channel
15 by generating memory selection signals XTl and XB5 (address 0015). This action
causes the generation of read signal RCH15 which places the keycode on the write
lines, thus supplying the keyed in data to the central processor.

When the pressed DSKY key is released, signal MAINRS resets the input flip-flop
and sets FF 45135-45136. Thus channel 15 is cleared and made ready to accept the
next keycode input.

Channel 16 has a capacity of seven bits. However, only five are used in the LGC
The three discrete inputs MARK X, MARK Y, and REJ MRK cause routine KYRPT2 to
be executed. The remaining two discrete inputs. PDESCT and MDESCT, cause routineMKRPT to be executed. This arrangement in channel 16 in the LGC differs from theCMC since there is only one DSKY in the LEM. Routine KYRPT2 is executed in theCMC as a function of the navigation DSKY keyboard inputs. Routine MKRPT is executed
as a function of the Mark inputs MARK and MARKREJ. When the priority control
receives either of these interrupt signals (KYRPT or MKRPT). computer operation is
interrupted and interrupt routine KEYRUPT2 is executed which interrogates channel 16
and enables the data in the channel to be forwarded to the central processor.
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In the LGC, channel 16 is conditioned to accept new data when the input discretes

are removed and signal MRKRST is received from the OSS or signal DESRST is re-

ceived from the spacecraft. Channel 16 in the CMC is conditioned to accept new data

when signal NAVRST from the navigation DSKY or MRKRST from the OSS is received.

4-5. 7.4 Input Channels 30 through 33 . Channels 30 through 33 (figure 4-174) consist

of a series of gates which receive discrete inputs from the spacecraft and various sub-

systems of the PGNCS. Data i s supplied directly to the gates and is placed on the write

lines subject to read signals RCH30, RCH31, RCH32, and RCH33 whenever the indiv-

idual channels are addressed. Each channel has a 15-bit capability; however, not all

bit positions are used. Tables 4-LXXXII through 4-LXXXV list the various bit positions,

the signal received by each and the description of the signals in the LGC. Tables
4-LXXXVI through 4-LXXXIX list the same information for the CMC.

4-5. 7. 5 PIPA Precount Logic. The PIPA precount logic (figure 4-175) consists of

three forward-backward counters and a failure detection circuit.

When the PIPA's are experiencing no acceleration, each acceleration loop in the

ISS continuously generates a series of three positive pulses followed by three negative

pulses. The PIPA precount logic counters receive these pulses from the X, Y, and Z
acceleration loops as signals PIPAX+ or PIPAX-, PIPAY+ or PIPAY-, and PIPA2+
or P1PAZ-. The pulses are forwarded to the counters subject to timing signal PIPSAM,
a 1 psec pulse at 30 pps. Each counter counts forward three and then backward three

without generating an output. Only when a counter receives more than three positive

or negative pulses in a sequence does it generate an output. The output is dependent
on the input. A plus output pulse (PIPXP, PIPYP, or PIPZP) is generated if the plus

input pulses exceed three; a minus output pulse (PIPXM, PIPYM, or PIPZM) is gen-
erated if the minus input pulses exceed three. Using the counter for the Z axis PIPA
as an example, table 4-XC illustrates the operation of the forward-backward counters.

The left side of the table indicates the initial state of signals B and D and the input

signal applied to the counter. The right side of the table indicates the state of signals

B and D as a result of the input signal and it also indicates the presence or absence of

an output signal.

The PIPA failure detection circuit generates signal PIPAFL if PIPA pulses are
not received often enough, or if the time between the reception of a plus or minus PIPA
pulse from one PIPA is too long, or if a plus and a minus PIPA pulse is received
simultaneously from the same PIPA. Timing signal F5ASB2 causes the generation
of signals MISSX, MISSY, and MISSZ every 312.5 ^sec. If no inputs are received from
the PIPA's prior to the reception of timing signal F5ASB0, FF 48107-48108 is set and
signal PIPAFL is generated. Similarly, timing signal F18AX causes the generation of

signals NO-P and NO-M every 2.6 seconds. If both a plus and a minus input is not
received from each PIPA prior to the reception of timing signal F18B, signal PIPAFL
is generated. The remaining failure condition occurs if plus and minus PIPA inputs

are received simultaneously. When this condition exists, signal BOTHX, BOTHY, or
BOTH2 is generated which causes signal PIPAFL to be generated.
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Table 4-XC. Truth Table for Z Axis PIPA Counter

Signal B Signal D Input Signal Signal B Signal D Output Signal

1 1 PIPGZ+ 1 0
1 0 PIPGZ+ 0 0 _
0 0 PIPGZ+ 0 1 _
0 1 PIPGZ+ 0 1 PIPZP
0 1 PIPGZ- 0 0 _
0 0 PIPGZ- 1 0 _
1 0 PIPGZ- 1 1 _
1 1 PIPGZ- 1 1 PIPZM

4-5. 7. 6 Output Channels 05 and 06 . Channels 05 and 06 in the LGC (figure 4-176)
control the reaction control system (RCS) to provide maneuvering commands for the
spacecraft. Maneuver requests are received by the LGC through input channel 31 and
are converted to maneuver commands by program action. The commands are written
into channels 05 and 06 and forwarded to the RCS when the channels are addressed.
Data is processed in these channels and all other output channels similarly to that of a
register in the central processor, namely, clear, write, and read. In the event of a
GOJAM condition, all data in channels 05 and 06 is cleared in preparation for a com-
puter restart. Table 4-XCI contains a list of the RCS control signals supplied by
channel 05 in the LGC.

Channels 05 and 06 in the CMC control the RCS in the command module (see
figure 4-176). The RCS can be operated in either the SM mode or the CM mode
depending upon the switch setting on the display and control panel. With the SM mode
selected, all 16 bits contained in the two channels (eight bits per channel) are used to
control 16 thrusters in the SM. With th CM mode selected, only 12 bits are used to
control the 12 thrusters on the CM. Bits 5 through 8 of channel 06 are not used in the
CM mode. The signals generated by channels 05 and 06 for the two modes are listed in
table 4-XCI.

4-5. 7.7 Output Channels 10 and 11 . The output signals from Channels 10 and 11
(figures 4-177 and 4-178) activate relays in the DSKY which causes various numerical
displays and status and caution indications. All 15 bit positions of channel 10 are used
simultaneously to control a relay matrix in the DSKY. Bit positions 12 through 15/16
generate signals RYWD12 through RYWD14 and RYWD16 which select the proper row
in the matrix to be activated. Bit positions 1 through 11 generate signals RLYBOl
through RYLBll which activate relays in the selected row. Thus, any relay in the
matrix can be activated subject to the contents of channel 10.

Seven bits from channel 11 (bits 1 through 7) are used to provide specific indica-
tions to the DSKY. The data in these bit positions is identical for both the LGC and the
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Table 4-XCI. RCS Control Signals - LGC and CMC

Channel Bit Position Output Signal Output Signal - CMC
LGC SM Mode CM Mode

05 1 -X/-P/+R RC+X+P +PCH/-X/+YAW
2 +X/+P/-R RC-X-P -PCH/+Z
3 -X/+R/+P RC-X+P +PCH/-X/-YAW
4 +X/-R/ -P RC+X-P -PCH/-Z
5 -X/+P/ -R RC+X+Y +YAW/-X/+PCH
6 +X/-P/+R RC-X-Y -YAW/-X/-PCH
7 -X/-R/-P RC-X+Y +YAW/-X/-PCH
8 +X/+R/+P RC+X-Y -YAW/-X/+PCH

06 1 +Z/+YAW RC+Z+R +RLL/(+Y, +Z)

2 -Z/-YAW RC-Z-R -RLL/(-Y, -Z)

3 -Z/+YAW RC-Z+R +RLL/(+Y, -Z)

4 +Z/-YAW RC+Z-R -RLI./(-Y, +Z)

5 +Y/+YAW RC+Y+R Not used

6 -Y/-YAW RC-Y-R Not used

7 -Y/+YAW RC-Y+R Not used

8 +Y/-YAW RC+Y-R Not used

CMC. Each bit position generates a signal which activates a relay in the DSKY and

causes an indicator to light. In addition, bit positions 5, 6, and 7 receive signal FLASH
from the timer which interrupts the generation of the relay activating signals they

produce, thus causing the indicators they control to flash. Table 4-XCII lists all of the

bit positions for channel 11, the signals generated, and the function of each signal for

both the LGC and CMC. Signal OUTCOM which is generated by bit position 9 is used

for test purposes. Signal WHIG, which is generated by bit position 10, is used to inhibit

the generation of signal RESTRT, thereby turning on indicator RESTART on the DSKY
and turning off several caution indicators in the spacecraft. Note that bits 13 and 14

are used in the LGC only.

4-5. 7. 8 Output Channel 12 . Channel 12 (figure 4-179) provides signals which control

various spacecraft and PGNCS systems. The channel consists of 15 bit positions.

Table 4-XCIII for the LGC and 4-XCIV for the CMC list the bit positions, the signals

generated, and the function of each signal.

4-5. 7.9 Output Channel 13 . Channel 13 produces signals which are used to perform

various internal functions and which are common in both the LGC and the CMC.
Additional logic circuits in the LGC control the rendezvous and landing radars and are

not contained in the CMC. Common logic functions are described in the same paragraph

in the sections to follow. Specific logic circuits peculiar only to the LGC are described

separately.
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Figure 4-178. Output Channel 11
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Figure 4-179. Output Channel 12
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Table 4-XCn. Channel 11 Output Signals

Bit Position Output Signal Function

1 ISSWAR
(ISS warning)

Indicates an abnormal condition exists in the

ISS.

2 COMACT
(computer activity)

Indicates the computer is not in the standby
mode and is processing some routine other
than the dummy job.

3 UPLACT
(uplink activity)

Indicates the computer is receiving uplink
information.

4 TMPOUT
(temperature out)

Indicates the stable member temperature
has exceeded its design limits.

5 KYRLS
(key release)

Indicates routine pinball, the keyboard and
display routine, has attempted to use the

DSKY to display information but found it

busy.

6 VNFLSH
(verb/noun flash)

Causes the verb and noun indicators to flash
which indicates additional information must
be keyed in before the computer can per-
form the requested operation.

7 OPEROR
(operator error)

Indicates the operator performed some
illegal operation using the keyboard.

8 - Spare

9 OUTCOM Test

10 OTlllO Spare

11 - Spare

12 - Spare

13 (LGC
only)

OT1113 (engine on) Indicates the ascent or descent engine is on.

14 (LGC
only)

OT1114 (engine off) Indicates the ascent or descent engine is off.
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Table 4-XCIII. Channel 12 Output Signals - LGC

Bit Position Output Signal Function

1 ZOPCDU
(zero optics CDU)

Clears the optics CDU shaft and trunnion

read counters and inhibits the transmission
of error angle pulses to the LGC.’

2 ENERRR
(energize rendezvous
radar)

Requests that the rendezvous radar be
energized.

3 HOVLOS
(horizontal velocity

low scale)

Spare

4 COARSE
(coarse align

enable)

Indicates a request for the coarse align

mode.

5 ZIMCDU
(zero IMU CDU's)

Clears the IMU read counters and inhibits

the transmission of gimbal angle error pulses
to the LGC.

6 ENERIM
(enable IMU error
counter)

Enables the IMU error counters and allows
them to accept LGC drive pulses.

7 OT1207 Spare

8 DSPIND
(display inserted

data)

Requests the display-inertial -data mode for

display of inertially-derived forward and
lateral velocity on PGNCS Display and
Control Panel.

9 PGTRM+
(plus pitch gimbal
trim)

Commands plus and minus pitch and roll

gimbal trim with bit positions 10, 11, and
12.

10 PGTRM-
(minus pitch gimbal
trim)

Same as bit position 9.

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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Table 4-XCin. Channel 12 Output Signals - LGC

Bit Position Output Signal Function

11 PROLGT
(plus roll gimbal
trim)

Same as bit position 9.

12 MROLGT
(minus roll gimbal
trim)

Same as bit position 9.

13 LRPCOM
(landing radar
position command)

Commands the positioning of the landing
radar to one of two possible positions.

14 RRELON
(rendezvous radar
enable lock-on)

Commands a radar lock-on if the automatic
lock-on is not achieved.

15/ 16 ISSTDC
(ISS turn on delay

completed)

Indicates the gyro wheels have had time to

run up to speed.

(Sheet 2 of 2)

Table 4-XCIV. Channel 12 Output Signals - CMC

Bit Position Output Signal Function

1 ZOPCDU
(zero optics CDU)

Clears the optics CDU shaft and trunnion
read counters and inhibits the transmission
of error angle pulses to the CMC.

2 ENEROP
(enable optics error
counter)

Enables the optics CDU shaft and trunnion
error counters to accept CMC drive
pulses

.

3 STARON
(star tracker on)

Indicates a request for the optics star
tracker mode.

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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Table 4-XCIV. Channel 12 Output Signals - CMC

Bit Position Output Signal Function

4 COARSE
(coarse align

enable)

Indicates a request for the coarse align

mode.

5 ZIMCDU
(zero IMU CDU' s)

Clears the IMU read counters and inhibits

the transmission of gimbal angle error

pulses to the CMC.

6 ENERIM
(enable IMU error
counter)

Enables the IMU error counters to accept

CMC drive pulses.

7 OT1207 Spare

8 TVCNAB
(thrust vector

control enable)

Indicates a request for the thrust vector

control mode in which the CMC controls the

SPS.

9 S4BTAK
(SIVB takeover)

Indicates the CMC has been selected to con-

trol the SIVB guidance.

10 ZEROPT
(zero optics)

Indicates a request for the zero optics mode.

11 DISDAC
(disengage optics

DAC)

Prevents the optics DAC' s from processing

error signals.

12 - Spare

13 S4BSEO
(SrVB start se-
quence)

Enables the SIVB start injection sequence.

14 S4BOFF
(SrV engine cutoff)

Cuts off the SrVB engines.

15/ IG ISSTDC

j

(ISS turn on delay

completed)

Indicates the gyro wheels have had time to

run up to speed.

(Sheet 2 of 2)
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4-5. 7.9.1 Channel 13 Service. Read and write service for all bit positions of channel 13

in both the LGC and CMC is illustrated in figure 4-180. The write and read signals

are generated as a function of a write or read control pulse, respectively, and address

0013 (XT1,XB3). The channel is cleared coincident with write-in (CCH13) or whenever
signal GOJAM occurs.

Figure 4-180. Channel 13 Service
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4-5. 7. 9.2 Radar Control. The radar control logic is active in the LGC only. (See

figure 4-181.) Bit positions 1 through 4 of channel 13 control the processing of radar

data for both the rendezvous radar (RR) and landing radar (LR). Bit position 4 must

contain a ONE for radar data to be processed. Bit positions 1 throu^ 3 of channel 13

determine the type of data to be processed. The resultant output signals to the radars

are indicated in table 4-XCV.

Table 4-XCV. Radar Data Processing

Bit Positions Radar Data
Processed

Signal Generated

3 2 1

0 0 0

0 0 1 RR range (RRRANG)
0 1 0 RR range rate (RRRARA)
0 1 1

1 0 0 LR range (LRRANG)
1 0 1 LR X velocity (LRXVEL)
1 1 0 LR Y velocity (LRYVEL)
1 1 1 LR Z velocity (LRZVEL)

Inputs from the radars to the LGC occur in the form of pulses (RRINl, RRINO and

LRINl, LRINO) subject to sync pulses RRSYNC or LRSYNC. The input radar data is

applied to priority control as signals RNRADP and RNRADM. When 15 pulses have

been received from the radar, the radar control generates signal RADRPT to termi-

nate the generation of sync pulses and cause the priority control to request the execu-

tion of interrupt RUPT9. This interrupt enables the execution of the radar leadin rou-

tines which digest the radar inputs.

When a ONE is entered into bit position 4 together with the necessary selection

data in bit positions 1 through 3, FF 45402-45403 is set the next time signal FlOA is

generated. This action results in the generation of the 3/J sec, 100 pps signal ADVCNT
which steps the counter consisting of gates 45405 through 45434. Signal ADVCNT also

sets FF 45320-45321 which enables the generation of the radar data request signals

specified by the contents of bit positions 1 through 3. The 3200 pps radar request sig-

nal is supplied to the appropriate radar subject to timing signal F5BSB2. At the oc-

currance of the ninth ADVCNT pulse, the counter generates signal CNTOF9 thereby in-

hibiting the generation of the radar data request signals and enabling the reception of

the requested radar data.

The first GTSET signal to occur following the generation of signal CNTOF9 causes

FF 45337-45338 to be set. (Signal GTSET occurs approximately every 5 msec.) This

action enables gate 45339 and causes the generation of either RRSYNC or LRSYNC
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Figure 4-181. Radar Control Logic
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pulses at a 3200 pps rate. The sync pulse generated is dependent upon the content

of bit position 3. (The timer generates 3200 pps reset pulses RRRST and LRRST
which occur halfway between the sync pulses.) The radar, under control of both

a radar request signal and a sync pulse, returns the requested data in serial form
as pulses RRINl and RRINO or LRINl and LRINO. The incoming pulses are gated ac-

cording to the contents of bit positions 1 through 4 and cause the generation of pulses

RNRADP or RNRADM. A RRINl or a LRINl pulse gated causes a RNRADP to be gen-
erated; a RRINO or a LRINO pulse causes a RNRADM to be generated. Each RNRADP
or RNRADM pulse is forwarded to the priority control to request the execution of in-

struction SHINC or SHANC, respectively.

When gate 45339 was enabled to cause the generation of sync pulses, FF 45340-

45341 was also set. This allows for the generation of signal RADRPT upon the oc-

currance of signal GTRST. Since signal GTRST is generated approximately 5.0 msec
after signal GTSET, 15 sync pulses are generated during the interval and 15 input sig-

nals are received from the radars. When signal GTRST occurs, signal RADRPT is

generated which:

a. Resets RR 45337-45338 to inhibit itself and the generation of sync pulses.

b. Resets bit position 4, thus resetting FF 45402-45403 and inhibiting signal

ADVCNT.

c. Resets the radar counter in preparation for the next ADVCNT signal.

d. Requests the execution of RUPT9 to enable the processing of the radar data.

Thus radar data is requested, received, and processed within the LGC.

4-5. 7. 9. 3 Uplink and Crosslink Input Logic. The uplink and crosslink input logic

(figure 4-182) is identical for the LGC and CMC. Bit positions 5 and 6 control the

processing of serial data from both uplink and crosslink. Bit position 6 must con-
tain a logic ZERO for either type of data to be processed. The contents of bit position

5 determine which type of data is processed, a logic ZERO for uplink or a logic ONE
for crosslink. Output signals INLNKP and INLNKM increment or decrement the inlink

counter subject to timing signal F04A and input signals UPLO, UPLl, XLNKO, and
XLNKl. Each INLNK pulse is supplied to the priority control to request the execution

of instruction SHINC or SHANC.

When bit positions 5 and 6 contain ZERO'S and signal BLKUPL (block uplink) is not

present, signal INLNKM is generated whenever signal UPLO is received from uplink

and signal INLNKP is generated whenever signal UPLl is received. When bit position

5 contains a ONE and bit position 6 contains a ZERO, FF 46224-46225 is set which in-

hibits the processing of uplink data and enables the processing of crosslink data. In

this case output signal INLNKM is generated subject to signal XLNKO from crosslink

and signal INLNKP is generated subject to signal XLNKl. Timing signal F04A, which
is generated every 156/1 sec, sets FF 46216-46217 and enables gates 46203 and 46206
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thereby allowing signals INLNKM and INLNKP to be supplied to the priority control.

When signal C45R is received from the priority control indicating the inlink cell has

been reset, FF 46216-46217 is reset which inhibits the generation of additional INLNK

pulses. In addition, gate 46211 is enabled so the reception of an uplink or crosslink

pulse before FF 46216-46217 is set again by signal F04A, causes bit position 11 of

channel 33 to be set indicating the inlink rate is too fast.

4-5. 7. 9.4 RHC Input Logic. The RHC input logic (figure 4-183) is contained in the LGC
only. Bit positions 8 and 9 of channel 13 control the processing of data from the rota-

tional hand controller. Whenever the hand controller is moved out of the detent posi-

tion, a ONE is entered into bit position 3 of channel 31 and the controller and meter

routine is executed. This routine clears the RHC counters and sets bit positions 8 and

9 of channel 13. A ONE in bit position 9 causes FF 46328-46329 to be set at the oc-

currance of timing signal F07D. Approximately 234 ^sec later the flip-flop is reset by

signal F07B. During the interval between F07D and F07B, signal RHCGO is generated

which resets bit position 9 and enables an analog-to-digital converter (circuit A) in the

interface circuits. The A/D converter generates signals SIGNX, Y, and Z (SIGN— )
and

signals GATEX, Y, and Z (GATE_) in response to the RHCGO signal. If bit position 8

contains a ONE, signals BMAGXP through BMAGZM are generated subject to the inputs

from the A/D converter. The outputs are termed BMAGXP, etc., to maintain consist-

ency with engineering information. If the SIGN signal is a logic ONE, the appro-

priate BMAG_P signal is produced; if the SIGN signal is logic ZERO, the appro-

priate BMAG M signal is produced. Signals GATEX, GATEY, and GATEZ are vari-

able length dc signals which may gate as many as 32 BMAG signals. The width of the

GATE signals is proportional to the amplitude of the input to the A/D converter from

the rotational hand controller. The BMAG signals are sent to the priority control to

request the execution of instructions PINC or MINC which increment or decrement the

appropriate BMAG counters.

4-5. 7. 9. 5 BMAG Input Logic. The BMAG input logic (figure 4-184} is contained in the

CMC. Bit position 8 of channel 13 controls the processing of data from the body

mounted attitude gyros. With a ONE in bit position 8 (supplied by program), the three-

axes BMAG data is applied to priority control to initiate a counter instruction (PINC or

MINC) and to update the associated BMAG counter in memory.

4-5.7. 9. 6 Handrupt Interrupt Control. In the LGC, bit positions 12 through 14 of chan-

nel 13 enable the processing of various inputs from the spacecraft (figure 4-185).

When the LGC receives inputs from hand controllers, thrusters, or gimbals, signal

HNDRUPT is supplied to the priority control to interrupt computer operation and initi-

ate the execution of the hand control interrupt routine. Bit positions 12, 13, or 14 must

contain a logic ONE in order for the interrupt to be generated. Bit 12 must be set in

conjunction with the altitude-controller-out-of-detent input (azimuth or elevation data

not yet supplied), bit 13 with the translation inputs, and bit 14 with the thruster fail and

gimbal inputs. The three bit positions function similarly; therefore, only bit position

12 is described in detail.
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Figure 4-183. RHC Input Logic
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Figure 4-184. BMAG Input Logic
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Assuming FF 44213-44212 and 44209-44210 to be initially reset, the occurrence of
signal CHWL12 sets FF 44213-44212. This action, coincident with the reception of
signal ACNTOD, allows gate 44208 to be enabled by timing signal F05A. When gate
44208 is enabled, FF 44209-44210 is set and gate 44211 is enabled subject to timing
signal F05B. This action resets FF 44213-44212 and results in the generation of signal
HNDBPT subject to signal TPOR which is generated at T5 or Til time. The outputs of
all three bit positions are ORed by gate 44230 such that any hand controller input pro-
duces signal HNDRPT.

In the CMC, bit positions 12 through 14 of channel 13 control the rotation, transla-
tion, or minimum impulse hand controller inputs. These differences are as indicated
in the boxed signals in figure 4-185. The operation of these logic circuits is similar to
that described for the LGC.

4-5. 7. 9. 7 Channel 13 - Bits 10, 11, and 15/16. Bit positions 10, 11, and 15/16 of chan-
nel 13 perform separate internal functions common to both the LGC and CMC. A one in
bit position 10 causes the generation of signal ALTEST (figure 4-186) which inhibits
signal RESTRT in the alarm circuit. This allows various caution indicators on the
DSKY and the PGNCS panel to be tested. The indicators are inaccessible to program
testing. A ONE in bit position 11 enables the standby circuits and a ONE in bit position
15/16 causes the generation of a T6RUPT.

4-5.7.10 Output Chanel 14 . Channel 14 (figure 4-187) controls various areas of the
LGC/CMC to transfer data from counters in erasable memory to various PGNCS and
spacecraft systems. In the LGC, bit position 1 enables the crosslink control logic
which provides a serial data word to the crosslink equipment. Bit positions 2 and 3

are the altitude meter control which provides altitude and altitude-rate data for the
altitude meter on the PGNCS display and control panel. Bit positions 4 and 5 are the
thrust drive control which provides plus and minus drive pulses to the LEM monitor-
ing system and to the propulsion system. Bit positions 6 through 10 constitute the gyro
drive control which provides plus and minus drive pulses to the X, Y, and Z gyros.
Bit positions 11 through 15/16 constitute the CDU drive control which provides plus and
minus drive pulses to the optics shaft and optics trunnion CDU’s and the X, Y, and Z
CDU's.

In the CMC, the crosslink logic (bit 1) is identical. Bit positions 2, 3, and 4 are
not used. Bit 5 of channel 14 controls the entry monitor system (EMS) outputs. The
remaining bit positions control output logic circuits (gyro and CDU) identical to those
in the LGC.

4-5.7.10.1 Crosslink Control Logic. The crosslink control logic generates signals
OTLNKM, OTLNKO, and OTLNKl to convert the LGC data word into a 15-bit serial
data word to be transmitted by the crosslink equipment. Signal OTLNKM is supplied
to the priority control to request the execution of instruction SHINC. Signals OTLNKO
and OTLNKl provide the crosslink data.
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Figure 4-185. Handrupt Interrupt
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Figure 4-186. Alarm Test, T6HUPT, and Enable Standby Logic
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When a ONE is entered into bit position 1, FF 46135-46136 is set. The incidence

of signal GTSET sets FF 46138-46139 and prepares gate 46140 for the arrival of signal

F5ASB2 which occurs approximately 156/i sec later (figure 4-188). Signal F5ASB2 sets

FF 46141-46142 which resets FF 46135-46136 and causes one OTLNKl pulse to be gen-

erated which is the flag bit for the crosslink word. Approximately 156 sec later,

signal GTONE occurs and resets FF 46138-46139 which inhibits gate 46140. Signal

F5ASB0, which occurs 156^ sec after signal GTONE, causes signal OTLNKM to be gen-

erated and forwarded to the priority control. Since FF 46141-46142 is set, signal

OTLNKM is generated every time signal F5ASB0 occurs (every 312 /i sec). This action

continues until signal GTSET occurs again. Since signal GTSET occurs every 5 msec,
15 OTLNKM pulses are generated during the interval to provide for a complete cross-

link word.

Each time an OTLNKM pulse is supplied to the priority control, instruction SHINC
is requested and the address of the outlink counter (0057) is formed. Each time SHINC
is executed, the content of counter OUTLNK which was loaded by the program is shifted

one place to the left and the bit shifted out is converted to an OTLNKO pulse. The
counter address (signals CAS and CXB7), together with instruction SHINC at T06 time

(signal SH3M3), enables gates 46146 and 46147 so that the state of signal BRl deter-

mines whether pulse OTLINKl or OTLINKO is generated. If the bit shifted out of

counter OUTLNK is a ONE, signal BRl is a ONE and pulse OTLINKl is generated. If

the shifted bit is a ZERO, signal BRl is also a ZERO and pulse OTLINKO is generated.

When a new crosslink word is entered into counter OUTLNK, bit position 1 of channel

14 is set and the operation is repeated.

4-5.7. 10.lA Altitude Meter Control. The altitude meter control logic is contained in

the LGC only. This logic section converts an LGC data word into a 15-bit serial data

word to be used to control the altitude meter on the PGNCS display and control panel.

Signal ALTM is supplied to the priority control to request the execution of instruction

SHINC. Signals ALTO, ALTl, and ALTRl provide the altitude data subject to sync

pulse ALTSNC. The contents of bit position 2 determine whether altitude (ALTO,
ALTl) or altitude rate (ALTRO, ALTRl) data is processed. Bit position 3 is used like

bit position 1 for the crosslink control and the timing shown in figure 4-188 is identical

except that signal ALTM is generated by the altitude meter control in place of signal

OTLNKM for the crosslink control.

When a ONE is entered into bit position 3, FF 46124-46125 is set with the occur-
rence of signal GTSET and signal ALTSNC is generated. Approximately 156 sec later,

subject to timing signal F5ASB2, an ALTl or ALRTl pulse (the flag bit for the altitude

word) is generated. In addition, FF 46127-46128 and 46130-46131 are set and bit posi-

tion 3 is reset. Signal GTONE is generated approximately 156^ sec later which resets

FF 46124-46125 and 46130-46131. This has no effect on signal ALTSNC since

FF 46127-46128 is still set, generating signal ALTSNC. Signal ALTM is generated

156/i sec after signal GTONE subject to timing signal F5ASB0. Signal ALTM is then

generated every 312 p sec until inhibited by the next GTSET signal which resets

FF 46127-46128 and also inhibits signal ALTSNC. A total of 15 ALTM signals are
generated between the occurrence of signals GTONE and GTSET.
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Figure 4-188. Crosslink Timing

Each time signal ALTM is supplied to the priority control, instruction SHINC is

requested and the address of the altitude meter counter (0060) is formed. Instruction

SHINC shifts the content of the preloaded counter one place to the left and the bit

shifted out is converted to an ALT or an ALRT pulse. The counter address (signals

CAS and CXBO) together with instruction SHINC at T06 time enables gate 46106 or
46107 so that the state of signal BRl determines which pulse (ALT or ALRT) is gen-
erated. If the bit shifted out of the counter is a ONE, signal BRl is a ONE and pulse
ALTl or ALRTl is generated depending upon the content of bit position 2. If the

shifted bit is a ZERO, signal BRl is ZERO and pulse ALTO or ALRTO is generated.
When a new altitude meter word is entered into the counter, bit position 3 is set and
the operation is repeated.

4-5.7.10.2 Thrust Drive Control. The thrust drive control (figure 4-181) is active
in the LGC only. Bit positions 4 and 5 of channel 14 cause signals THRSTD, EMSD,
THRST+, THRST-. MINCR+, and MINCR- to be generated. Signals THRSTD and
EMSD are supplied to the priority control to request the execution of instruction
DINC and the remaining signals supply plus and minus drive pulses to the propulsion
system and the LEM monitoring system depending upon the content of the associated
counters in erasable memory. Since the operation of both bit positions is identical,

only the operation of bit position 5 is described.
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A ONE entered into bit position 5 of channel 14 enables the generation of signalEMSD every 312 /i sec subject to timing signal F5ASB2. Each signal EMSD requests
the execution of instruction DING to decrement the content of the EMS counter. SignalEMSD also causes the forming of address 0056 (signals CAS and XB6). This address
and signal POUT or MOUT from the sequence generator produce output pulse MINCR+
or MINCR-, respectively. Each time signal EMSD is generated, this operation is re-
peated until the EMS counter contains zero. When this occurs, signal ZOUT is gen-
erated which resets FF 46236-46237 and inhibits any additional EMSD signals.

In the CMC, bit position 5 only is used to generate outputs EMS+ and EMS- to the
entry monitor system. Operation of this logic is similar to that for MINCR+ and
MINCR- described above for the LGC.

4-5.7.10.3 Gyro Drive Control. The gyro drive control (figure 4-189) is identical in
both the LGC and CMC. Bit positions 6 through 10 of channel 14 generate gyro enable
(GYENAB), gyro set (GYRSET), gyro reset (GYRRST), and six drive pulses to torque
the gyros. In addition, the gyro drive control sends signal GYROD to the priority con-

request the execution of instruction DINC. Bit position 6 controls the generation
of GYENAB, bit position 10 controls GYROD, and bit positions 7 through 9 determine
the gyro to be torqued and the direction of torquing.

Assuming an initial condition where FF 46402-46403 is reset and FF 46441-46440
IS set, GYRRST pulses are sent to the gyros at a 3200 pps rate subject to signal
F5ASB2. When the desired quantity is entered into the GYROS counter in erasable
memory, a ONE is entered into bit positions 6 and 10 and some combination of ONE's

zero's is entered into bit positions 7 through 9. (Refer to table 4-XCVI for the
decoding of these bits into drive pulses.) Signals GYENAB and GYROD are generated
subject to timing sisals SBl and F5ASB2, respectively. Signal GYENAB enables the
gyros for torquing; signal GYROD requests the execution of instruction DINC and causes
the forming of address 0047 (signals CA4 and XB7). This address, coincident with
signal POUT or MOUT from the sequence generator, causes FF 46441-46440 to be
reset. Gate 46443 is inhibited and gate 46442 is enabled thus inhibiting GYRRST pulses^d imtiating GYRSET pulses. When the content of the GYROS counter has been re-duced to zero, signal ZOUT is received which resets FF 46402-46403, sets FF 46441-
46440, inhibits pulses GYROD and GYRSET, and enables the generation of GYRRST
pulses. Thus, the torquing cycle is complete.
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Figure 4-189. Gyro and CDU Drive

Control Logic
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4-5.7.10.4 CDU Drive Control. The CDU drive control is also identical in both the
LGC and CMC. Bit positions 11 through 15/16 of channel 14 generate drive pulses to
position the X, \ , Z shaft, and trunnion CDU's. Since the operation of the five bit posi-
tions is identical, only bit position 11 is described.

A ONE in bit position 11 causes the generation of signal SHAFTD which requests
instruction DINC and causes address 0054 (signals CA5 and XB4) to be formed. Signal
POUT or MOUT from the sequence generator causes the shaft CDU to be driven posi-
tive or negative until the contents of the shaft CDU counter is reduced to zero. When
the CDU counter is a zero, signal ZOUT is received from the sequence generator,
FF 48342-48343 is reset, and signal SHAFTD is inhibited.

Table 4-XCVI. Gyro Drive Pulses

Bit Positions Drive Pulse Generated

7 8 9

0 0 0 No output

1 0 0 No output

0 0 1 GYXP pt gyro plus)

1 0 1 GYXM (X gyro minus)

0 0 GYYP (Y gyro plus)

1 0 GYYM (Y gyro minus)

0 1 GYZP (Z gyro plus)

1 1 GYZM (Z gyro minus)
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4-5.7.11 Downlink Converter. The downlink converter (figure 4-190) converts parallel

data contained in output channels 34 and 35 into serial data for transmission downlink.

Three pulses (DKSTRT, DKBSNC, and DKEND), received from the telemetry equipment,

control the operation of the downlink converter. Pulse DKSTRT starts the downlink
transmission; pulse DKBSNK processes one bit at a time out of channels 34 and 35;

pulse DKEND ends the downlink transmission. When the transmission is complete,

signal DLKRPT is generated by the downlink interrupt circuit which causes the execu-

tion of the downlink routine. This routine loads new data into channels 34 and 35 and

sets bit position 7 of channel 13. If signal DKEND is received more than once in a

10 msec interval, bit position 12 of channel 33 (the downlink interrupt circuit) is set to

indicate the downlink transmission rate is too fast.

Signal DKSTART causes the generation of signal DLKCLR which resets the five-

stage downlink counter and sets FF 47105-47104 in the downlink counter and 47153-

47154 in the word order logic. The first flip-flop generates signal RDOUT ;md the

latter generates signals WDORDR and ORDRBIT. These three signals set up gates

47256 and 47261 so that the reception of a sync pulse (BSYNC) causes the gates to be

enabled thereby transmitting data downlink via signals DKDATA and DKDATB . Each
BSYNC pulse is also supplied to gate 47106 in the downlink counter. The first BSYNC
pulse has no effect on the counter since signal WDORDR inhibits the gate and prevents

the generation of signal ADVCTR; however, the order bit is transmitted downlink to

identify the type of data being transmitted. The first BSYNC resets FF 4715 3-47154

which inhibits signal WDORDR and enables gate 47106. As each successive BSYNC
pulse is received, the downlink counter is advanced by one subject to signal ADVCTR
until a count of 16 has been reached. Then pulse DKEND is received which resets

FF 47105-47104 and inhibits the generation of signals DKDATA and DKDATB via signal

RDOUT. Pulse DKEND also causes the generation of signal DLKRPT as previously

described.

The outputs of the downlink counter (signals DKCTR1-DKCTR5) Lire decoded and

are used to control the read gates of channel 34. The decoding is such that the content

of bit position 15 is transmitted first followed by the contents of iiit positions 14

through 1 and the parity bit. Thus a total 33 bits are transmitted downlink, the order
bit (ORDRBT) and 16 data bits.

4-5.7.12 Interface Modules A25-A29 . The interface modules provide interfacing be-
tween the LGC/CMC and the DSKY, spacecraft, and remainder of the PGNCS. All inputs

to and outputs from the LGC/CMC are routed through these modules. Interface

modules A25 ;uid A26 are identical as are A27 through A29. Figures 4-191 and 4-192
illustrate the signal flow of all signals.

Seven interface circuits provide the proper voltage levels and impedance matching
between the computer jind other spacecraft systems. Circuit A is an analog-to-digital

converter contained in the LGC only. This circuit converts rotational hand controller

position signals to pulses for use in the RHC input circuits. The upper half of the

transformer (Tl) secondary charges capacitors C3 and C4 through CRl and the base to
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Figure 4-190. Downlink Control Logic
(Sheet 1 of 3)
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Figure 4-190. Downlink Control Logic
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Figure 4-191. Interface Modules A25 and A26
(Sheet 1 of 2)
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Figure 4-191. Interface Modules A25 and A2G
(Sheet 2 of 2)
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Figure 4-192. Interface Modules A27, A28,
and A29 (Slieet 1 of 3)
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Figure 4-192. Interface Modules A27, A28,

and A29 (Sheet 2 of 3)
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emitter path of transistor Q5. When pulse RHCGO is applied to the base of Q3, tran-

sistor Q5 is cut off for a time proportional to the peak voltage at the input. Therefore

the width of the output pulse (GATEX, Y, or Z) at the collector of Q6 is proportional to

the amplitude of the input signal. The bottom half of the transformer secondary

squares the input signal to detect phase. The output pulse (SIGNX, Y, or Z) at the

collector of Q4 reflects the polarity of the input signal from the hand controller. The
C circuit is a transistor driver circuit which buffers outputs from the computer to the

DSKY and the reaction control system. The D circuit consists of an RC filter, the

output of which is applied directly to the computer logic circuits. The P circuit filters

the +14 volt input to the XT circuit. The series resistor R circuit is used to provide

short circuit protection for outputs from the power supply. The transformer output

interface circuit (XT) consists of a pulse transformer driven by an input transistor

circuit. It provides the required output impedance to match spacecraft circuits and

other subsystems of the PGNCS. The transformer input interface circuit (Y) consists

of a pulse transformer and associated components which provide impedance matchir^

and voltage level necessary to operate the logic in the computer.

All signals interfaced with the computer have an alphanumeric code rather than the

functional name when routed outside any particular subsystem. This code is used in

the interface drawings and designates the interface circuit type and signal type and

number (for example, DE040).

The first letter designates the interface circuit type:

A Analog-to-digital converter

C Discrete type output circuit

D Discrete type input circuit

R Resistor in series 'j

> direct wire no interface circuit required

S Switch closure J

W Connecting wire

X Transformer coupled output circuit (XT)

Y Transformer coupled input circuit

The second letter designates the type of signal:

A Indicates the signal is imder counter control; each output pulse is counted

B Indicates the signal is under program control
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C Indicates the signal is continuous

D Indicates the signal is a dc level

E Indicates the signal goes to an IN bit or comes from an OUT bit

G Indicates the signal goes to a coimter

The digits indicate interface signals between specific systems:

001 - 100 LGC/spacecraft interface

100 - 200 LGC/PGNCS interface

200 - 300 LGC/DSKY interface

300 - 400 DSKY/PGNCS interface

400 - 500 DSKY/spacecraft interface

600 - 700 LGC/GSE interface

700 ~ 800 LGC/GSE interface

800 - 900 LGC/spacecraft interface

900 - 1000 LGC/PGNCS interface

4-5.8 MEMORY. Memory consists of an erasable memory with a storage capacity of

2048 words and a fixed core rope memory with a storage capacity of 36,864 words.

Erasable memory is a random-access, destructive readout storage device. Data
stored inerasablememorycanbe altered or updated. Fixed memory is a nondestructive

storage device. Data stored in fixed memory is unalterable since the data is wired in.
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Both memories contain magnetic-core storage elements. In erasable memory
the storage elements form a core array (one module); in fixed memory the storage
elements form three core ropes (six modules). Erasable memory has a density of one
word per 16 cores; fixed memory has a density of twelve words per core. Each word
is located by an address from the central processor.

4-5.8.1 Erasable Memory Fxmctional Description. Erasable memory (figure 4-193)
consists of a core array, memory cycle timing circuits, selection circuits, and sense
amplifiers. The core array is the medium by which data is stored in erasable memory.
The memory cycle timing circuits generate strobe signals which enable the selection
circuits and the sense amplifiers. The selection circuits select the addressed storage
location under control of the selection signals from the address decoder in the central
processor and strobe signals from the memory cycle timing circuits. The sense ampli-
hers detect the contents ofthe selected storage location and supply half of the data direct-
ly to the central processor and the other half through the fixed memory sense amplifier.

Erasable memory is addressed (table 4-XCVII) by the contents of registers
S and EBANK of the central processor. Erasable memory is subdivided into eight banks
(0 through 7), each storing 256 words. The first 8 locations of bank 0 are used for
addressing the central processor registers. Another 12 addresses are reserved for
addressing special locations and 29 for addressing counters. The remaining 207
addresses of bank 0 are used for addressing locations which are accessible for general
use.

Banks 0, 1, and 2 are referred to as unswitched E memory because all their
locations can be addressed by register S without regard to what might be contained
in EBANK. Banks 3 through 7 are referred to as switched E memory because their
locations can be addressed only through a combination of the S and EBANK registers.
Locations in unswitched E memory can also be addressed as locations in switched
E memory if the proper bank address is contained in register EBANK.

Erasable memory is addressed only when bit positions 12 and 11 of register S
are logic ZERO'S. Wien bit positions 10 and 9 also contain ZERO'S it indicates that
a location in bank 0 is addressed, regardless of the contents of register EBANK.
When bit 10 or 9, but not both contain a ONE, a location in bank 1 or 2 is addressed
regardless of the contents of register EBANK. When bit positions 10 and 9 both
contain a ONE, a location is addressed in that bank, the number of which is contained
in register EBANK.

4-5. 8.1.1 Core Array. The core array of erasable memory has 2048 word storage
locations, contained in 16 bit planes and defined by the intersection of 64 X lines and
32 Y lines. Each bit plane contains 2048 cores. An individual bit in each plane is

selected by the intersection of an X andY line threading a core. Thus, one word storage
location is selected. Each core is also threaded by a sense line and an inhibit line.

The sense line threads all cores in a particular bit plane, such that current is induced
into the sense line if the state of any core in the plane is changed. Current through
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the inhibit line prevents any core in the bit plane from switching since it opposes

the current on the X and Y selection lines. Thus, current in a combination X, Y,

and inhibit lines determines which cores are selected. Core selection is identical

for both the read and write operations.

4-5.8. 1.2 Erasable Memory Cycle Timing Circuits. The erasable memory cycle timing

circuits consist of timing control and timing flip-flops, which generate strobe signals

to sequence the operationoferasable memory. These strobe signals are generated during

one memory cycle time (11.97 microseconds), subject to timing signals from the timer
as shown in figure 4-194. The timing flip-flops generate the strobe signals subject to

signal ERAS from the timing control. Signal ERASis generated only when bits 11 and 12

of register S in the central processor are both ZERO'S, the subinstruction commands
from the sequence generator are all ZERO'S, and signal SCAD is not present. Bits 11

and 12 are ZERO'S when the specified memory address is lower than 2000 (octal).

Signal SCAD is a ONE only when the specified address is lower than 0007. The timing

control also generates signal TIMR when signal STOP (represents CTS start and stop

or alarm condition) is present. Signal TIMR resets several timing flip-flops in erasable
memory and Inhibits the addressing ofthe ropes in fixed memory. Input signal MYCLMP
inhibits access to memory ifthe +4 vdc power supply fails or the computer is in the standby
mode.

The timing flip-flops generate the various strobe signals which enable the selection

circuits and sense amplifiers. As previously discussed, several strobe signals are
inhibited by signal TIMR and those remaining by signal GOJAM.

4-5. 8. 1.3 Selection Circuits. Selection signals (X and Y) from the address decoder in

the central processor are applied to the top and bottom select drivers. When these
drivers receive the set strobe, the selection signals are supplied to the top and bottom
selection switches. The read signals (X and Y) enable the top selection switches and
allow current to flow from the bottom selection switch through the core array to the top

selection switches. The current flowing through the X and Y lines coincides at the

addressed storage location (one core of each plane) in the core array. As a result,

current is induced into the sense lines which thread those cores that switched from a
ONE to a ZERO. The current on the sixteen sense lines is detected by the sense ampli-
fiers and applied to register G when the sense strobe is generated. The selection
switches remain set until the reset signals are received.

The write signals (X and Y) enable the bottom selection switches and allow current
to flow from the top selection switches through the core array to the bottom selection
switches. Again the current flowing through the X and Y lines coincides at the addressed
location inthe core array. However, duringthe write operation the cores in the addressed
location are switched to a ONE, provided they are not also receiving current in the
inhibit lines. All cores receiving inhibit current remain in a ZERO condition. Inhibit

current is governed by the content of register G. There are 16 inhibit drivers, and each
is connected to a bit plane. Thus, the content of register G determines which cores in

a storage location are switched by the X and Y selection lines duringthe write operation.
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Figure 4-193. Erasable Memory,
Functional Diagram
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Figure 4-195 is a simplified diagram of the selection circuits. Each selection
signal effectively closes one top or bottom selection switch. Any one of 64 lines can be
selected by closing one top and one bottom selection switch (XT and XB). Similarly
any one of 32 lines can be selected by closing one top and one bottom selection switch
(YT and YB). Where they intersect in the core array is the addressed location. This
occurs in the same position in all sixteen bit planes of erasable memory.
4-5.8. 1.4 Sense Amplifiers. There are 16 sense amplifiers in erasable memory. Each
amplifier senses the content of a bit location during the read operation. The bi-polar
sense signals are converted to single polarity signals and half are applied directly to the
central processor andthe other half are gated through the fixed memory sense amplifiers
when the amplifiers are enabled with the sense strobe. In addition, half of the word read
out of fixed memory is also gated through the erasable memory amplifiers to the central
processor.

4-5. 8.2 Fixed Memory Functional Description. Fixed memory (figure 4-196) consists
of fixed memory cycle timing circuits, selection circuits and drivers, core ropes
and return circuits, and the sense amplifiers. Memory cycle timing generates the
timing signals necessary for fixed memory operation. A location in fixed memory
is addressed according to the contents of registers S, FBANK, and FEXT in the
central processor. The selection circuits convert the contents of registers S, FBANK,
and FEXT into the various signals necessary to select the addressed storage location.
The three core ropes, which are the storage medium for storing data in fixed memory,
are designated ropes R, S, and T. A rope consists of two modules and each module
contains 512 cores. The sense amplifiers detect the content of the addressed storage
location and supply this data through the sense amplifiers in erasable memory to the
central processor.

Fixed memory is subdivided into 64 banks for addressing (table 4-XCVni), each
storing 1024 words. However, only 36 banks (00 through 43) are built into the computer,
but the other 28 banks (44 throu^ 77) can be added.

Banks 00 through 27 are referred to as FEXT - Channel X because all of the
locations can be addressed by entering the address in registers S and FBANK without
regard to what might be contained in register FEXT. All other banks, 30 through 77.
may be addressed only if the correct channel number (0-3, 4, 5, 6. or 7) is contained
in register FEXT.

Banks 02 and 03 are also referred to as fixed-fixed memory because the locations
can be addressed by entering the proper address in register S without regard to what
might be contained in register FBANK. Banks 00, 01 and 04 through 27 are also referred
to as variable fixed memory, however, the proper bank number must be contained in
register FBANK.

Fixed memory is addressed only when bit position 12 or 11, or both, of register S
contain a ONE. Whenever bit position 12 contains a ONE, fixed-fixed memory is
addressed, regardless of the contents of registers FBANK and FEXT. Whenever bit
position 12 contains a ZERO and bit position 11 a ONE, a location is addressed in that
bank which is defined by the contents of registers FBANK and FEXT.
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Figure 4-196. Fixed Memory,
Functional Diagram
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When bit positions 16 and 14 of register FBANK both contain ZERO'S, or a ZERO
and a ONE, bit position 12 of register S contains a ZERO, and bit position 11 a ONE,
it indicates that a bank in FEXT (Channel X) is addressed, in which case the content of

register FEXT is irrelevant. When bit positions 16 and 14, of register FBANK, contain

ONE'S, a bank in FEXT - Channel 0-3, or 4 through 77 is addressed.

4-5. 8.2.1 Fixed Memory Cycle Timing Circuits. Fixed memory cycle timing consists

of timing control and timing flip-flops. The timing control regulates the generation of

timing signals, used for fixed memory operation, by means of signal ROP. Signal ROP
is generated when either bit 11 or bit 12, or both, are ONE'S. Signal ROP occurs for

memory addresses above 1777. The timing flip-flops generate the timing signals (fig-

ure 4-197) necessary to sequence the operation of fixed memory subject to timing

signals from the timer, and subinstruction commands from the sequence generator.

The timing signals generated are IHENV (enables the inhibit drivers), SET ENABLE
(enables the set circuits), STRGAT (enables the rope and strand circuits), RESET
ENABLE (enables the reset circuits), and SBF (enables the sense amplifiers). The
generation of the inhibit and set signals is inhibited by signal TIMR from the erasable

memory cycle timing circuits. The remaining timing signals are inhibited by signal

GOJAM from priority control.

4-5.8. 2. 2 Selection Circuits and Drivers. The selection circuits generate the rope,

strand, module, set, reset, and inhibit signals necessary to select an addressed storage

location in fixed memory.

Set selection is accomplished by signals S09 and S09 subject to the set enable tim-

ing signal. One of two set signals (SETAB or SETCD) is fed through a driver circuit

and applied to the core ropes.

Reset selection is accomplished by signals S08, 808, S09, and 309 subject to the

reset enable timing signal. One of four reset signals (RESET A, B, C or D) is fed

through a driver circuit and applied to the core ropes.

Inhibit selection is divided into two parts. Signals SOI through S07 and their

complements determine which of the 14 inhibit lines is activated, and the remaining
two lines are activated by X and Y selection signals from erasable memory. The in-

hibit lines are applied to the core ropes subject to timing signal IHENV.

The rope and strand selection is accomplished by combining signals SIO and SIO
with signals Fll through F16 and their complements. Module selection is accom-
plished by combining the rope and strand selection signals.

A rope is selected by applying one of three rope selection signals to a particular

rope return circuit. The sense lines threading or bypassing each core are grouped
together into strands. A particular sense strand (1 of 72) is selected and applied to

the core ropes. Module selection allows one module of the six in the core ropes to be
activated.
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Figure 4-197. Fixed Memory, Timing Diagram
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4-5. 8. 2.3 Core Ropes and Return Circuits. The drive lines {2 set, 4 reset, and 16 in-
hibit) threading the three ropes are connected in parallel, but return to three separate
rope return circuits. Thus, a particular rope is selected by enabling the appropriate
rope return circuit. This enabling occurs when one of three rope selection signals is

received. At the same time, one of the two modules in a rope will be enabled by a

module selection signal.

A strand consists of 16 sense lines (one per bit) and there are 12 strands per
module for a total of 72 strands in fixed memory. However, only one strsmd select
signal is present at a time. The 12 strands thread or bypass all cores in a module.
Therefore, when a strand select signal is present, one word (one of twelve) of each
core in a module is conditioned.

The combination of the inhibit, set, and reset lines are then used to select one core
of the 512 cores in a module. During reset time the selected word is detected and
amplified by 16 sense amplifiers which are enabled by signal SBF.

4-5. 8. 2.4 Sense Amplifiers. As in erasable memory, there are 16 sense amplifiers in

fixed memory. Each amplifier amplifies the data on the selected sense line and for-
wards the data through the erasable memory sense amplifiers, when enabled by timing
signal STROBE.

4-5. P.3 Erasable Memory Detailed Description. The functional presentation of the

core array, timing circuits, selection circuits, and the sense amplifiers in erasable
memory is detailed in the following paragraphs.

4-5. 8.3.1 Core Array. The core array (figure 4-198) contains 16 bit planes. Each bit

plane consists of 2048 cores arranged in 64 columns and 32 rows. An individual bit is

selected by the intersection of X selection lines (XT, XB) and Y selection lines (YT,
YB) threa<hng a core. The selection lines are threaded through the cores so one core
on each bit plane is selected by a given X-Y combination. Each core selected is in the

same location in every bit plane, that is, at the intersection of the X and Y selection

lines carrying current. The location of the line intersection is determined by address-
ing throu^ the selection circuits. The 16 selected cores, one per bit plane, constitute

a word storage location. The direction in which current flows throu^ the lines deter-
mines whether data is being written into or read out of a selected core.

In addition to the X and Y lines, each core in a bit plane (figure 4-199) is threaded
by an inhibit line and a sense line. Current through the inhibit line is in opposition to

the X and Y selection currents and prevents all unselected cores in the bit plane from
being switched since it cancels one-half the selection current. Current is induced into

the sense line if the state of any core is changed from a ONE to a ZERO; no current is

induced if the core is already in a ZERO state. The sense lines are connected to 16
amplifiers, each amplifying the current in a sense line and providing the power neces-
sary to write ONE's into register G of the central processor. In this manner the con-
tents of an erasable memory location are detected.
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Figure 4-198. Core Array
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Figure 4-199. Bit Plane
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Before a storage location in erasable memory is written into, the location must be

cleared. This is accomplished by applying reset signals to the selection switches.

All the cores of the addressed location which are in the ONE state will change to the

ZERO state; all other cores in the ZERO state remain in that state. When the parti-

cular storage location is written into, current is sent through the X and Y selection

lines as previously discussed but in the opposite direction. A current also is fed into

the inhibit lines of all bit planes in which no ONE is to be written, i.e., where a ZERO

should remain in a particular core. At write time several different current conditions

exist for the various cores. Whenever a core is intersected by only one selection line

(X or Y), the core remains in its existing state. Whenever a core is intersected by

one selection line (X or Y) and an inhibit line, the effects of both currents cancel, and

the core remains in its existing condition. Whenever a core is intersected by two se-

lection lines (one X line and one Y line) and an inhibit line, the net effect of all three

currents is equal to the effect of a single select current (passing through a core of an

addressed location which has been cleared), and the core remains in the ZERO state.

Only if a core is intersected by two selection lines (one X line and one Y line) but not

an inhibit line will a core change from the ZERO to the ONE state. In this manner a

16-bit word is entered into erasable memory.

4-5. 8. 3. 2 Erasable Memory Cycle Timing. Erasable memory cycle timii^ (figure

4-200) consists of several flip-flop circuits, which produce the timing sign^s for

erasable memory. These timing signals (refer to figure 4-197) are produced in one

memory cycle time (TOl through T12). Bits 11 and 12 (Sll and S12) from repster S

are logical ZERO'S when erasable memory is addressed. This condition, coincident

with subinstruction command signals TCSAJ3, INOUT, CHINC, and GOJl, produces

gating signal eMS. The generation of ERAS allows the flip-flops associated with

signals SETEK, SBE, REY and REX to be set at the times indicated.

The set strobe (SETEK) is initiated by timing signal T03 and is terminated when

signals T% and PHS3 are coincident. Signal SETEK conditions the core selection

switches to be addressed. The flip-flop formed by gates 42246 and 42247 produces

strobe signal SBE which enables the sense amplifiers to supply data to register G.

The flip-flop is set by signals T04 and SCAD. Signal SCAD is a logical ZERO when a

flip-flop register is not being addressed. The SBE flip-flop is reset by timing signal

T05. Read strobes REX and REY enable data to be read out of memory. Read strobe

REX is generated when signals T03 and PHS3 are coincident. Read strobe REY is

generated when signals T^ PHS4 are coincident. Both are terminated (REDRST) when

T05 and PHS3 are coincident. The flip-flops associated with signals SETEK, SBE,

REY, and REX are also reset by signal FOJAM. In addition signal SETEK may be

inhibited by signal MYCLMP.

The generation of signal FNERAS from flip-flop gates 42225 and 42226, when

signals ERAS and T05 are coincident, allows the flip-flops associated with signals

WEX, WEY, RSTKX, RSTKY, and ZID to be set at the times indicated.

The write strobes WEX and WEY enable data to be written into memory. Write

strobe WEX is generated when signals TIP and PHS3 are coincident. Write strobe

WEY is generated when signals TIP and PHS4 are coincident. Both are termmated

when signals TO and PH^ are coincident. The reset strobes RSTKX and RSTKY are

produced simultaneously when signals TIP and PHS3 are coincident. These signals

enable the reset drivers, thereby clearing the addressed memory location prior to
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writing in data. The reset strobe flip-flop, consisting of gates 42218 and 42219, is

reset when signals PHS4 and T02 are coincident. The inhibit strobe (ZID) gates the
inhibit drivers at TIO time. Signal ZDD is terminated at TOl time. In addition, signal
ZID may be inhibited by signal MYCLMP. The flip-flops which produce the write,

reset, and inhibit strobes are reset by signal TIMR. Signals STRT2, STOP, and
timing signals POl, P04, and P05 control the generation of TIMR, to ensure the signal

is not generated until after the completion of the strobes.

4-5. 8. 3. 3 Selection Circuits. As previously stated, information is written into and
read out of a storage location by means of core selection. There are 64 X coordi-
nates and 32 Y coordinates (figure 4-201). Combinations of control signals XT, SB,
YT, and YB set the proper selection switches (figure 4-202) and allow 16 cores (one
in each plane) to be selected. Fig^ure 4-202 illustrates the selection switches and
their associated index circuits. Since X and Y operations function the same, only one
set of selection switches (X bottom and X top) and their associated drivers (X bottom,
X top, X read, X write, and X reset) is discussed. Signal names and pin numbers for

circuits other than those discussed may be found on figure 4-202.

The set strobe driver acts as a power switch for the bottom and top select drivers
by suppl5dng +14 volts to the drivers. Signal SETEK forces transistor Q4 to conduct,
which causes transistors Q5, Q6, and Q7 to conduct. When Q6 and Q7 conduct, +14
volts are supplied to the collectors of transistors Q13 and Q14, causing both to conduct.

Since the read and write drivers operate in the same manner only the write driver
is discussed. Input signal WEX causes transistor QIO to conduct which in turn causes
Qll and Q12 to conduct. Resistors R17 and R27, and diodes CRIO, CRll, CR27, and
CR28 stabilize the base current on transistor Q12. The collector current of transistor
Q12 is controlled by inductor L3.

The reset driver supplies a path for current through winding D of the selection
switches to reset the cores. Signal RSTKX holds transistor Q8 off allowing transistor
Q9 to conduct. Diodes CR5, CR6, and CR7 maintain a constant voltage on the base of

Q9, which provides a constant output current.

Each selection switch contains a ferrite selection core with four windings, two of
which are connected to power transistors. Transistor Q3 of the X bottom select
switch and transistor Q55 of the X top select switch form a path for read current.
Transistors Q4 and Q56 form a path for write current. In order to generate a current
on the X selection line, the selection switches and drivers must be energized.

Transistor Q3 in the bottom select driver conducts, through winding A of core T2,
only if control signal XBOE is present and signal SETEK is supplied to the set strobe
driver. Current flowing through the A winding and Q14 changes the state of T2 so a

current is induced in winding B, which causes transistor Q3 of the bottom selection

switch to conduct and transistor Q4 to be cut off. In a similar manner another control
signal XTOE causes Q18 of the top select driver to conduct and transistor Q13 changes
the state of T28. As T28 switches, transistor Q55 is forced to conduct and transistor

Q56 is cut off. At the time that transistor Q3 and Q55 are conducting and signal REX
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is applied to the X read driver, read current flows from +14 volts (through transistor

Q3 in the bottom selection switch, the core array, transistor Q55 in the top selection

switch, and transistor Q12 in the read driver) to 0 vdc.

Generation of a write current is similar to generation of a read current. Signal
RSTKX enables the reset driver, which allows current to flow through winding D of
both selection switches. Current through winding D resets cores T2 and T28, which in

turn induces current in both C windings causing transistors Q4 and Q56 to conduct and
transistors Q3 and Q55 to cut off. At the same time signal WEX enables the write
driver. A current path is provided from +14 volts (through transistor Q56, the core
array, transistor Q4, and transistor Q12 in the write driver) to 0 vdc.

The inhibit line drivers prevent the setting of a core in erasable memory when a
ZERO is to be written into a bit location. In order to address a storage location, 16
inhibit line drivers are required, one per bit plane. Each driver (figure 4--203) re-
ceives a +14 volts signal (40017A) when inhibit strobe ZID occurs from memory cycle
timing, and one bit (GEMOl through 16) from register G. During the write operation
ZID initiates a power switching action similar to that of the set strobe driver and +14
volts are applied to the collectors of transistors Ql and Q2. If the input from register
G is a logic ONE, Ql conducts and inhibits Q2 and Q3. This prevents current from
flowing through the inhibit line and the addressed core can be switched to the ONE
state. When the input is a logic ZERO, Ql is kept off allowing Q2 and Q3 to conduct.
When transistor Q3 conducts, a path is provided for the inhibit current which prevents
the switching of the addressed core.

4-5. 8. 3. 4 Sense Amplifiers. Sixteen sense amplifiers are associated with erasable
memory. Each sense amplifier (figure 4-204) accepts bipolar signals SAFOl through
16 and SBFOl through 16 from the core array sense lines. For simplification only
circuit 40607 will be discussed. When a core is reset, a current is induced in the
sense lines and applied to transformer T1 (signals SAFOl and SBFOl). The output of
T1 is applied to a differential amplifier consisting of transistors Ql and Q2 (SAl).
Base bias voltage VZE is applied to the bases of Ql and Q2 through resistors R1 and
R2. Transistor Q3 is a constant-current source for the differential amplifier and es-
tablishes the dc operating point. Voltage VXE establishes the bias for transistor Q3.
The output from the differential amplifier is OR'ed at the bases of a threshold detector
consisting of Q5 and Q6. The collector of Q2 supplies the base input of Q5, and the
collector of Ql supplies the base input of Q6. This produces a single polarity output,
even though the input waveform is bipolar. The threshold for Q5 and Q6 is set by
voltage VYEl which is connected to the emitters of Q5 and Q6. Transistors Q5 and Q6
can not be switched on unless the base drive exceeds a predetermined level estab-
lished by VYEl. Sense amplifier output 406011A is fed to the fixed memory sense
amplifiers by strobing Q4 with signal STROBE from the strobe driver. Signal 406011A,
in fixed memory sense amplifier circuits, will be applied to a transistor identical to
emitter follower Ql and out to register G. Signals SAF02 and SBF02 goes through an
identical operation in SA2 except the output is3d:robed through emitter follower Ql and
applied directly to register G. Thus, for erasable memory sense amplifier operation,
register G will receive 8 bits from the sense amplifiers in erasable memory and 8 bits
from the fixed memory sense amplifiers.
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Voltages VXE, VYEl, VYE2, and VZE, which are required for sense amplifier

operation, are provided by a constant voltage source (circuits 40609 and 40610).

Base bias voltage VZE is maintained at a constant value by zener diode CR9, diodes

CRIO and CRll, and resistor R31. Zener diode CR5, diodes CR3 and CR4, and re-

sistor R23 set the operating point for voltage VXZ. The value of VYEl is kept

relatively constant by diodes CR7. CR8, CR15, and CR16, and resistors R27 and R37.

The value of VYE2 is controlled by diodes CR12, CR13. CR14. and CR17 and resistors

R32 and R38.

The strobe driver (figure 4-205) receives erasable memory strobe signal SBE

from the memory cycle timing circuits. The strobe signal is amplified and supplied to

the appropriate sense amplifiers as signal STROBE. This signal enables data to be

transferred from the sense amplifiers to the fixed memory sense amplifiers or

register G.

Capacitor Cl, which is determined at factory final electrical test, adjusts the

timing of the erasable memory strobe signal. As a result of this change, modules B12

(erasable memory), B13 (sense amplifier), and B9, BIO (erasable driver) become a

matched set of modules. The above modules cannot be replaced or interchanged with-

out repeating the nominal selection procedure performed at factory final electrical

test.

n fcKT 40600 n

#In module P/N 2003982-031 and above, R36 is re-

placed by zenner diode CR18.

Figure 4-205. Strobe Driver, Erasable
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4-5. 8.4 Fixed Memory Detailed Description. Fixed memory is a nondestructive,

random-access storage device. Data is wired into fixed memory; therefore, it cannot

be altered electrically. Fixed memory consists of core ropes, memory cycle timing,

selection circuits, driver and return circuits, and sense amplifiers.

4-5.8.4.1 Core Ropes. A core rope is a storage device in which information is stored

by wiring the cores in a unique manner. There are three core ropes R, S, and T
(mdoules B1 and B2, B3 and B4, and B5 and B6, respectively) in fixed memory. Each
core rope module contains four 128-core planes for a total of 512 cores in a rope

module.

Each core in a rope module stores twelve 16-bit words. Thus, a total storage

capacity of 36,864 sixteen bit words is provided by fixed memory. A core is threaded

or bypassed by set, reset, inhibit, and sense lines (one per bit). In addition, each core

in fixed memory is threaded by a clear rope signal. The effect of currents passing

through a core through the set, reset, and inhibit lines is additive. The currents in the

set lines and the inhibit lines are of opposite polarity; therefore, the set current is

cancelled by the inhibit current when the currents are time-coincident. Thus, a core

changes state at set time if none of the inhibit lines threading the core are carrying

current. When a core changes state, current is induced into all the sense lines

threading the core. The sense lines bypassing the core receive no current. In this

manner the sense lines associated with each core receive the same words each time

the core is set. A core is reset when current flows through the reset line. Also at

reset time, a 16 bit word is read out of memory by enabling the sense amplifiers.

If the program in progress is working with fixed memory and it wishes to switch

operation to erasable memory, such as to compare information, both fixed and erasable

information may be present on the write lines. To eliminate this, a clear rope signal

appears when the switching action takes place and prevents further transfer of infor-

mation out of fixed memory.

Inhibit signals ILOl through IL07 and their complements are sufficient to select

one core in each plane. A core is selected by inhibiting all but one core in each plane.

Inhibit signals ILP and ILP ensure that all but the selected core are inhibited by at

least two signals and thus the noise in the sense lines is reduced.

Two set lines thread each core rope, and each set line threads all cores of two

planes in each rope module. Only one set signal is present at set time, and that signal

is selected by address.

Four reset lines thread each core rope, and each reset line threads all cores of

one plane in each rope module. Only one reset signal is present at reset time, and

that signal is also selected by an address.

One clear line threads all cores in a core rope. All three clear lines are present

when enabled by the clear enable signal from the fixed memory cycle timing circuits.
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The sense lines threading or bypassing each core are grouped into strands. A
strand consists of the sense lines necessary to detect one 16-bit word. There are
12 strands per rope module, for a total of 72 strands in fixed memory. With the ap-
plication of a module select signal (one of six) and a strand select signal (one of
twelve) a particular strand (one of seventy two) is selected.

4-5. 8.4.2 Fixed Memory Cycle Timing. Fixed memory cycle timing (figrire 4-206)
consists of several flip-flops and gates which produce the timing signals necessary to
perform the set, reset, inhibit, and sensing functions in fixed memory. As in erasable
memory, all the timing pulses are generated in one memory cycle time (11.97 /isec).
A logic ONE in either bit position 11 or 12, or both, indicates that fixed memory is
addressed. This condition produces rope condition signal ROP. Signal ROP must be
present to generate all fixed memory timing signals except signal CLROPE which will
only be present when signal ROP is equal to a logic ONE.

The waveforms for fixed memory cycle timing are illustrated in figure 4-197.
At time 8, when signals T08 and PHS3 are coincident, signal IHENV is generated. It is
present until flip-flop 42107-42109 is reset which occurs when signals TOl and PHS3
are coincident. Signal IHENV enables the inhibit drivers in the driver and return cir-
cuits to allow inhibit current to flow through the selected inhibit line. When signals
TIO and PHS4 are coincident flip-flop 42112-42111 is set and generates the set selector
enable signal which is used for conditioning the set selector gates. This signal is also
terminated when signals TOl and PHS3 are coincident. The reset selector enable sig-
nal is generated when signals T05 and PHS3 are coincident and terminated at time 8.
It is used for conditioning the reset selector gates. At time T02 flip-flop 42145-42146
is set and generates signal STRGAT which is used for conditioning the strand selector
gates. It is terminated by signal T08. When signals T06, PHS4, DV3764, and MPl are
coincident, flip-flop 42123-42124 will be set and will generate signal SBF which , in
turn, will enable the sense amplifiers. Signal SBF is terminated when signals IW and
PHS3 are coincident.

When signals ROP and TIO are coincident, FF 42155-42156 wiU be set and at time
T02 when signal ROP is a logic ONE, gate 42148 will yield a ONE and set FF 42150-
42151, which will generate signal CLROPE. At time T03, FF 42155-42156 will be re-
set, and through gates 42148 and 42149, signal CLROPE will become a logic ZERO;
FF 42150-42151 is reset by timing signal T06. Thus, signal CLROPE is only gener-
ated when fixed memory is not being addressed.

The flip-flops which produce the set selector enable signal and signal IHENV can
also be reset by signal TIMR from the erasable memory cycle timing circuits. All
other timing signals can also be reset by signal GOJAM.

4-5. 8.4.3 Selection Circuits. The selection circuits convert the contents of register S
and the address generator, in the central processor, into the various signals necessary
to select the addressed storage location.
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Figure 4-206. Memory Cycle Tuning, Fixed
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The seven low-order bits (STOl through ST07) of register S and their complements
are inverted by the inhibit gates (figure 4-207) and are applied to the inhibit lines

through driver circuits. The combination of XB, YB, and XT selection signals control
the generation of the parity inhibit signal (ILP) and its complement (figure 4-207).

The parity inhibit lines thread the cores, through driver circmts, to reduce noise in

the sense lines.

The set and reset selector (figure 4-208) gates signals SOS and SOS from register S
with signals S09 and S09, also from register S, and the set and reset enabling signals
from fixed memory cycle timing. The various combinations will yield one of two set

signals (SETAB or SETCD) and one of four reset signals (RESETA, RESETS, RESETC,
or RESETD). The selected set and reset signals are applied to their respective set

and reset lines through driver circuits.

The strand, module, and rope selector gates (figure 4-209) receive signals SIO and
SIO from register S and signals Fll through F16 and their complements from the ad-
dress generator. Subject to timing signal STRGAT, one of four signals (STR412,
STR311, STR210, or STR19) will be generated. By combining one of these four signals
with one of three other signals (STR14, STR58, or STR912), a single strand (one of
twelve) will be selected. The module selector gates will generate one of two signals
(LOMOD or HIMOD) which, along with one of three rope selection signals (ROPER,
ROPRS, or ROPET), will select one of six modules. The actual selection takes place
in the strand and module selection circuits.

Since 72 strands are in fixed memory and 12 strands thread each rope module, a

selection system is required to select the proper rope module and strand to read out
data. This selection process is performed by the strand and module selection circuits
(figure 4-210). Three identical strand selector circuits each contain four gates. Each
gate receives one of four signals (SE19, SE210, SE311 or SE412) and each selector
circuit receives one of three signals (STR14, STR58, or STR912). This 3 by 4 combi-
nation selects the proper strand from among 12 possibilities. In addition, there are
two identical module selector circuits each containing three gates. Each gate receives
one of three rope selection signals (RPR, RPS, or RPT) and a module selector receives
either signal LOMOD or HIMOD. This 2 by 3 combination selects the proper module
from 6 possibilities. This 6 by 12 combination (module and strand) selects the proper
strand from the 72 possibilities that make up fixed memory. For simplification, only
circuits 40611, 40601, 40615, and 40631 are discussed. Assuming STR19 (circuit

40611) to be a logic ONE, transistor Q7 will conduct which results in signal SE19
(0 vdc) being applied to the three strand selectors. If signal STR14 (circuit 40601) is

a logic ONE, transistors Q1 and Q2 will conduct and supply +14 volts to diodes CR2
through CR5. With signal SE19 a logical ZERO, transistor Q3 conducts and strand
STROl is selected. Thus, STROl is applied to the six rope modules (B1 through B6).
Assuming signal ROPER (circuit 40615) to be a logic ONE, signal RPR (0 vdc) is ap-
plied to the two module selectors. If signal LOMOD (circuit 40631) is a logic ONE,
transistors Q8 and Q9 conduct and supply +14 volts to diodes CR8, CR12, and CR16.
With signal RPR a logic ZERO, transistor QIO conducts which causes transistor Qll
to conduct and apply 0 vdc as signal MODRl to module Bl. Thus, a return path is

provided for strand STROl but only in module Bl. Signals RPR, RPS, and RPT are
also used in the driver and return circuits.
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4-5.8.4.4 Driver and Return Circuits. The set, reset, and inhibit lines threading or
b3fpassing the three ropes are connected in parallel, but return to three separate rope
return circuits (figure 4-196). Each line is driven by a separate driver circuit and
all lines which are common to a particular rope are returned to an associated circuit.
There are 16 inhibit drivers, 2 set drivers, and four reset drivers.

The 16 inhibit drivers (figure 4-211) are enabled subject to signals ILOl through
IL07, ILP, and their complements, and signals 40331A and 40332A (+14 vdc). Signal
40331A (circuit 40331) is generated subject to timing signal IHENV. Input signal
IHENV turns transistor Q19 on which, in turn, causes transistor Q20 to conduct and
supply +14 vdc to the base of emitter follower Q21. The output of Q21 (40331A) is
suppUed to eight inhibit drivers. Operation of circuit 40332 is identical. Signal
40332A (+14 vdc) is supplied to the other eight inhibit drivers. For simplification only
one inhibit driver (circuit 40311) and one inhibit return (circuit 40353) is discussed.

Assuming signal ILOl (circuit 40311) to be a logic ZERO and assuming signal
40331A is present, transistor Q13 is cut off by signal ILOl and transistor Q14 is turned
on by signal 40331A. Simultaneously, signal RPT (circuit 40353) is a logic ZERO and
transistor Q9 is turned on, which then turns on emitter follower transistors QIO and
Qll and supplies +14 vdc to diodes CR23 through CR30. Thus, the operation provides
a current path from +14 vdc (through transistor QlO, diode CR23, core rope T, tran-
sistor Q14, resistor R29, and inductor LI) to +4 vdc.

The four reset drivers (figure 4-212) are enabled subject to signals RESETA,
RESETB, RESETC, and RESETD. For simplification, only one reset driver (circuit
40362) and one reset return (circuit 40351) are discussed.

Assuming signal RESETA (circuit 40362) to be a logic ONE, transistor Q15 will
conduct and turn on transistor Q16. Transistor Q16 then turns transistor Q17 and Q18
on which connects signal XRSTAN to the three core ropes and to three of the six re-
turn circuits. Signal XRSTAN is connected to the return circuits for reduction of
noise on the reset lines. Simultaneously, signal RPR (circuit 40351) is a logic ZERO
and transistor Ql is turned on which then turns on emitter follower transistor Q4 and
supplies +14 vdc to diodes CR9 and CRIO. Thus, the operation provides a current path
from +14 vdc (through transistors Ql and Q4, diode CR9, core rope R, transistors
Q17 and Q18, resistors R36 and R37, and inductors L2 and L3) to 0 vdc.

The two set drivers (figure 4-213) are enabled subject to signals SETAB and
SETCD. The operation of the set circuits and the reset circuits is similar. Set cir-
cuits 40361 and 40354 function the same as reset circuits 40362 and 40351, respectively.
One difference exists - a set line (XSETAD or XSETCD) threads two planes in a par-
ticular module of each rope. In the reset circuits, one of four reset lines threads only
one plane in a particular module of each rope.

The two clear drivers (figure 4-214) are enabled simultaneously by signal CLROPE.
The operation of driver circuits 40369 and 40370 is similar to their counterparts in the
set and reset driver circuits. One difference exists - the collectors of the two output
transistors are not tied together and therefore only two modules are needed for three
clear lines. Also, each line threads all cores of both modules and is tied directly to
+14 volts.
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Figure 4-211. Inhibit Drivers and
Return Circuits
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Figure 4-214. Rope Clear Driver Circuits
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The clear lines in the fixed memory module run parallel to the set and inhibit

lines. Mutual coupling could occur and cause a voltage to be induced on the clear lines

when the selection lines are switched. To eliminate this possibility, a series resistor

and diode are placed across each clear line in fixed memory (R54 and CR56 in figure

4-214). The polarity of the diode causes the induced voltage to be dissipated in the

resistor, eliminating any coupling.

4-5. 8. 4. 5 Sense Amplifiers. Sixteen sense amplifiers are associated with fixed mem-
ory. These amplifiers operate similar to those in erasable memory. The difference

occurs in the input circuit (figure 4-215). The inputs to transformers T1 and T2 are
returned to +14 vdc through resistors R1 and R2 to provide a return path for the sense
lines. Output signals 40601A through 40608A from the SAl's are strobed to the sense
amplifier output circuits (base of emitter follower Ql) in erasable memory (refer to

figure 4-204) and become signals SA02, SA04, SA06, SA08, SAIO, SA12, SA14, and SA16.
These signals are then applied to register G.

Simultaneously output signals SAOl, SA03, SA05, SA07, SA09, SAll, SA13, and
SA15 are strobed through the fixed memory sense amplifiers (SA2's) and applied to

register G. Thus, eight bits of fixed memory information from both the fixed and
erasable sense amplifiers are applied to register G simultaneously.

The strobe driver (figure 4-216) receives fixed memory strobe signal SBF from
the memory cycle timing circuits. The strobe signal is amplified and supplied to the

fixed memory sense amplifiers as signal STROBE. This signal enables data to be
transferred to the erasable memory sense amplifiers or register G.

4-5.9 POWER SUPPLY. Power required for operation of the computer is provided by two

mechanically identical and electrically interchangeable power supplies. Conversion is

accomplished by tray wiring. The power supply (figure 4-217) consists of a +4 vdc
power supply, +14 vdc power supply, standby circuits, and alarm detection circuits.

4-5. 9.1 +4 VDC and +14 VDC Power Supplies Functional Description. The +4 vdc and
+14 vdc power supplies each consist of a voltage regulator, power input and output

circuits, and a standby switching circuit. The voltage outputs (+4 vdc and BPLUS) are
determined by minor circuit changes and sync signals from the timer.

Primary power of +28 vdc (+28 DCB) from the spacecraft electrical power system
is applied to the power input circuit of the +4 vdc power supply, filtered and applied

to the power output circuit. A second filter supplies output +28 COM to the interface

circuits of tray A, alarm detection circuits of tray B and the DSKY. A zener diode

regulator in the power input circuit supplies +9.2 vdc to the voltage regulator. The
voltage regulator is a parallel regulator which operates on a 50 kc S)aic signal from the

timer (SYNC4). SYNC4 triggers a multivibrator circuit in the voltage regulator,

the output of which is of sufficient duration to provide 4 vdc to the power output circuit.

The 4 vdc output is regulated by feedback from the power output circuit to the voltage

regulator. Input signal CNTRL 1 allows simulated failure of the power supply under
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control of the CTS during subsystem test. Standby operation, which is initiated by the

STBY button on the DSKY, allows the computer to conserve power by operating in a low

power mode. Power supply output +4 SW is disabled during the standby mode of

operation by signal SBYREL.

Operation of the +14 volt power supply is identical to the +4 volt power supply

with the exception that a 100 kc sync signal (SYNC 14) is used instead of 50 kc and the

power source is +28 DCA instead of +28 DCB. The +14 volt output is regulated by

feedback of the BPLUS output to the voltage regulator . During standby operation

power supply output BPLSSW is disabled by signal SBYREL.

4-5. 9. 2 Alarm Detection Circuits Functional Description. The alarm detection cir-

cuits consist of voltage, oscillator, scaler, and double frequency scaler alarm cir-

cuits, a warning integrator, a memory clamp (MYCLMP) circuit, and associated logic

circuits. These circuits are included at this time because their operation depends

directly on the presence of outputs from the power supplies.

The voltage alarm circuit monitors the +28 COM, BPLUS, and +4 vdc outputs and

generates a signal VFAIL for an out-of-limits condition or complete failure of any one

of these power supply outputs. Signal VFAIL conditioned by timing signals F05A and

F05B, will generate signal STRTl from the logic circuits, provided it is not inhibited

by interface signal NHVFAL. Signal STRTl, when applied to priority control, causes

a GOJAM condition. Simultaneously, if the computer is in the standby mode, an input

to the warning integrator (FILTIN) is generated. This input is controlled by signal

STNDBY.

The oscillator alarm circuit generates signal STRT2 if the computer oscillator (signal

Q2A) fails or if the computer is in the low power mode (STANDBY). A delay circuit in

the oscillator alarm assures aGOJAM condition, through STRT2 to priority control, until

the oscillator starts running during a powerup condition. STRT2 will also cause the

generation of signal OSCALM from the logic circuits.

There are two scaler alarm circuits in the computer, scaler alarm and double fre-

quency scaler alarm. The scaler alarm circuit provides a check on scaler stage 17

(signal SCAS17 conditioned by signal FS17 from the timer) and generates signal

SCAFAL should st^e 17 fail to produce pulses. Signal SCAFAL generates signals

AGCWAR and CGCWAR directly from the logic circuits. Signal DOSCAL from the

CTS is used to test the operation of the scaler alarm via signal SCAS17. Double fre-

quency scaler alarm generates signal 2FSFAL if the 100 pps scaler stage (signal

SCASIO from the logic circuits conditioned by signals FS09, and FSIO from the timer)

should fail. Signal 2FSFAL provides an input to signal FILTIN which causes sigpials

AGCWAR and CGCWAR to be generated from the logic circuits via signal FLTOUT.
Signal DBLTST from the CTS is used to test the operation of the double frequency

scaler alarm via signal SCASIO.
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Figure 4-215. Sease Amplifiers and

Voltage Source
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* In module P/N 2003981-031 and above, R36 is re-

placed by zenner diode CR18.

Figure 4-216. Strobe Driver, Fixed

The warning integrator initiates the generation of warning signals AGCWAR and

CGCWAR simultaneously from the logic circuits. Input signal FILTIN, conditioned by

timing signals SBO, SB2, F08B, and F14B represents restart or counter fail signal

(DOFILT), voltage fail in the standby mcxle, alarm test signal (ALTEST), or double

frequency scaler alarm.

The MYCLMP circuit output, signal STRT2, inhibits access to memory should

either power supply be out of its specified limits, fail completely, or be in the low

power mode.

The incorporation of a +5 vdc source within the alarm detection circuits eliminates

the need for more semiconductors and components normally used where a reference

voltage is required such as in the scaler alarm, double frequency scaler alarm, warn-

ing integrator, and MYCLMP circuits.

4-5. 9. 3 Standby Circuits. The standby circuits (figure 4-218) are used for placing the

CSS in a low power mode to conserve power. The standby mode of operation is initiated

by entering verb 60 and depressing the STBY key, for a maximum of 1.92 seconds, on

either DSKY. Verb 60, subsequently causes signals WCH13 and CHWLll to be generated,

and set FF 45138-45139 of module A18 to generate signal ENSTBY as a logical zero.

The STBY key must be depressed for a maximum of 1.92 seconds because of the period

between timing signals F17A and F17B, which is approximately 1.3 seconds. When
depressed, the STBY key applies +28 volts to interface module A25 where it is divided

by resistors R4 and R5. Signal SBYBUT, which occurs as a logic ONE, is then applied

to module A18 where it is inverted (45141) and sets FF 45145-45144 through gate 45143

coincident with timing signal F17A. The reset output of FF 45145-45144 coincident

with timing signal F17R in turn sets FF 45142-45146. The output of this flip-flop is

applied to gates 45152, 45151, and 45149. With signals ENSTBY and GOJAM also at
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a logic ZERO level, FF 45150-45151 is set by the output of gate 45149. This in turn

sets FF 45154-45155. The ONE output from gate 45155 is inverted by gates 45153

and 45156. These two outputs are again inverted and appear as signals SBY and SBYLIT.
Signal SBY is inverted by gate 42457 and applied as signal SBYREL to the standby

switching circuits of the +4 and +14 volt power supplies. Signal SBYLIT turns on

transistor Q2 of interface module A25 and supplies a level of 0 vdc to the DSKY display

indicator circuit for lighting the STBY indicator. Signal ATTEST will also cause the

STBY indicator to light.

When the STBY key is released FF's 45145-45144, 45142-45146, and 45150-45151

are reset. This action does not affect FF 45154-45155. Signal GOJAM also occurs at

this time.

To return to normal operation, the STBY key is pressed for a maximum of 1.92

seconds and then verb 61 is entered. When the STBY key is pressed, FF's 45145-45144,

and 45142-45146 are set. This enables gates 45149, 45151, and 45152. With signal

GOJAM a ONE, and FF 45150-45151 reset, gate 45152 generates a ONE which resets

FF 45154-45155 and causes signals SBY and SBYLIT to revert to ZERO. Verb 61

causes signal CCH13 to be generated which then resets FF 45138-45139.

4-5. 9.4 +4 VDC Power Supply Detailed Description. The +4 vdc power supply consists

of a power input circuit, voltage regulator, power output circuit, and standby switching

circuit.

The +4 vdc power supply, P/N 2003953-021, is illustrated in figure 4-219. The +4

vdc power supply, P/N 2003887-011, is illustrated in figure 4-219A. The differences

between these two configurations, which occur in the power input circuit and the

standby switching circuit, are as follows:

1) The +4 vdc power supply, P/N 2003953-021, contains a regulated power supply

(consisting of stages Q17 and Q18 and associated components) which was formerly

used to provide approximately 26.5 volts to the DSKY. These components are shorted

out by a jumper on the tray A wire assembly (pin 144 to 145).

In the +4 vdc power supply, P/N 2003887-011, the DSKY regulator components are

removed.

2) The value of resistor R43 in P/N 2003887-011 is changed to 2.2K. This change

compensates for loss of margin under worst case low margin operation.
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Primary power of +28 vdc B (WD168) from the spacecraft is applied through diode

CRIO and inductor L3 to two filter networks and two regulator circuits of the power
input circuit. The first filter network (C19-22) supplies output +28 COM to the alarm

detection circuits. The second filter network (C8-C12, L2) supplies +28 vdc to the

power output circuit. 28 vdc is routed through resistor R39, zener diode CR7, and

emitter follower Q14 to supply 9.2 vdc for powering the voltage regulator circuit.

Transistor Q1 in the voltage regulator circuit is a differential amplifier which acts

as a regulating device on the free running multivibrator circuit consisting of transis-

tors Q6 and Q7. Zener diode CRl and its associated circuitry establish a constant

voltage reference at the base of QIA. A portion of the +4 vdc output from the power
supply is fed back to the base of QIB. Resistor R13 is shunted by tray wiring to es-

tablish the reference level. Any difference between the reference voltage applied to

the base of QIA and the feedback voltage applied to the base of QIB affects the pulse

width output of the multivibrator, via transistor Q2, and opposes any change in the

+4 vdc output. Input CNTRL 1, from the CTS, is applied to the base of QIB and allows

simulated failure of the +4 vdc power supply during subsystem test. Input W-910,
from automatic checkout equipment (ACE), is applied to the base of QIA and allows

simulated failure of the +4 vdc power supply during spacecraft test. This signal may
also be used during subsystem test by the CTS.
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Figure 4-218. Standby Circuits
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8PLSSW

Figure 4-219C. Standby Mode Switching Sequence
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Input signal SYNC4 (50 kc) is applied to the sync circuits (Q3, Q4, and Q5) and

fixes the frequency of the output pulses from the free running multivibrator. The

level of the +4 vdc regulator output, from Q8, is established by resistor R2 and by

shunting out resistors R13. R20 and R30.

The regulator output pulses are applied to transistor power amplifier drivers Q9,

QIO, and Qll of the power output circuit. The output of these parallel transistors is

fed through power amplifier Q12, filtered (C13-C15 and LI), and applied to output

transistor Q13. Resistors R37 and R38 are connected in parallel by tray wiring for

the +4 vdc power supply. The output of Q13 is the +4 vdc power supply output. The

output of +4 vdc is also applied from charging network C16-C18 to the standby switch-

ing circuit.

The standby mode, which is used to conserve power, is controlled by the STBY

pushbutton on the DSKY. In the +4 vdc power supply shown in figures 4-219 and 4-219A

(P/N 2003953 and P/N 2003887), pressing the STBY pushbutton causes signal SBYREL

to turn off transistor Q15 in the standby switching circuit, which causes transistor Q16

to turn on. This action energizes relay K1 and disables output +4SW. The voltage

output BPLUS from the +14 vdc power supply energizes the coil of Kl. With output

signal +4SW disabled during the standby mode, the only computer circuits operating

are the power supplies (outputs +4 vdc and BPLUS), oscillator, interface, and the

scaler and clock divider circuits. These circuits are necessary for keeping track

of real time and supplying synchronization signals to other spacecraft systems.

A portion of the +4 vdc power supply, P/N 2003892, is illustrated in figure 4-219B.

This power supply configuration is identical to the configuration described above

except for the standby switching circuit. In figure 4-219B, transistor Q17, resistors

R48 and R49, and capacitor C25 are added to the circuit. These components delay

the +4SW output with respect to BPLSSW when entering or leaving the standby mode.

The combination of R48 and C25 provides the necessary delay for the +4SW signal

when entering standby. This action, illustrated in rigure4-219C, prevents undesirable

transients and signal dropout to the power supply sync logic. An additional output in

this power supply configuration, +4SWB, provides a small bias for the switched loads

on trayAduringstandbytominimizetheoverloadingoftheinputs signals to the sync logic.

Power distribution for tray A is shown in table 4-XCIX.

4-5. 9. 5 +14 VDC Power Supply Detailed Description. The +14 vdc power supply con-

figuratiolis are illustrated in figures 4-220, 4-220A, and 4-220B. Operation of this

power supply is identical to that of the +4 vdc power supply with the following exceptions:

1) The level of the regulator circuit output is established by resistor R1 and by

shunting resistor R15.

2) Inputs W-911 and CNTRL 2 allow simulated failure of the +14 vdc power supply

during test.

3) Input SYNC14 (100 kc) fixes the frequency of the output pulses from the free

running multivibrator.

4) In the +14 vdc power supply, P/N 2003892, resistor R48 is not connected.

Capacitor C25 is connected between the base of Q15 and the 0 vdc line.
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4-5.9. 6 Alarm Detection Circuits Detailed Description. The alarm detection circuits

(figure 4-221) monitor the outputs of the power supply, oscillator, scaler, and priority

control and generate a restart, failure, caution, or warning signal if any of the outputs

should fail.

The voltage alarm circuit consists of a constant current source (Q1 and Q2), volt-

age divider (Rll thru R19), five differential amplifiers (Q3 thru Q7), and output tran-

sistors (Q8 thru QIO). The +28 COM input from both the +4 and +14 volt power supplies

is applied to parallel transistors Q1 and Q2 where a constant current source is estab-

lished. Zener diodes CR4 and CR5 in the collector circuit of Q2 supply +12.4 volts as

a reference voltage to the voltage divider and differential amplifiers. Capacitor Cl
acts as a storage device and is capable of powerii^ the voltage alarm for a short pe-

riod of time should the +28 volt supply fail abruptly or decay rapidly. The +28 COM
input is also filtered by R3, R4, R5 and C4 and applied to detector Q7. Normally, Q7A
is off, Q7B is on, and output transistor QIO is off. If the +28 COM input should de-

crease below approximately +18 volts, Q7A will conduct, turn transistor QIO on and

generate output VFAIL. Similar operation occurs for the +4 and +14 volt detector

circuits. BPLUS is divided and filtered (Rl, R7, and C2) before being applied to de-

tectors Q3 and Q4. Transistors Q3 and Q4 are the high and low limit detectors re-

spectively for the +14 volt power supply. If the +14 volt power supply measures ap-

proximately +16 volts Q3A will conduct, turn on transistor Q8 and generate VFAIL.
If the +14 volts decreases to approximately +12 volts Q4A will conduct, turn on tran-

sistor Q9 and generate VFAIL. +4 vdc is filtered by R2 and C3 before being applied to

detectors Q5 and Q6. Transistors Q5 and Q6 are the high and low limit detectors re-

spectively for the +4 volt power supply. If the +4 volt power supply increases to ap-

proximately +4.5 volts, transistor Q5A will conduct, turn on transistor Q8 and generate

VFAIL. If the +4 volt input decreases to approximately 3.5 volts transistor Q6A will

conduct, turn on transistor Q9 and generate VFAIL. Signal VFAIL is applied to the

voltage alarm circuit where it will generate signal STRTl, subject to timing signals

F05A and F05B and if not inhibited by interface signal NHVFAL. Signal STRTl, when
applied to priority control, causes signal GOJAM.

The oscillator alarm inputs are a 1.024 megacycle square wave (Q2A) from the

timer and +14 volts (BPLSSW), +4 volts {+4SW) and BPLUS from the power supply.

Normally, transistors Q12, Q16, and Q17 are off, Q13, Q14, and Q15 are on, and C7
is fully charged to +14 volts. If Q2A, +4SW, or BPLSSW is not present, Q12 is turned

on and C7 discharges. Transistors Q13, Q14, and Q15 are off; transistors Q16 and Q17
are on, generating signal STRT2. However, because of the time it takes for the alarm
circuit to recover (approximately 250 milliseconds), erasable memory information

may be lost as it comes out of standby. Therefore, positive feedback from the collector

of Q17 to the base of Q16 is used to provide instant switching. When the inputs are all

present again it will take approximately 250 milliseconds for the complete circuit to

be operable. This is accomplished by the time it takes to change capacitor C7. The
same situation occurs when the computer is initially turned on or when the computer
is switched from standby to operate. Signal STRT2, when applied to priority control,

causes signal GOJAM. Signal STRT2, when applied to the oscillator alarm logic cir-

cuit in module A13, causes signal OSCALM to be generated and applied to input-

output. Signal CCH33 from input-output is a clear signal for flip-flop 41232-41233.

The +5 vdc voltage source provides a reference voltage to the detector circuits in
the scaler alarm, double frequency scaler alarm, warning integrator, and MYCLMP
circuits.
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The scaler alarm circuit receives input FS17 (0.78125 pps) from the timer and

produces signal SCAS17 from logic gate 32258. Signal DOSCAL, from the CTS. is used for

testing the scaler alarm circuit. Normally transistorQlS is on, and transistorsQlSand

Q20areoff. The voltagepresentinparallel capacitors C9 and C13 is less than the turnon

voltage required for Q22; therefore, transistors Q21, Q22, and Q23 are off and signal

SCAFAL is approximately 0 vdc. If the scaler should fail, transistor Q18 is turned off, and

the signal at its collector is differentiated by C8 and R70 and fed to Q20. Transistor Q20 is

turned on, which turns Q19 on and supplies the base drive required to keep Q20 on.

Transistor Q21 is on and supplies the drive necessary to turn Q22 on. Reference

voltage (+5 VDC) is supplied through CR6 and Q22, and applied to Q21 and Q23 where it

clamps Q21 on, turns Q23 on and generates signal SCAFAL to a logic circuit which in

turn will generate a warning signal to the DSKY and input-output.

The double frequency scaler alarm monitors signal SCASIO (100 pps) from its

logic circuit in module A3. However, signal SCASIO is not equal in duty cycle to FSIO.

Signal SCASIO has a 25% duty cycle generated as a result of combining signals FS09

and FSIO from the timer. Signal CON 2 from module A3 is applied to warning filter

module A13 where, when combined with signal FSIO, will generate signal CON 3. Thus,

signal SCASIO is equal to signal CON 3. Signal DBLTST, from the CTS, is used for

testing the double frequency scaler alarm circuit. Transistors Q35, Q37, and Q38 are

normally on and Q36 is normally off. When transistor Q34 is on a negative going

transition will be coupled through capacitor C14. This transition will be routed

through Q37 and Q38. The pulse width of this change is determined by time constant

C14 and R119. The output of Q38 is supplied as signal 2FSFAL to the warning filter

where it is compared with signal CON 3 at the input of gate 41243. Normally gate

41243 yields a ZERO as its output. However, if signal SCASIO increases to approxi-

mately 200 pps, the output will be a series of ONE's.

The MYCLMP circuit operates identical to that of a voltage alarm circuit. The
differential amplifier Q24 has reference voltage (+5 vdc) applied to one side (Q23B)

and +4SW applied to the other side (Q24A). Normally transistor Q25 is off and output

signal MYCLMP is approximately 0 vdc. If the +4 volt power supply should fail or the

computer is put into the standby mode, the +4SW is decreased to 0 vdc and Q24A cuts

off. Q24B then conducts causing Q25 to turn on and generate signal STRT2 to

memory where it inhibits any access to the memory circuits.

The warning filter performs logic gating for the following inputs:

(1) VFAIL and STNDBY.

(2) 2FSFAL.

(3) DOFILT.

(4) ALTEST.
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Any one of the above conditions sets flip-flop 41211-41212. The flip-flop output is

applied through gate 41213 and in turn sets flip-flop 41214-41215, subject to timing sig-

nals SBO and F14B. The output of flip-flop 41214-41215, FILTIN, is applied to the

warning integrator. All occurrences of these input conditions are stretched so that no

more than one input to the warning integrator is generated in each 160 millisecond

period. This is controlled by timing signal F14B. Thus, the output signal FILTIN
has a maximum rate of 6 pps.

Each of the pulse inputs to the warning integrator has a duration of 1.125 milli-

seconds, and because of this the warning integrator will not receive an input pulse

each time a restart is called for by the computer. Normally transistors Q28 through

Q33, with the exception of Q30B, are off. A positive pulse turns on transistor Q28
which will turn on constant current source Q29 and supply a charge to capacitor C12.

Resistor R97 controls the amount of charge. This charge will add a voltage step to C12.

When five successive pulses are received it will cause the voltage on C12 to overcome
the threshold voltage (approximately +4 volts) of Q30A. Turning Q30A on will turn Q21,

Q32, and Q33 on which will make the detector regenerative. Signal FLTOUT will

remain high as an output as long as pulses are forthcoming. However, if only the above

occurs it would take approximately five seconds for C12 to discharge through RIOO.

Thus, signal FLTOUT is present for approximately 5 seconds. Resistor R124 assures

that C12 will not be charged, through transistor parameter action, due to high

temperatures.

Signal FLTOUT from the warning integrator and signal SCAFAL from the scaler

alarm are applied to gates 41 222 through 41224 and flip-flop 41225-41226 where, if

either or both is high, signals MSCAFL, MWARNF, LGCWAR, and AGCWAR will be
generated. Signal CCH33 is a clear signal for flip-flop 41225-41226.

If the IMU stable member temperature exceeds its design limits signal TEMPIN
conditioned by signal TMPOUT will generate signal TMPCAU.

All AGO alarms are inhibited during the standby mode with the exception of

AGCWAR and CGCWAR, which can be caused by a voltage fail or scaler fail, and

TMPCAU, which is caused by an IMU temperature alarm.
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

Al 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs
of 38100 and 38200 series
gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,
412, 436, 460

To pin G and unused inputs
of 38300 and 38400 series
gates.

+4 VDC 122, 150, 222,
250

To pin V of 38100 and
38200 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (234).

+4 VDC 322, 350, 422,
450

To pin V of 38300 and
38400 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (338).

A2 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs
to 37100 and 37200 series
gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,
412, 436, 460

To pin G and unused inputs
of 37300 and 37400 series
gates.

+4 VDC 122, 150, 222,
250

To pin V of 37100 and
37200 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (144).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,
448

To pin V of 37300 and
37400 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (445).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A3 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 30000 and 30100 series
gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs
of 30300 and 30400 series
gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,
248

To pin V of 30000 and
30100 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (247).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,
448

To pin V of 30300 and
30400 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (409)

.

A4 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs
of 36100 and 36200 series
gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs
of 36300 and 36400 series
gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,
248

To pin V of 36100 and
36200 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (135).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,
448

To pin V of 36300 and
36400 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (337).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A5 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 39100 and 39200 series
gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs
of 39300 and 39400 series
gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,
248

To pin V of 39100 and
39200 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (145).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448.
To pin V of 39300 and
39400 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (447).

A6 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 40100 and 40200 series
gates

.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs
of 40300 and 40400 series
gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,
248

To pin V of 40100 and
40200 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (232).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,
448

To pin V of 40300 and
40400 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (440).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A7 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 33100 and 33200 series
gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 33300 and 33400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248
To pin V of 33100 and

33200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (237).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448
To pin V of 33300 and

33400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (337).

A8 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 51100 and 51200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 51300 and 51400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248
To pin V of 51100 and
51200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (157).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448
To pin V of 51300 and

51400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (427).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A9 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 52100 and 52200 series
gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 52300 and 52400 series
gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248
To pin V of 52100 and
52200 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (157).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448
To pin V of 52300 and
52400 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (427).

AlO 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 53100 and 53200 series
gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 53300 and 53400 series
gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248
To pin V of 53100 and
53200 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (157).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448
To pin V of 53300 and
53400 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (427).
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Table 4-XCiX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

All 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260

To pin G and unused inputs

of 54100 and 54200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460

To pin G and unused inputs

of 54300 and 54400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248

To pin V of 54100 and

54200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (157).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 54300 and

54400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (427).

A12 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260

To pin G and unused inputs

of 34100 and 34200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460

To pin G and unused inputs

of 34300 and 34400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248

To pin V of 34100 and

34200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (237).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 34300 and

34400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (431).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A13 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused input

of 41100 and 41200 series

gates.

+4 VDC 222, 250 To pin V of 41200 series

gates except those gates

tied to FAP pin (213).

+4 SW 124, 148 To pin V of 41100 series

gates except those gates

tied to FAP pin (213).

A14 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 42100 and 42200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 42300 and 42400 series

gates

.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248
To pin V of 42100 and

42200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (243).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 42300 and

42400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (333).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A15 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 35100 and 35200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460

To pin G and unused inputs

of 35300 and 35400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248

To pin V of 35100 and

35200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (257).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 35300 and

35400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (430).

A16 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 43100 and 43200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 43300 and 43400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248

To pin V of 43100 and

43200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (132 and 239).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 43300 and

43400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (435).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A17 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 44100 and 44200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 44300 and 44400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248
To pin V of 44100 and
44200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (234).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 44300 and
44400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (334).

A18 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 45100 and 45200 series

gates.

0 VDCA

+4 VDC

312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460

150, 250

To pin G and unused inputs

of 45300 and 45400 series

gates.

To pin V of gates 45137
through 45157, 45159,

45261, and 45262.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248

To pin V of 45100 and

45200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (233) or +4 VDC.

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 45300 and
45400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (433).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A19 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 46100 and 46200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 46300 and 46400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248

To pin V of 46100 and

46200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (252).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 46300 and

46400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (437).

A20 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 31100 and 31200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 31300 and 31400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248

To pin V of 31100 and

31200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (246).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 31300 and

31400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (445).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A21 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 32000 and 32200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 32500 and 32600 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248
To pin V of 32000 series

gates except those gates

tied to FAP pin (237).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 32500 and

32600 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (454).

A22 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 47100 and 47200 series
gates.

0 VDCA

+4 VDC

312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460

222

To pin G and unused inputs

of 47300 and 47400 series

gates.

To pin V of gates 47227
and 47256.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248
To pin V of 47100 and
47200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (269) or +4 VDC.

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 47300 and

47400 series gates except
those gates tied to FAP
pin (332).
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Table 4-XCIX. Power Distribution

Module Voltage Pins Distribution

A23 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260

To pin G and unused inputs

of 48100 and 48200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 48300 and 48400 series

gates.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248

To pin V of 48100 and

48200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (126).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448
To pin V of 48300 and
48400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (355).

A24 0 VDCA 112, 136, 160,

212, 236, 260
To pin G and unused inputs

of 49100 and 49200 series

gates.

0 VDCA 312, 336, 360,

412, 436, 460
To pin G and unused inputs

of 49300 and 49400 series

gates.

+4 VDC 250, 222 To pin V of gates 49201

through 49234 and 49255.

+4 SW 124, 148, 224,

248

To pin V of 49100 and

49200 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (127).

+4 SW 324, 348, 424,

448

To pin V of 49300 and

49400 series gates except

those gates tied to FAP
pin (339).
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4-5.10 DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD (DSKY).

The DSKY provides a means of communicating with the computer. It allows the

operator to load information into the computer, request information, initiate various
programs stored in memory, cuid perform tests on the computer and other subsystems
of the PGNCS system. The DSKY also provides an indication of status and caution

changes which may occur within the computer.

The LGC has one DSKY located on the front wall of the LEM cabin. The CMC has
two associated DSKY's - one is mounted on the main display and control panel (main
DSKY) in the lower equipment bay of the command module, the second is mounted on
the navigation display and control panel (navigation DSKY). All three DSKY’s are
electrically identical. As such, the two in the command module are interchangeable.

4-5.10.1 DSKY Functional Description. The DSKY (figure 4-222) consists of a key-
board, power supply, decoder, relay matrix, status and caution circuits, and displays.

The keyboard contains the key controls with which the astronaut operates the

DSKY. Each of the key controls is illuminated by 115 vac at 400 cps. Inputs to the

computer initiated from the keyboard are processed by the program. The results are

supplied to either the decoder and relay matrix or the status and caution circuits for

display. Each key when pressed, with the exception of STBY, will produce a 5 bit

code. The keycode is entered into the computer and initiates an interrupt to allow

the data to be accepted. The key reset signal (+28 volts) is generated each time a key
is released, the signal conditions the computer to accept another keycode. The reset

code and reset signal (+28 volts) is used when the operator wishes to extinguish

certain display indicators. It also allows a check to determine whether a particular

indication is transient or permanent. The clear code is used when the operator wishes

to clear displayed sign and digit information. Key release turns the control of displaying

information on the DSKY'^ over to the computer. The standby signal (+28 volts) initiates

placing the computer into the standby mode and into the operate mode when pressed a

second time.

The power supply utilizes +28 volts and +14 volts from the computer power supply

and an 800-cps syncsignalfromthetimerto generate a 250 vac, 800 cps display voltage.

The display voltage is applied to the displays through the relay matrix and status and

caution circuits.

The decoder receives a four bit relay word (bits 12 through 15) from channel 10

in the computer. The decoded relay word, in conjunction with relay bits 1 through 11

from channel 10, energizes specific relays in the matrix. The relays are energized

by the coincidence of two signals: a selection signal from the diode matrix in the de-

coder which produces a row selection signal and relay bits which produce column
selection signals. Relay selection allows the display voltage (250 vac) from the DSKY
power supply to be routed to the proper sign and digit indicators. Relay selection also

allows the alarm common (0 vdc) or +5 volts from the PGNCS system or the spacecraft
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to be routed through the relay to one of the following: PGNCS system (caution signals),

the spacecraft (caution signals), or proper status and caution indicators. The PGNCS
caution signals from the relay matrix, represented by 0 vdc, are PGNS CAUTION,

TRACKER, ;md GIMBAL LOCK. The status and caution indicators, illuminated by the

+5 volts are: PROG, TRACKER, GIMBAL LOCK, and NO ATT. All relays associated

with the relay matrix are latching t3cpe relays.

The status and caution circuits receive all status and caution signals from the

computer. Each signal is applied to a driver circuit and associated relay. When a relay

is energized, it allows the voltage from the DSKY power supply (250 vac), or +5 volts

or 0 vdc from the PGNCS or spacecraft to be routed to the proper display indicators

or equipment. The voltage from the power supply is routed through a relay to the

computer activity indicator (COMP ACTY). The +5 volts is routed through relays to the

following status and caution indicators: UPLINK ACTY, RESTART, OPR ERR, KEY REL,

and TEMP.

The LGC status and caution signals, represented by 0 vdc or an open circuit, are

ISS WARNING, STBY, LRDR POS CMD, RR AUTO TRACK ENABLE, LGC WARNING,
and PGNS CAUTION.

In the CMC, the status :md caution signals, represented by 0 vdc or an open circuit,

are ISS WARNING. STBY, SIVB INJ. SEQ START, SIVB CUT-OFF, CMC WARNING,

and PGNS - G/N CAUTION.

All relays associated with the status and caution circuits are non-latching.

The displays consist of sign and digital (operational and data display) and status

and caution indicators. The sign and digital indicators allow the astronaut to observe

the data entered or requested from the keyboard. The status and caution indicators

present an indication of any variance from certain normal operations.

4-5.10.2 DSKY Detailed Description. The DSKY consists of a keyboard and display

section, decoder, relay matrix, status and caution circuits, and power supply.

4-5.10.2.1 Keybord and Display. The keyboard section (figure 4-223) contains 10

digit keys (0 through 9) and 9 operational keys (VERB, NOUN, CLR, PRO, KEY REL,

ENTR, RESET, +, and -). Except for operational key PRO, all of the keys, when

pressed, generate different five-bit binary keycode which is applied to an input channel

of the input-output section. In the LGC, the keycode is applied to channel 15 of the

input/output section. In the CMC, the keycode from the main DSKY is applied to channel

15: the keycode from the navigation DSKY is applied to channel 16. The keycodes are

shown beside their respective keys on figure 4-223. The PRO key, when pressed,

generates +28 volts through key contacts to the standby circuits in the computer. This

key is also used to allow the program to proceed without data in lieu of entering VERB
33. Each of the 18 keys is illuminated by 115 vac, 400 cps from the spacecraft.
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Figure 4-222. DSKY Functional Diagram
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Figure 4-223. Keyboard and Display Front Panel

The key contacts (figure 4-224) are connected in series to ensure that only one

keycode will be produced at one time. The binary keycode is produced by applying

+28 volts through the key contacts to a diode network. The keycode initiates a program

interruption (KEYRUPT) in the computer. When a key is released, signal KEYRST
resets the input channel, thus clearing it for the acceptance of another keycode. A key

must be released before another key is pressed to have information processed by

the computer.
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Figure 4-224. DSKY Keyboard Schematic Diagram
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The display section (figure 4-223) contains 24 digit displays (21 for numerical
and 3 for sign) and 15 indicators (spare included). The 24 digit displays (DSl except
COMP ACTY) and 15 indicators (DS2 plus COMP ACTY) are arranged as shown in
figure 4-223. The displays and indicators are luminescent-coated-glass assemblies
which glow when a voltage is applied to the coating. The displays (digit and sign) are
segmented, and a display voltage of 250 vac from the DSKY power supply is applied
to each segment through contacts in the relay matrix. The indicators are made in one
piece. Except for COMP ACTY which receives 250 vac, all the indicators receive a
display voltage of +5 volts from the spacecraft through relay contacts. The brightness
of certain displays (digit, sign, and COMP ACTY) varies as a function of the voltage
and frequency applied to the coating. The voltage can be varied using the brightness
control on the astronauts control panel in the PGNCS. The operating controls and
indicators, and their functions, are listed in table 3-Vin.

The standard procedure for communicating with the computer is to press seven
keys in the following sequence: VERB-DIGIT-DIGIT, NOUN-DIGIT-DIGIT, and ENTR.

Pressing the VERB key on the keyboard clears the VERB displays on the display
and indicators. The two digits punched in next are interpreted as a VERB code and
displayed in the VERB section. This same operation occurs using the NOUN and two
digits. The operation of the VERB-NOUN code is not initiated in the computer until
key ENTR is pressed. If an error is noticed in either the VERB or NOUN before
ENTR is pressed, it may be corrected by repunching either the VERB or NOUN key
and the correct code.

If the VERB-NOUN combination punched in requires additional data to be furnished
by the operator, the VERB and NOUN displays flash once every 1.5 seconds after the
ENTR key has been pressed. The flashing indicates that the operator should punch-in
the required data on the keyboard. After punching in the required data and the ENTR
key, the flashing ceases.

Octal and decimal data words can be punched in. The computer assumes that an
octal data word will be entered if a sign key (+ or -) is not pressed. If digit key 8 or 9
is pressed while loading an octal data word, indicator OPR ERR flashes once every
1.5 seconds. Whenever key (+) or key (-) is pressed, the corresponding signal is
displayed and the computer assumes that a decimal word is to be entered. If an error is
noticed while punching in either octal or decimal data, the CLR key can be pressed and
the correct entry can be made if the ENTR key has not been pressed. All data words
entered must be either octal or decimal; combinations of octal and decimal are not per-
mitted.

To eliminate the flashing of indicator OPR ERR due to irregular keyboard entrys,
key RSET must be pressed. In addition to the keycode, a hard wired signal (+28 vdc)
is applied to the computer. Both the keycode and hard wire signal extinguish the status
indicator OPR ERR as well as the five caution indicators: TEMP, GIMBAL LOCK,
PROG, RESTART, and TRACKER. Thus, key RSET may also be used to test for the
presence of a continuous caution rather than a transient caution condition.

4-5.10.2.2 Decoder. The decoder (figure 4-225) contains four relay word drivers
(circuits 002 and 003 make up one driver), a diode matrix, and 12 row select drivers.
The relay word drivers receive bits 15 through 12 of channel 10. Combinations of these
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4 bits select 1 of 12 rows of relays in the relay matrix. The 12 code combinations

from channel lO.areshownbesidetheirparticularrow selection number on figure 4-225.

For simplification only the selection of row 1 is discussed. The code for row 1 selec-

tion (0001) is inverted in the interface circuits (A25) and applied to DSKY connector J9

as signals CE228 through CE225. To identify row 1, signals CE228 through CE226 are

logic one's and signal CE225 is a logic ZERO. A logic ONE shuts transistor Q1 off,

which holds transistor Q2 off and allows transistor Q3 to conduct. Therefore, the X
outputs of circuits controlled by signals CE228 through CE226 are logic ONE'S, and

the Y output of the circuit controlled by signal CE225 is a logic ONE.

The diode matrix receives the 8-bit output from the four relay word drivers. The

matrix is wired so each 8-bit input produces a logic ONE on only one output line to the

word drivers. For row 1 selection, diode CR53 of modules D2, D3, and D4, and diode

CR63 of module D5 must be reverse biased. When these diodes are not conducting,

row select driver circuit 004 on module D1 is activated. A current path is provided

from +28 volts of the row selection driver voltage source (through transistor Ql, R8 of

CKT 004, CR44, R9) to 0 vdc. Thus, parallel transistors Q4 and Q5 conduct and supply

0 vdc, representing row 1 selection, to the relay matrix.

The bottom row of diodes in the diode matrix (CR54 of modules D2 through D5}

are used to detect the presence of logic ZERO'S in bits 12 through 15 of channel 10.

During normal operation at least one of the four diodes is forward biased and applies

0 vdc to the row selection driver voltage source. This 0 vdc is needed to supply a row

selection signal (0 vdc) to the relay matrix as discussed previously. If the four most

significant bits of channel 10 are ZERO'S, all four diodes are reverse biased and +28

volts (+28 BCR) are applied to the input of the row selection driver voltage source.

An input of +28 volts turns transistor Q2 on which in turn keeps transistor Q3 off.

With no output from Q3, transistor Ql is held off and the output of transistor Ql is

effectively an open circuit. Thus, there is no voltage source for circuit operation of

any row selection driver circuit.

The indicator driver module circuits (figure 4-226) are used in making up the

decoder, relay matrix, and status and caution circuits. They are introduced at this

time to assist in better understanding the previously mentioned areas. All six indicator

driver modules (D1 through D6) are identical and interchangeable.

4-5.10.2.3 Relay Matrix. The relay matrix (figure 4-227) consists of 11 relay bit

drivers and 12 rows of latching relays.

Each relay bit driver accepts 1 of 11 bits (11 through 1) of channel 10. For simplifi-

cation only bit 11 (circuit 006 on module D6) is discussed. When bit 11 of channel 10

is a ONE, it is inverted in the interface circuits (A25) and applied to DSKY connector

J9 as signal CE224. A ZERO input to circuit 006 turns transistor Q8 on which switches

transistor Q9 off. Thus, +28 volts is present on pin 10 (TURN-ON) of the column

of relays dealing with the plus and minus sign display. With a row selection signal

from the diode matrix (0 vdc) and a column select signal from a relay bit driver

(+28 volts), a single relay within the relay matrix is controlled.
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Figure 4-225. DSKY Decoder Schematic Diagram
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P'igure 4-226. DSKY Indicator Driver
Modules {D1-D6)
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All of the relays in the relay matrix control the DSKY displays. Row 12 controls
the indicators associated with the status and caution indicators (DS2) and, in addition,

supplies a PGNS CAUTION signal to the display and control section of the PGNCS.
Table 4-C relates the content of channel 10 to the row and column selected and the digit

or indicator display controlled by the individual relay. Five relays are required to

display one digit. Relay bit drivers 10 through 6 control the display of one digit and
relay bit drivers 5 through 1 control the display of a second digit. Relay bit driver 11
causes the display of a plus or minus sign. The five-bit code necessary to display
digits 0 through 9 in any display location is listed in table 4-CI. The relays repre-
senting REG3-POS1 of row 1 are used as an example. A logic ONE indicates that
the relay is energized. For identification of display locations refer to figure 4-228.

Energizing the proper relays within the relay matrix (rows 1 through 11) allows
approximately 250 vac from the DSKY power supply to be routed through the relay
contacts to the various segments of the electroluminescent digit and sign indicators.
Figure 4-229 illustrates the relays, their codes, and a display coding key.

Energizing a relay in row 12 allows +5 volts from the electrical power system
in the spacecraft to be routed through the relay contacts to a status or caution indi-
cator. Relays K16, K17, and K18 are spares. In addition, relays PROG, TRACKER,
and GIMBAL LOCK receive the signal alarm common from the spacecraft and, when
energized, supply signal PGNS CAUTION to the PGNCS.
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Table 4-Cl. Digit Code

Relays

Digit

Displayed
K5 K4 K3 K2 K1

0 0 0 0 0 Blank

1 0 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 1

1 1 0 0 1 2

1 1 0 1 1 3

0 1 1 1 1 4

1 1 1 1 0 5

1 1 1 0 0 6

1 0 0 1 1 7

1 1 1 0 8

1 1 1 1 9

4-5.10.2.4 Status and Caution Circuits. The status and caution circuits for the LGC
(figure 4-230) consist of driver circuits and associated non-latching relays. For

simplification only circuit 008 on module D4 is discussed. When signal ISS WARNING
is a logic ZERO it will turn on transistor Q13 and supply +28 volts to associated relay

K21. Relay K21 energizes and routes input signal ALARM COMMON through its

contacts to the display and control section of the PGNCS as signal ISS WARNING.
The driver circuits and relays associated with signals LGC WARNING, TEMP CAUTION,
and RESTART also receive signal ALARM COMMON. Signal TEMP CAUTION or

RESTART causes the generation of signal PGNS CAUTION which is applied to the PGNCS
and also causes +5 volt caution power to be applied to the respective indicators on the

DSKY front panel.
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ALARM INOICATOfl e,0|TAL INDICATOR

Figure 4-228. DSKY Display Locations

The driver circuits and relays associated with signals UPLINK ACTY, OPR ERROR,KEY REL, and STBY will apply, when activated, +5 volt status power to their respective
indicators on the DSKY front panel. IndicatorsOPR ERRand KEY REL flash at a 1.5 cps

ACTY is physically a part of digital indicator DSI. However,
electrically it is part of the status circuits. When signal COMP ACTY is present
250 vac is routed throu^ the relay contacts to its indicator. Circuits dealing with sig-mls RR ENABLE LOC ON, LGC WARNING. LRDR POS CMD, and ISS WARNING do nothave visual indications on the front panel of the DSKY.
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The verb-noun flash causes the verb-noun indicators to flash by interiupting, at

a 1.5 cps rate, what normally is 250 vac being applied to the verb-noun relays in the

relay matrix.

The status and caution circuits for the CMC are illustrated on figure 4-231.

These circuits are identical in operation to those in the LGC. Several interface dif-

ferences exist, however. These can be determined by examining the inputs and outputs

to the status and caution circuits for the CMC on figure 4-231.

4-5.10.2.5 Power Supply. The DSKY power supply (figure 4-232) utilizes +28 vdc and
+14VSW from the computer power supply, and 800 cps from the timer to generate a

display voltage of approximately 250 vac, 800 cps. The power supply contains three

transformer-coupled, push-pull amplifiers. The input to the first stage is an 800-cps
square wave varying about a +14 vdc level. The dc level is controlled by the brightness

control on the astronauts' control panel. Transformers T1 and T2 step up the voltage

applied to their primary windings. The output from the third push-pull stage is applied

to saturable reactor L2.

Reactor L2 and its associated circuit regulate the voltage applied to the displays.

The displays act as a variable capacitive load that varies as a function of the number of

indicators that are on. Changes in the load are reflected back to the control winding
of L2 through the full-wave bridge rectifier, CRl through CR4. As the number of

indicators which are on increases, the voltage applied to the control winding is in-

creased. An increase in voltage through the control winding drives reactor L2 further

into saturation and keeps the output relatively constant. If the load decreases, the

voltage through the control winding decreases, and L2 is less-saturated.
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Figure 4-232. DSKY Power Supply

Schematic Diagram
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4-6 SIGNAL CONDITIONER ASSEMBLY

The signal conditioner assembly (SCA) receives PGNCS signals and converts
each signal to a common impedance and voltage range (0 to 5 volts) acceptable to the
spacecraft pulse code modulated (PCM) multiplexer or encoder. The multiplexer then
transforms the conditioned signals into a form suitable for telemetry transmitter
modulation. The SCA also provides isolation between the component or circuit being
monitored and the telemetry system.

The SCA consists of either four or six modules and a mounting frame assembly
on which the modules are mounted. Two configurations of SCA are used: the flight
qualification SCA and the operational SCA. The primary difference between the two
configurations is the larger number of modules in the flight qualification SCA. The
flight qualification SCA contains six modules and conditions 42 PGNCS signals. The
operational SCA contains four modules and conditions 26 PGNCS signals.

In addition to conditioning PGNCS signals, the SCA provides signal interface be-
t\yeen the PSA and the PSA adapter module (PSAAM) during post-installation testing.
Signals from the PSA, which are available at the SCA input connector, are hard-wired
through the SCA to the PSAAM. The PSAAM, which conditions signals in a manner
similar to that of the SCA, receives signals and operating voltages from the PSA. The
flight qualification SCA routes 40 unconditioned PSA signals to the PSAAM, and the
operational SCA routes 41 PSA signals to the PSAAM. In addition to this hard wiring,
each SCA contains seven buffer resistors through which seven voltages from the PSA
are routed to the PSAAM.

The SCA receives its principal operating voltages from the PSA. These operating
voltages include 28 volts dc used for B+ voltage in the SCA circuits, and reference
voltages consisting of ISS 800 cps and the 3,200 cps 1% feedback voltage from the IMU.
Three additional reference voltages, generated in circuits within the SCA, are 2.5
volt dc bias, an 800 cps square wave, and a 3,200 cps square wave.

4-6.1 SIGNAL CONDITIONER MODULES. Each module in the SCA is designed to con-
dition one or more types of PGNCS signals. The six modules in the flight qualification
SCA are

:

1) DAC, PIPA temp, and 2.5 vdc bias signal conditioner.

2) IRIG and PIPA signal conditioner.

3) Gimbal resolver signal conditioner.

4) Radar resolvers and 120 v PIPA supply signal conditioner.

5) Torque motor and IX sine gimbal resolver signal conditioner.

6) CDU fine errors and IRIG temp signal conditioner.
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The four mociules in the operational SCA are:

1) DAC, PIPA temp, and 2.5 vdc bias signal conditioner.

2) IRIG and PIPA signal conditioner.

3) Gimbal resolver signal conditioner.

4) Radar resolvers and 120 v PIPA supply signal conditioner.

Table 4-Cn lists the PGNCS signals conditioned by each module, the type of cir-

cuit which conditions each signal, the type of signal conditioned, and the nominal SCA
output voltage for each signal conditioned.

Figure 4-233 is a block diagram showing signal flow in the operational SCA.

Figure 4-234 shows signal flow in the flight qualification SCA.

4-6.2 SIGNAL CONDITIONING CIRCUITS. The modules used in the flight qualification

SCA and operational SCA contain nine types of circuits. Six types of circuits condition

the PGNCS signals, and three types of circuits provide reference voltages required to

operate the signal conditioning circuits. Thesixtypes of signal conditioning circuits are:

1) Chopper-amplifier-demodulator.

2) Amplifier-demodulator.

3) Blocking oscillator-rectifier-filter.

4) Transformer-rectifier-filter.

5) Temperature sensor amplifier.

6) Temperature sensor voltage divider.

A 2.5 volt dc bias is applied to the output of each amplifier-demodulator and chopper-

amplifier-demodulator circuit in the SCA. These circuits, which condition 0 or pi

phase signals and bipolar dc signals, have an output range of -2.5 to +2.5 volts instead

of the 0 to 5 volt range required for all telemetry signals. The required 0 to 5 volt

output is obtained from these circuits by connecting the 2.5 volt dc bias in series with

the output of each circuit, so that the 2.5 volt dc bias low becomes the common low

to the telemetry system (see figures 4-233 and 4-234). The 2.5 volt dc bias high is

connected to the signal output low and becomes the reference point for the 0 to 5 volt

output of these circuits. In this manner a zero phase signal, after conditioning, may
be represented as a dc voltage above the 2.5 volt reference. A pi phase signal, after

conditioning, may be represented as a dc voltage below the 2.5 volt reference. Bipolar

dc signals from the PGNCS, which may be positive or negative and have a zero volt

reference, may, after conditioning, be represented in a similar manner. Positive

voltages may be represented as a voltage above the 2.5 volt dc reference and negative

voltages may be represented as a voltage below the 2.5 volt dc reference.
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No bias is required for the blocking oscillator-rectifier-filter, transformer-

rectifier-filter, temperature sensor amplifier, and temperature sensor voltage divider

circuits. The normal output of these circuits is within the 0 to 5 volt range required

by the telemetry system.

4-6.2.1 Chopper-Amplifier-Demodulator. The chopper-amplifier-demodulator circuit

conditions negative or positive dc sisals. The incoming signal is applied to a chopper

circuit consisting of two dual-emitter chopper/switch transistors. The chopper

modulates an 800 cps square wave reference with the dc input. The modulated square

wave, which is representative of the magnitude and polarity of the dc input, is trans-

former-coupled to an amplifier. The amplified signal is transformer-coupled to a

phase-sensitive demodulator circuit consisting of two dual-emitter chopper/switch

transistors. The switching action of the transistor pairs in both the chopper circuit

and the demodulator circuit is controlled by a switch drive circuit consisting of an

800 cps reference applied through a transformer to the base-collector junction of each

transistor. The switch drive alternately turns on one transistor while the other transis-

tor is turned off. The output of the demodulator is a pulsating dc signal whose magnitude

and polarity are dependent upon the magnitude and polarity of the input signal. The

output of the demodulator is filtered and then biased at 2.5 volts dc. This output,

which could vary from +2.5 to -2.5 volts at a zero reference, as a result of the 2.5

volt reference, remains in a 0 to 5 volt range.

4-6. 2.2 Amplifier-Demodulator . The amplifier-demodulator signal conditioning circuit

conditions ac signals of 0 or pi phase. The circuit contains an ac amplifier and a phase-

sensitive demodulator. The inputs to the amplifier and demodulator are transformer-

coupled. The operation of the demodulator is similar to that in the chopper-amplifier-

demodulator circuit described above. The magnitude and polarity of the demodulator

output, however, isdependentupon the magnitude and phase of the ac signal, respectively.

The output of the demodulator is biased at +2.5 volts dc to produce an output of 0 to 5

volts dc.

4-6.2. 3 Blocking Oscillator-Rectifier-Filter. The blocking oscillator-rectifier-filter

circuit conditions a d or 28 volt dc discrete without loading down the discrete. The
PGNCS discrete is applied to a voltage-controlled blocking oscillator which includes

one transistor and a three-winding pulse transformer. When the 28 volt discrete is

present at the base of the transistor, the blocking oscillator goes into oscillation and

produces an ac voltage across the output winding of the pulse transformer. This ac

voltage is regulated at approximately 5.6 volts peak by a zener diode, rectified by a

half-wave rectifier, and then filtered into an outputof approximately 4.3 volts dc. When
the input discrete is not present, the output of the circuit is 0 volt.

4-6. 2. 4 Transformer-Rectifier-Filter. This type of circuit conditions 28 volt, 800 cps

or 3,200^ps power into a dc output. The ac input is applied to a stepdown transformer,

rectified by a half-wave rectifier, and filtered into a dc output. The dc output voltage

is representative of the magnitude of the ac input.
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4-6. 2.5 Temperature Sensor Amplifier . This amplifier circuit converts the resistance
value of a temperature sensor inthelMUto a representative voltage. Each temperature
sensor amplifier consists of a small encapsulated module which contains an ac/dc
power supply and a magnetic amplifier. The ac/dc power supply converts 28 volt dc
power into ac and dc voltages required to operate the magnetic amplifier. As the re-
sistance applied to the amplifier input varies, the amplifier produces an output in the
0 to 5 volt dc range.

4-6.2. 6 Temperature Sensor Voltage Divider. This circuit produces a dc output

voltage which represents the resistance value of a temperature sensing thermistor
in the PIPA calibration module. The circuit consists of two functional parts: a volt-

age divider, and a regulated power supply which applies a fixed low voltage dc to the

voltage divider.

The volt^e divider consists of the thermistor in the PIPA calibration module con-
nected in series with a resistor in the CDU fine error and IRIG temp module. The
current through this series circuit varies as the thermistor resistance varies with
temperature change. The output of the voltage divider is the voltage drop across the

resistor in the series circuit. This output is in the 0 to 5 volt dc range.

The power supply portion of the circuit converts 28 volt, 800 cps power to a regu-
lated dc output. The ac input is applied to a step-down transformer, rectified by a half-

wave rectifier, and voltage-regulated by a zener diode. Regulated dc from the zener
diode is applied to the base and collector of a transistor output stage, in which the

voltage divider is connected as an emitter follower. This emitter-follower circuit
maintains approximately 6 volts dc across the voltage divider.

4-6.3 REFERENCE VOLTAGE CIRCUITS. Reference voltages required to operate
the signal conditioning circuits are developed in the following three types of circuits:

1) 2.5 volt dc bias supply.

2) 800 cps square wave generator.

3) 3,200 cps isolation amplifier and multivibrator.

4-6. 3.1 2.5 Volt DC Bias Supply. The 2.5 volt dc bias supply provides dc bias voltage
for the phase-sensitive demodulator circuits. Each 2.5 volt dc bias supply is a trans-
former-rectifier-filter circuit which converts 28 volt, 800 cps power into a regulated
2.5 volt dc output. The ac input is applied to a stepdown transformer, rectified by a
half-wave rectifier, voltage-regulated by a zener diode, and filtered into a regulated
2.5 volt dc output.

The flight qualification SCA contains two 2.5 volt dc bias supplies which provide
bias to 31 demodulator circuits. The operational SCA contains one bias supply which
provides bias to 20 demodulators. The output of each bias supply is also routed to the
telemetry system, so that each bias voltage may be monitored by telemetry.
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4-6. 3.2 800 CPS Square Wave Generator. The 800 cps square wave generator converts

an 800 cps sine wave reference into an 800 cps square wave reference. The sine

wave input is transformer-coupled to a two stage amplifier. The output stage of this

amplifier is an emitter-follower transistor circuit which is driven to saturation,

producing a square wave output. The square wave is used as a reference in the

switching circuits in the chopper-amplifier-demodulator circuits.

4-6.3. 3 3,200 CPS Isolation Amplifier and Multivibrator . This circuit converts a low
voltage, high impedance 3,200 cps reference sine wave to a higher voltage 3,200 cps
sine wave, and in addition provides a 3,200 cps square wave output. The input to this

circuit, which is the 3,200 cps 1% feedback voltage from the IMU, is transformer-
coupled to an amplifier consisting of a dual section transistor. The amplified signal is

transformer-coupled to another dual section transistor which is in an emitter-follower
circuit. The output of the emitter-follower circuit, which is in phase with the 3,200

cps input to the amplifier, is applied to a multivibrator circuit, and also is routed to

a transformer-rectifier-filter circuit which conditions the 3,200 cps signal into a dc
output for telemetry monitoring.

The multivibrator, which otherwise would free-run, is synchronized at 3,200 cps
by the amplified sine wave input and produces a square wave output. This 3,200 cps
square wave is used as a reference signal in the phase sensitive demodulators in the

IRIG and PIPA signal conditioning circuits.
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Chapter 5

MISSION OPERATIONS

5-1 SCOPE

This chapter describes the mission operations accomplished by the LEM PGNCS.
These operations include lunar descent, landing, pre-launch, launch, rendezvous, and
docking with the CSM. Figure 5-1 is an overall depiction of the LEM mission.

5-2 IMU COARSE ALIGNMENT

Before separation of the LEM and CSM, the gimbals in the IMU are coarse aligned
using CSM position data and the LGC is synchronized with the CMC. To initiate IMU
coarse alignment, the astronaut selects a precomputed alignment program in the LGC
by pressing the required keys on the DSKY. (See figure 5-2). The LGC sends digital
pulses, representing the required amount of change in gimbal angle, to a counter in the
CDU. The CDU converts these pulses into ananalog error signal applied to the gimbal
servo amplifier which in turn drives the gimbal torque motors. As the gimbal angle
changes, the gimbal resolver signal is applied to the CDU and converted to digital
pulses. These digital pulses are used to cancel the LGC pulses stored in the CDU
counter. As the counter is decremented to zero, the CDU analog error signal di-
creases to zero and the servo amplifier stops driving the gimbals. The CDU also
sends digital pulses, representing the change in actual gimbal angles, to the LGC.

5-3 IMU FINE ALIGNMENT

After acceptable operation of all LEM systems is verified and the IMU is coarse
aligned, the LEM is separated from the CSM. After separation, IMU fine alignment is

initiated. (See figure 5-3.) The astronaut selects the fine alignment program in the LGC
through the DSKY. To accomplish IMU fine alignment, the astronaut must use the AOT
to sight on at least two stars. The IMU gimbals, having already been coarse aligned,
are at this time relatively close to their desired angles in relation to the star coordi-
nates. To refine the gimbal angles, the LGC sends gyro torquing signals to the IMU.
The CDU interprets gimbal angle analog signals, converts them to digital pulses, and
relays them to the LGC as gimbal error signals. As the gimbals are being aligned, the
FDAI receives total attitude information from the IMU resolvers and attitude error in-
formation from the CDU.
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5-4 TRANSFER ORBIT

Prior to powered descent to the lunar surface, the LEM must descend in coasting
flight to a lower altitude. A Hohmann (minimum energy) descent orbit is commanded
by the LGC after the crew has requested it through the DSKY keyboard. The LGC sup-
plies an ON discrete to the descent engine which fires until the LEM velocity has de-
creased by some predetermined amount. This change in velocity (AV) places the LEM
in a new orbit with a perilune of 50, 000 feet. The accelerometer loop in the IMU senses
the AV, and when the required velocity has been reached, the LGC furnishes an OFF
discrete to the descent engine.

5-5 POWERED DESCENT

5-5. 1 PHASE I - BRAKING. The crew uses the DSKY to select the powered descent
program in the LGC when it is apparent that the descent orbit is successful. Braking
is started approximately 200 nautical miles from the point of touchdown and is ter-
minated appro.ximately ten nautical miles from touchdown at an altitude of approxi-
mately 11,000 feet. (See figure 5-4.) The LGC, being constantly informed by the IMU
of velocity and position, sends on-off, thrust level, and gimbal trim discretes to the

Descent Engine Control Assembly (DECA). The descent engine controls the rate of

descent. The gimbal trim feature of the descent engine is used to control LEM
trajectory and is aided by the RCS. The inertial components in the IMU sense changes
in velocity and send this data to the LGC which constantly computes new thrust level
commands and gimbal trim commands. The CDU converts IMU gimbal angles into

digital pulses which represent LEM attitude. The FDAI presents a constant display
of LEM total attitude and attitude error.

Shortly after initiation of the braking phase, the LR begins to supply forward ve-
locity and altitude information to the LGC to supplement and update inertially derived
data. The LGC displays LR data on the ALT/ALT RATE indicator on the main con-
trol panel.

5-5.2 PHASE II - FINAL APPROACH. The final approach phase is a continuation of

the braking phase with the addition of supplemental manual controlling of the LEM.
More credence is placed in LR data as the LEM nears the lunar surface, where this

data becomes more reliable.
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Figure 5-3. LEM IMU Fine Alignment
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Manual control of the LEM is provided by two hand controls at each crew member's
station. The right hand controls, attitude controllers, are coupled through the LGC to
theRCS. They are connected to theRCSin such a manner that defection of the control in
any direction will fire the RCS thrusters in pairs to move the LEM about its pitch (Y),

roll (Z), or yaw (X) axis. The left hand controls, integrated thrust translation control-
lers, serve two functions. They control translation along the LEM axes by firing the
RCS thrusters and control descent by throttling the descent engine between 10 percent
and 100 percent of thrust. When the t^vo-position lever is in the JETS position, up and
down movement of the control will fire a set of RCS thrusters to cause translation along
the X axis. When the lever is in the THROTTLE position, up and down movement will
control the thrust of the descent engine. With the lever in either position, left-right or
forward-aft movement of the control will cause translation along the Y and Z axes, re-
spectively.

NOTE: Deflection of either of the

two hand controls to their limits

will provide an override capabil-
ity for RCS thrusting. Limit
switches at all control limits are
wired directly to RCS logic cir-
cuitry.

5-6
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5-5.3 PHASE III - LANDING. This phase is a continuation of the final approach phase.
The LEM is positioned over the desired landing spot by controlling the rate of descent,
attitude, and lateral movement. The LEM positioning is accomplished automatically or,

if desired, the astronaut may assume partial or complete control by utilization of the
hand controls as in phase II. Engine on-off signals are issued when zero velocity and
vertical attitude is achieved at an altitude of approximately three feet, allowing the LEM
to free-fall to the lunar surface.

5-6 LUNAR STAY

Immediately after landing, the astronauts perform a complete checkout of all equip-
ment required for ascent and rendezvous with the CSM. The PLSS is checked and the
surrounding lunar landscape is examined before the LEM is depressurized and the hatch
is opened. One astronaut exits to perform scientific experiments and gather lunar sam-
ples. Subsequent to lunar exploration, the astronauts prepare the LEM for ascent and
rendezvous with the CSM. The IMU is aligned and the ascent trajectory and launchtime
is determined by the LGC based on the position of the orbiting CSM.

5-7 ASCENT

A powered ascent beginning with a vertical rise and followed by a pitch maneuver
will be initiated at the proper time to insert the LEM into an ascent coast trajectory to

intercept the orbiting CSM. The ascent engine is a constant thrust engine with a fixed
nozzle; therefore, the direction of the thrust vector is determined by the attitude of the

LEM which, in turn, is controlled by the RCS upon receipt of signals from the LGC.
(See figure 5-5.) Throughout the powered ascent phase, the LGC receives changes in

velocity from the IMU and IMU A angles from the CDU. The LGC calculates the attitude

errors and generates signals to position the FDAI attitude error needles and to control
the RCS operation. The LGC also continues to calculate the ascent engine termination
time based on the relative positions of the LEM and CSM and the calculated ascent
trajectory.

5-8 RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING

During the ascent coast period, the PGNCS remains in an inertial reference con-
dition. The LGC receives velocity changes from the IMU accelerometer loops and IMU
gimbal angles from the CDU. The PGNCS continues to calculate the actual LEM coast
trajectory and issue signals to the RCS to maintain the LEM on a CSM intercept tra-
jectory. When the LEM approaches the CSM, braking thrust maneuvers are initiated

by the PGNCS utilizing the RCS, to reduce the velocity between the LEM and CSM to

zero. The astronaut will then utilize the hand controls to perform the required docking
maneuvers. The required thrustingduringthesemaneuverswillbe provided by the RCS.

5-7
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Chapter 6

CHECKOUT AND MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

6-1 SCOPE

This chapter contains a list of test ec^uipment and tools necessary to complete
checkout of the LEM PGNCS and the PGNCS subsystems. The test equipment is listed

in alphabetical order in table 6-1. The tools are listed in alphabetical order in table

6-11. Operation and front panel calibration procedures for the GSE are contained in

the job description cards (JDC's) listed in table 6-ni. The layout of equipment in a

typical universal test station is shown in figure 6-1. The test station is environmen-

tally controlled and provides for precision checkout of the PGNCS and the PGNCS
subsystems.

Table 6-1. Checkout and Maintenance Test Equipment

Equipment
and
Part Number

Short
Nomenclature

Description and Use

Apollo gfuidance computer
(AGC) au-xiliary calibra-

tion console, 2014059-021

Auxiliary
calibration

system

Checks calibration of LGC clock

oscillator.

AGC CTS operation
console, 2014024-021

AGC/OC Provides mounting and cooling

surfaces, power and test con-
nections for checking out CSS.

AGC/GSE interconnect

set, PGNCS, 2014255-041

and "OSl

AGC/GSE
interconnect

cables,

PGNCS

Provides cables and buffer cir-

cuits to interconnect LGC to

GSE during PGNCS checkout.

(Sheet 1 of 5)
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Table G-I. Checkout and Maintenance Test Equipment

Equipment
and
Part Number

Short
Nomenclature

Description and Use

AGC/GSE interconnect

set, subsystem, 2014268-

031

AGC/GSE
interconnect

caJjles, CSS

Provides cables and mounting
bracket to interconnect LGC
to GSE during CSS checkout.

AGC handling fixture,

2014282-031
AGC handling

fLxture

Provides mounting and pro-
tection for LGC prior to in-

stallation and during handling.

AGC test set, 2014042-
061 and -071

Computer
test set

(CTS)

Checks operation of CSS.

AGC universal DSKY
handling fixture

2014013-011

DSKY
handling

fixture

Provides protection and han-
dling capability of DSKY during
transfer, test, and storage.

Also provides a means of

mounting DSKY in AGC/
OC.

AGC calibi'ation system
console, 2014049-021

Calibration

system
Checks calibration of LGC clock
oscillator and provides fre-

quency reference to auxiliai’y

calibration system.

Alignment optical

telescope tester,

6014003

AOTT Provides optical targets and
functional references for align-

ment checks of AOT.

Alignment optical

telescope tester

assembly certification

kit. 6014008

AOTT cert

kit

Provides calibrated mechanical
and optical references required
for setup and alignment.

AOT lens covers,
6014056-011

AOT lens

covers
Protects AOT lens from external

damage.

AOT connector cover,
6014319-011

AOT connec-
tor cover

Protects AOT connector PI during
shipping or when connector is not

connected to a cable assembly.

(Sheet 2 of 5)
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Table 6-1. Checkout and Maintenance Test Equipment

w
Equipment
and
Part Number

,
Short
Nomenclature

Description and Use

• Component mounting
plate. 6900007-021

Component
mounting
plate

Provides mounting for DSKY and
support and cooling capability

for LGC, CDU, and PSA during
testing.

Computer simulator.
2014048-011

Computer
simulator

Simulates LGC signals, loads,

and outputs for ISS checkout.

Connector cover set,

6900001-031
Connector
covers

Provides protection for elec-
trical connectors of PGNCS
harness.

• Degausser, 1900299-
021

Degausser Demagnetizes ducosyns of 16

PIP'S and 25 IRIG's during ISS

checkout.

Electrical adapter
cable assembly set,

2901075-021 and
6900077-011

Provides cable breakout capa-
bility for signal monitoring,
and resistance and continuity

testing.

(Sheet 2A of 5)
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Table 6-1. Checkout and Maintenance Test Equipment

Equipment
and
Part Number

Short
Nomenclature

Description and Use

G and N transport cart,

1900009-041
G and N
transport

cart

Used for local transportation of

PGNCS components.

G and N coolant and power
console, 1902134-031

Coolant and
power con-
sole

Provides cooling, power and
precision voltage monitoring
during PGNCS and ISS checkout.

GSE coolant intercon-

nect hose set, ISS/OSS,
2900405-011

GSE coolant

hoses
Connects PGNCS components
and coldplates to coolant and
power console.

GSE distribution box,

2900024-031
GSE
distribution

box

Provides test interconnection

for use during PGNCS and sub-
system checkout.

IMU lifting and handling

fixture, 1015462-011
IMU lifting

fixture

Provides means of positioning

IMU and IMU mounting fixture

on rotary table.

IMU lifting temprera-

ture controller,

2900063-031

LTC Provides heater power to IMU
inertial components during

LEM stacldng.

IMU mounting fixture,

2900000-021
IMU mounting
fixture

Mounts IMU to rotary table for

ISS checkout.

IMU pressure seal

tester 1900804-011
IMU pressure
seal tester

Checks for leakage of pressure
seals in IMU case during

PGNCS checkout.

IMU snap-on bellows,
1900802-011

IMU snap-on
bellows

Allows for expansion of coolant

in IMU case during transporta-

tion when filled.

Interconnect cable

set, 2900025-031
Interconnect

cables

Interconnects PGNCS components
and GSE during PGNCS and sub-
system checkout.

Interconnect cable

set, special (LEM),
6900043-051

Interconnect

cables

Interconnects PGNCS components
and GSE during PGNCS and sub-
system checkout.

(Sheet 3 of 5)
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Table 6-1. Checkout and Maintenance Test Equipment

Equipment
and
Part Number

Short
Nomenclature

Description and Use

LGC connector covers,
2014399-011
1006425-006

LGC connector

covers
Provide protection for LGC and

DSKY electrical connectors
during transit or storage.

Lifting battery pack,

2900812-031
LBP Part of IMU lifting temperature

controller to provide backup
heater power.

Optics cleaning kit,

1019984-021
Optics

cleaning kit

Used to clean AOT optics.

Optics-inertial

analyzer, 2900023-051
OlA Provides control signals and

monitoring and measurement
facilities for PGNCS and sub-
system checkout.

Oscillograph console,

1900000-021
Oscillograph Monitors and records signals

from OlA.

Portable temperature
controller, 2900060-031

PTC Provides power for IMU tem-
perature control when normal
power is not applied.

PSA adapter module,
6900088-031

PSAAM Buffer between PGNCS and ACE
for post-installation testing.

PSA test point adapter,
2900037-031

PSA test

point

adapter

Provides test interconnections

for use with OIA for monitoring
purposes.

Programmer and
monitor interconnect

set, 2014064-011

P and M
interconnect

set

Provides extra set of cables to

connect CTS to buffer circuit

assembly at a universal test

station.

PTA/PEA mounting
fixture. 2900066-021

PTA/PEA
mounting
fixture

Provides mounting for PTA on

rotary table during PGNCS and
ISS testing.

PTA/PEA test point

adapter, 2900145-011
PTA/PEA
test point

adapter

Provides signal select capa-
bility for monitoring signals

from PTA during PGNCS and
ISS testing.

Purging and filling

fixture, 1902371-011
Purging and
filling fixture

Purges and fills IMU and GSE
coldplates requiring coolant.

6-4
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Table 6-1. Checkout and Maintenance Test Equipment

Equipment
and
Part Number

Short
Nomenclature

Description and Use

Resolver circuit tester,

2900708-011
Resolver circuit

tester

Provides simulated resolver
signals and monitoring facil-

ities for testing PGNCS re-
solver circuits.

Rotary table

1900926-021
Rotary table Serves as a mounting and

test platform for selected

PGNCS components during
PGNCS and ISS testing.

Rotary table

calibration set,

1900810-011

Rotary table

calibration

set

Contains all equipment neces-
sary to perform rotary table

calibration.

Signal conditioner

assembly and PSA
adapter module
calibration unit,

2900895-041

SPCU Provides regulated dc excita-

tion source, simulated load

and input source impedance,
scales input signals, and
regulates 800 cps and 3200
cps signals for testing five

types of signal conditioner

assemblies.

Subsystem mounting
fixture. 2900070-021

Subsystem
mounting
fixture

Supports portions of PGNCS
and GSE during ISS and
PGNCS testing.

Theodolite,

1017444
DKM 3X Serves as telescope and

autocollimator to measure
and transfer bearings.

(Sheet 5 of 5)

Table 6-II. Checkout and Maintenance Tools

Equipment
and
Part Number

Short
Nomenclature

Description and Use

AGC sling; MY-4 computer sling Connects lifting hoists to LGC
Abbot Jordan Hoist when transporting LGC outside

Co. , Brighton, Mass. of LGC shipping container.

Allen adapter; alien adapter Adapts torque wrench to LGC
5/32 inch, JO Line,

or equivalent

module inserts.

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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Table 6-II. Checkout and Maintenance Tools

Equipment
and
Part Number

Short
Nomenclature

Description and Use

Torque wrench; 17 inch- torque wrench Torque LGC modules onto

pound, JO Line, or
equivalent

LGC trays.

Tool kit tool kit Contains general usage tools

required to support mainte-
nance activities in G and N
laboratory and stockroom.

(Sheet 2 of 2)

Table 6-ni. List of Operating Procedure JDC's for GSE

Equipment JDC
Number

JDC Description

Auxiliary input 18050 Operation - general

panel
18103 Operating primary signal selector and

auxiliary input panels to apply auxiliary

signals to digital voltmeter, phase angle

voltmeter, dual beam oscilloscope

and counter.

18104 Applying PSA test point adapter signals

to dual beam oscilloscope through

auxiliary input panel.

18204 Applying PSA test point adapter and
PTA/PEA test point adapter signals

to dual beam oscilloscope through
auxiliary input panel.

(Sheet 1 of 7)
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Table 6-III. List of Operating Procedure JDC's for GSE (cont)

Equipment JDC
Number

JDC Description

Counter 18017 Forward and reverse count.

18018 Count number of input events that occur

during any preselected time interval.

18019 Count number of input events that occur
during interval determined by "D"
input events.

18020 Count clock frequency pulses that occur
during interval determined by "D"
input events.

18021 Determine correct operation of

switches, time-base circuitry, and
count-chain circuitry.

18022 Determine correct operation of N
2

switch.

18103 Appljdng auxiliary signals.

19261 Performance verification.

Current source
monitor panel

18216 Measure voltages

.

Digital recorder 18043 Operation and interpretation of data.

Digital voltmeter 18000 Applying internal signals.

18002 Applying PSA test point adapter signals.

18037 Automatic measurement of ac or dc

voltage.

18103 Applying auxiliary signals.

18202 Applying PTA/PEA test point adapter

signals.

Rev. J
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Table 6-111. List of Operating Procedure JDC's for GSE (cont)

Equipment JDC
Number

JDC Description

Digital Voltmeter
(cont)

18235 Measurement of dc voltage.

18236 Measurement of ac voltage.

19260 Performance verification.

Dual beam
oscilloscope

18000 Applying internal signals.

18001 Applying reference signals.

18002 Applying PSA test point adapter signals.

18005 Voltage measurements using upper
beam differential amplifier.

18006 Phase shift measurements using upper
beam differential amplifier.

18007 Time measurements.

18008 Frequency measurements.

18009 Pulse monitoring using scope B,
channel 1.

18010 Applying two signals simultaneously to

scope B.

18011 Applying oscillograph signals to scope
B, channel 2.

18103 Applying auxiliary signals.

18104 Applying PSA test point adapter signals.

18202 Applying PTA/PEA test point adapter
signals.

(Sheet 3 of 7)
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Table 6-IU. List of Operating Procedure JDC's for GSE (cont)

Equipment JDC
Number

JDC Description

Dual Beam
Oscilloscope (cont)

18204 Applying PSA test point adapter and
PTA/PEA test point adapter signals.

19263 Performance verification.

19360 Adjustment of scope B lower beam
vertical plug-in unit.

19361 Adjustment of scope B lower beam
vertical plug-in unit.

19362 Adjustment.

Electrical adapter
cable assembly set

18053 Signal monitoring and continuity

testing.

Fill and purge
fixture

18045 Fill and purge G and N system com-
ponents.

Galvanometer 18216 Measure voltages.

G and N coolant and
power console

18046 Operation and interconnections for

G and N system, ISS and OSS testing.

Gimbal position

control panel

18244 General operation.

Inertial components
temperature
controller

18049 Provide IMU heat.

Oscillograph 18011 Applying signals to dual beam oscil-

loscope, scope B, channel 2.

18023 Electric writing.

18024 Ink writing.

18026 Operation of dc amplifiers.

(Sheet 4 of 7)
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Table 6-III. List of Operating Procedure JDC's for GSE (cont)

Equipment JDC
Number

JDC Description

Oscillograph (cont) 18027 Adjustment of phase sensitive de-
modulators (800 cps reference).

18028 Adjustment of phase sensitive de-

modulators (3200 cps reference).

18031 Operation of phase sensitive de-
modulators.

18032 Installation of ink cartridge.

18033 Installation of ink pen.

18034 Installation of paper.

19264 Performance verification of dc ampli-

fiers.

19265 Performance verification of phase

sensitive demodulators.

19268 Performance verification of phase
sensitive demodulators.

Phase angle

voltmeter

18000 Applying internal signals.

18002 Applying PSA test point adapter signals.

18038 Measurement of total rms voltage.

18039 Measurement of fundamental rms
voltages.

18040 Measurement of phase angle.

18041 Measurement of in-phase and quadra-

ture components.

18042 Indication of phase sensitive null.

6-10
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Table 6-III. List of Operating Procedure JDC’s for GSE (cont)

Equipment JDC
'Number

JDC Description

Phase Angle
Voltmeter (cont)

18103 Applying auxiliary signals.

18202 Applying PTA/PEA test point adapter
signals.

19262 Performance verification.

19266 Performance verification.

Primary signal 18000 Applying internal signals to digital volt-
selector panel meter, phase angle voltmeter, and dual

beam oscilloscope.

18001 Applying reference signals to dual beam
oscilloscope.

18002 Applying PSA test point adapter signals
to dual beam oscilloscope, phase angle
voltmeter, and digital voltmeter.

18005 Voltage measurement on dual beam
oscilloscope of signals through primary
signal selector panel.

18103 Applying auxiliary signals through
auxiliary input panel to digital voltmeter,
phase angle voltmeter, dual beam oscil-
loscope, and counter.

18104 Applying PSA test point adapter signals
through auxiliary input panel to dual
beam oscilloscope.

18202 Applying PTA/PEA test point adapter
signals to dual beam oscilloscope,
phase angle voltmeter, and digital volt-
meter.
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Table 6-UI. List of Operating Procedure JDC's for GSE (cont)

Equipment JDC
Number

JDC Description

Primary signal

selector panel

(cont)

18204 Applying PSA test point adapter and

PTA/PEA test point adapter signals

through auxiliary input panel to dual

beam oscilloscope.

PSA test point

adapter

18002 Applying sipials through primary

signal selector panel to digital volt-

meter, phase angle voltmeter, and dual

beam oscilloscope.

18104 Applying signals through auxiliary

input panel and primary signal selector

panel to dual beam oscilloscope.

18204 Applying PSA test point adapter and

PTA/PEA test point adapter signals

through primary signal selector panel

and auxiliary input panel to dual beam
oscilloscope.

Signal generator 18012 Signal generator adjustment.

18013 Signal generator operation.

(Sheet 7 of 7)
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AOC TEST SET G ft N COOLANT AND
POWER CONSOLE

Figure 6-1. Typical Universal Test Station Layout
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Chapter 7

CHECKOUT

7-1 SCOPE

This chapter contains flowgrams which outline checkout procedures for the LEM
PGNCS and the PGNCS subsystems. Checkout is performed at the G and N laboratories
of North American Aviation (NAA). Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Grumman Aircraft
Engineering Coproration (GAEC), and the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC). A master
flowgram for the PGNCS and one for each of the PGNCS subsystems precedes more
detailed preparation and checkout flowgrams. Each master flowgram references the
detailed flowgrams which, in turn, reference the job description cards (JDC's) re-
quired to fulfill the checkout function. The detailed flowgrams also refer to JDC's
which describe setup and operation of GSE. Flowgrams and JDC references are also
provided for pre-installation acceptance (PIA) tests.

Information regarding packing, shipping, handling, and storage of any component
of the PGNCS will be found in Packing, Shipping, and Handling Manual, ND-1021038.

7-2 PRIMARY GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM

7-2.1 PREPARATION. Table 7-1 lists PGNCS components and GSE requiredfor PGNCS
and subsystem checkout. Tables 7-IA and 7-II list required system and GSE intercon-
nect cabling.

7-2.2 CHECKOUT. The PGNCS master flowgram (figure 7-1) specifies the conditions
leading to a PGNCS checkout and displays the mandatory sequence to be followed.
Detailed flowgrams (figures 7-2 and 7-3) give sequential listings of JDC's to be
performed.

7-2.3 TEST DESCRIPTIONS. Detailed descriptions of the PGNCS checkout tests per-
formed by using the JDC's are provided in the following paragraphs.

7-2.3. 1 Master Initialization . This procedure establishes proper initial conditions,
after system tum-on, required for the performance of various system tests.

The temperatures of the IRIG and PIPA are measured in voltages, each volt being
equivalent to 2®F. The 2 volt, 3200 cps GSE ducosyn frequency and voltage compara-
tor, the 28 vdc prime power voltage comparator, and the 60 cycle, 3 phase voltage
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comparator are measured to insure that they are within tolerances. By entering a
sequence of instructions into the DSKY, all erasable locations are zeroed and the IIVTU
gimbals are coarse aligned at zero.

7-2.3. 2 Standby Control Test. During this test the 28 vdc standby bus voltage, 3200 cps
suspension power, LGC master clock sync, +4 and +14 vdc LGC power supplies, and
IRIG and PIPA standby temperatures are checked.

Initialization of this test consists of applying power to the LGC, placing the ISS
in the standby mode, and obtaining an input bus voltage of 28 vdc. This primary 28 vdc
input bus voltage is obtained by setting the CROSSBAR CONTROL switches on the
primary signal selector panel and adjusting the G & N POWER ADJUST control on the
test control panel.

The IMU standby bus voltage is measured to insure that voltage is available for
use in the IMU temperature control system, the magnetic suspension system, and the

The IRIG and PIPA temperatures and the difference between the temperatures are
obtained by measuring the temperature deviation voltage. One hour after entering the
standby mode, which allows time for the IRIG and PIPA temperatures to stabilize, the
CROSSBAR CONTROL switches are set and the IRIG and PIPA instantaneous tempera-
ture deviation voltages are recorded. These voltages are equivalent to two degrees
per volt. The calculated temperature is added to the nominal IRIG temperature and
nominal PIPA temperature to obtain the actual IRIG and PIPA temperatures. The ab-
solute temperature difference is then obtained by subtracting the actual PIPA tempera-
ture from the actual IRIG temperature.

Proper operation of the ducosyn magnetic suspension system must be verified be-
fore power can be applied to the IRIG wheel motors. Verification is accomplished by
setting the COUNTER INPUT "D" SIGNAL selector switch on the primary signal selec-
tor panel and measuring the 3200 cps suspension power frequency on the coxuiter. A
counter indication of 1.000,000 counts corresponds to the magnetic suspension power
frequency of 3200 cps. The CROSSBAR CONTROL switches are then set to measure
the 3200 cps suspension power feedback voltage.

The LGC master clock sync, which supplies synchronization pulses to the PGNCS
power supplies, is checked. The LGC master clock sync is connected to the computer
test set (CTS) counter and the frequency is monitored for 15 minutes {9 printouts on
the printer) to insure that the frequency does not deviate by more than the amount
specified by the JDC. Printouts of 1024000 correspond to the LGC master clock fre-
quency of 1024 kcps. The LGC master clock sync is then connected to the CTS oscil-
loscope and the amplitude, width, rise time, and noise of the signal are measured to
insure that proper synchronization pulses are being developed by the LGC.

The LGC +4 and +14 vdc power supply outputs are used within the LGC to provide
necessary power for LGC operation. If the LGC is in the standby mode, the power
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supplies are inhibited and should not produce outputs. When the LGC is placed in the
operate mode, the power supplies are enabled and should produce outputs which are
then measured on the DVM by setting the CROSSBAR CONTROL switches on the pri-
mary signal selector panel,

7-2. 3. 3 Operate Control Test . This test provides an operate control test for IMU time
delay; gimbal ambiguity; IX sine and cosine signals; standby to operate temperature
transient: 800 cps power supply thermistor; temperature monitor 1 thermistor: PIPA
calibration module thermistor; auto cage, inertial temperature control point; heater
telemetry discrete; blower telemetry discrete; and normalization.

Prior to starting this test, the ISS must be in the standby mode with the LGC power
on for a minimum of 2 hours. This warmup allows time for the ISS to be temperature
stabilized. The prime power is adjusted for 28 vdc. The IMU time delay test is per-
formed by measuring the time required for the ISS to upmode from standby to operate.
This time delay, which is gyro runup time, should be 90 seconds with tolerance speci-
fied in the JDC. During the 90 second delay period, the IRIG and PIPA pulse torque
power supply is inhibited. Loss of +28 vdc LGC prime power at any time causes the
power supply to be inhibited.

During automatic caging and CDU ambiguity operation, the IMU gimbal resolvers
drive the IX sine signals to zero volt rms and the IX cosine signals to 28 volts rms,
with the IMU gimbal angles initially at 225°,

With the ISS in the operate mode and the IMU gimbals coarse aligned to 0°, the
PIPA temperature is checked during the first 15 minutes after switching from the
standby to the operate mode. The PIPA temperature must be within 0.5° of its stabi-
lized value. The IRIG temperature is checked 30 minutes after switching to the operate
mode. The IRIG temperature must also be within 0.5° of its stabilized value. The
stabilized values of the PIPA and IRIG temperature must be 130.5°F and 135°F respec-
tively plus tolerances specified in the JDC. The temperature is considered stabilized
when it changes less than 0.1°F in 30 minutes.

In order to test the 800 cps power supply, the temperature monitor 1. and the PIPA
calibration module thermistors, the resistances of the following thermistors are
measured:

Thermistor Location PSA TPA

800 cps, 5%. P/S PSA TB5-12 and 13

Temp mon 1 LGC (erasable driver) TB5-14 and 15

PIPA cal mod PIPA cal mod TBl-31 and 27

Tol (ohms)

2.21K to 8.37K

1.4K to 13.25K

3.65K to 13.25K

The heater telemetry discrete is checked during the ON cycle. Voltage at the
interface is 26.5 vdc with tolerance specified in the JDC. The blower telemetry dis-
crete cycles on and off with a heater duty cycle of approximately 45 percent. The ON
state is 0 volt rms and the OFF state is 28 volts rms.
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7-2.3.4 G&N System Operational Test. This test is a gross check of the PGNCS op-
eration. ~Theteit consists of a computer/DSKY interface test (performance of a
computer controlled DSKY test to verify correct DSKY character displays), a manual
DSKY keyboard test (verification of correct key-character display operation), an alarm
and interrupts test (checks computer program error sensing capabilities), and a com-
puter controlled test of PIPA and IRIG operation. The PIPA’s are checked by posi-
tioning the OG, IG, and MG at 45°; each PIPA then senses a portion of local gravity.
The cumulative reading should be the value of local gravity. IRIG performance is

checked by measuring the horizontal component of earth rate (cos X). The PIPA and
IRIG tests are performed at normal, low, and high prime power voltage levels with
the LGC self check being performed concurrently.

The tests are initiated with the system in ISS standby and the computer operating.
The computer/DSKY interface test, which is the ±11 option of the self check, checks
the electroluminescent displays on the DSKY. This list is initiated by entering VERB 21
(load component 1), NOUN 27 (self test on/off switch), and 00011 into the DSKY. The
test illuminates all operation and data display elements on the DSKY for 5 seconds
each. The operator must watch the DSKY for the proper displays specified in the JDC.
Next. VERB 35 (test lights) is entered into the DSKY to illuminate all DSKY caution and
alarm display panel lights concurrently for 5 seconds, after which the caution and
alarm lights go out, leaving ±88888 in row 1. row 2, and row 3.

The manual DSKY keyboard test is initiated by entering VERB 24 (load component
1, 2). NOUN 01 (specify address, fractional), address 01700, +12345, and -67890. The
DSKY is observed for the following display: +12345 in row 1 and -67890 in row 2. The
test is completed by pressing CLR twice so that row 1 and 2 are blank.

The alarm and interrupts test checks the following LGC detection circuits using
appropriate DSKY inputs:

Parity fail

Rupt lock

TC trap

Night watchman.

Each detection circuit generates a restart in the LGC when an error is detected. The
restart is displayed as follows: RESTART condition, PGNCS, and G/N CAUTION
lamps lighted; DSKY row 1, row 2, and row 3 display 00000. The RSET pushbutton is
pressed and VERB 36 (fresh start) is entered into the DSKY after each detection circuit
is checked.

The PIPA and IRIG tests are initiated by placing the ISS in the operate mode and
adjusting prime power to 28 vdc as measured at the PSA input by the DVM. The LGC
self check is performed during the 90 second standby to operate time delay by entering
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VERB 21, NOUN 27, and address 77767. After the 90 second time delay has been com-
pleted, the closure of the PIPA loop is verified by (observing) a butterfly pattern on the
PIPA monitor oscilloscope. Then the test is continued by entering VERB 57 (perform
system test) and address 00004 (IMU check).

In approximately 12 minutes VERB 06 (decimal display) and NOUN 66 (system test
results) flash, and row 1 and row 2 display the local gravity vector (cm/sec^) meas-
ured by the PIPA’s. VERB 33 (proceed without data) is entered, and when VERB 06
and NOUN 66 flash again the horizontal component of earth rate (cos X), as measured
by the IRIG's, is displayed in row 1 and row 2. The local gravity and earth rate indi-
cations are recorded and compared with specification tolerances. The PIPA and IRIG
test is repeated with the prime power adjusted to the low voltage limit, and to the high
voltage limit.

7-2.3. 5 LEM PGNCS Power Supply Test. This test checks the amplitude, frequency,
and phase relationship, as applicable, of the LEM PGNCS power supplies.

A master initialization condition is established per JDC 12613 to zero the IMU
gimbals and eliminate the possibility of LGC operation while this test is being per-
formed. Prime power is adjusted to 28 vdc and the system is allowed to operate for
15 minutes to stabilize the prime power. The CROSSBAR CONTROL and DVM are
used to measure the following voltages:

1) 28 volts, 800 cps, 1%

2) 28 volts, 800 cps, 5%, A0. B0

3) ECDU +4 vdc

4) -28 vdc

5) X. Y, Z PIPA 28 vdc

6) 28 volts, 3200 cps, 1%

7) LGC +4 vdc

8) LGC +14 vdc

9) 28 vdc LGC operate

10) 28 volts, 800 cps reference voltage

11) 120 vdc pulse torque electronics.

Using the counter, test point adapter 2, and primary signal selector panel, the fre-
quencies of the following voltages are measured to insure that they are within toler-
ance: the IMU 28 volt, 800 cps, 1% power supply output and the 28 volt, 3200 cps feed-
back signal. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the 3200 cps, 1% power supply is measured
using the auxiliary panel and the dual beam oscilloscope. The time difference is
measured between the leading edge of the 3200 pps set pulse (0A -3 usee) input to the
3200 cps power supply and the first positive going zero crossover of the 28 volt,
3200 cps power supply output.
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Using the phase angle voltmeter and test point adapter 2, the phase angle between

phase A and phase B of the IMU 28 volt. 800 cps, 5% power supply is measured, where

phase A = -90° and phase B = -180°. The above voltages and frequencies are meas-

ured twice, once at the lower limit and once at the upper limit of prime power input.

The LGC +4 and +14 vdc power supplies are checked at the test selector for out of

tolerance outputs, using the interface load test and the CROSSBAR CONTROL.

7-2, 3. 6 Gimbal Response Test. The gimbal response test measures the amount of

torque motor current required to keep a gimbal moving and detects the frictional re-

straints of a gimbal. Also included with the gimbal response test is a step response

test used to verify stabilization loop response after displacing the IRIG floats from

null.

A master initialization is established per JDC 12613. To prevent unnecessary

cycling of the gyro torque enable relay, bit 2 of location 00370 is set to logic 1 (contin-

uous gyro torque enable).

Before gimbal torquing begins, static loop parameters of the following signals are

measured: the in-phase gimbal error signal for each gimbal and the total voltage of

the gimbal torque drive amplifiers for each gimbal.

IRIG torquing signals are supplied by the LGC through commands received through

the DSKY, and the outer and inner gimbals are rotated plus and minus 360 degrees and

the middle gimbal is rotated plus and minus 135 degrees. During the slew periods the

fine and coarse CDU errors and gimbal torque motor current are monitored on the

oscillograph to verify gimbal response and CDU operation.

The IRIG floats are initially displaced from null by applying 10, 5, and 5 vdc step

inputs to the test input of the gimbal servo amplifier. The signal is removed after

reaching a steady state. The time required for the servo error to reach a constant

value is measured as an indication of loop response (within 5% of steady state value

not exceeding 0.1 second). The number of overshoots after the test signal is removed

are counted as a measure of loop stability. The number of oscillation peaks occurring

before reaching and staying within the 5% band are measured. To measure response

time and number of oscillations (a measure of damping coefficient), the oscillograph is

set to a sensitivity which gives a 1 mm deflection equal to 5% of the steady state value.

7-2. 3.7 LEM Signal Conditioner Functional Test. This test description will be incor-

porated upon completion of in-process revisions.

7-2. 3. 8 LGC Output Test. This test checks the discrete outputs of the RCS jet and

SCS command interface, and the pulse train outputs of the main engine command,

altitude meter, landing radar, rendezvous radar, and downlink interface.

The semi-automatic interface check and high speed radar sampling test routines

check a portion of the input-output control circuitry. Evaluation of these checks is
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performed by observing the frequency and waveform measurements on the CTS and ob-
serving the DSKY and DCVM. Interfaces checked during the semi-automatic interface
test are as follows:

1) Pitch, yaw, and roll RCS jets

2) Engine on and engine off

3) Pitch and roll gimbal trim

4) LR position command

5) RR enable automatic track

6) Increase and decrease throttle rate for descent engine commands

7) Altitude meter

8) Altitude rate meter

The sequence for checking these interfaces is programmed so that, once the test is
initiated, the test advances from one phase to another by pressing ENTR.

During the high speed radar sampling test, the LGC/LR and LGC/RR waveforms
and frequencies are measured. The CTS oscilloscope and counter are used to measure
waveform characteristics and time lag between various pulses. All signals measured
are selected on the channel S and T signal selector switches of the CTS XY interface
panel. In addition to waveform and time lag measurements, the LR and RR range and
velocity data counters are addressed and the data is displayed on registers 1 and 2.

The CTS oscilloscope and counter are also used to measure waveform charac-
teristics and time lag between various pulses of the downlink telemetry,

7“2«3.9 LGC Input Test. This test checks all LEM S/C inputs to the LGC. All S/C
inputs to in-bits of channels 16, 30, 31, 32, and 33 as well as the rotational hand con-
troller and uplink data inputs are simulated by the CTS at the S/C interface. The re-
sults are checked by interrogation of LGC channels and registers.

After master initialization per JDC 12613, all spacecraft input signals to in-bits of
channels 30, 31, 32, 33 and 16 are simulated by the CTS at the S/C interface. This
test is to insure that the S/C input signals are received by the LGC and, also, to insure
that the signals create the desired response within the G&N system. Rotational hand
controller input signals are also simulated by the CTS and the reaction within the G&N
system is monitored for each signal.

The uplink data input signals are tested by preparing an inlink tape, using the key-
board in the tape prepare mode. The tape is prepared per instructions given in the
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JDC. The tape is read (press EXECUTE) into the LGC inlink counter (erasable as-

siffnment 00045). When overflow occurs (bit 16-1), pinball will display the contents on

the DSKY. This test verifies that the uplink telemetry is being received by the LGC

and that the G&N system is reacting accordingly.

7-2.3.10 Semiautomatic Mode Test. This test is designed to verify the IMU CDU and

RR CDU moding, CDU repeating accuracy, CDU command accuracy, CDU command

rate, FDAI linearity test, and RR velocity meter test. The test is under LGC program

control but provides operator control intervals to make analog measurements.

The test is initiated by performing JDC 12613 and by entering sequence number

00010 allocated for the semiautomatic mode check. VERB 33 always appears in the

VERB window during the test; the NOUN window indicates the number of the program

sequence being accomplished. The program is moved from one sequence to the other

by pressing ENTR. NOUN 03 flashing indicates that the IMU has been coarse aligned

to 0°.

The IMU IX resolver sine in-phase and total nulls are checked first. The IMU

IX resolver sine and cosine outputs are checked at gimbal angles of 45 . (NOUN 04

flashes when the gimbals are coarse aligned to 45°.) The phase angle of each output

with respect to the 800 cps reference and the phase difference between the sine and

cosine outputs are determined. The CDU repeating accuracy at 45° is checked by

placing the system in the fine align mode, waiting 90 seconds, and then readii^ the

CDU angles. The IMU zero mode is entered after which the IMU is returned to the

fine align mode. The difference in the initial and present CDU angles is a measure of

the CDU repeating accuracy. Entering VERB 33 now causes the IMU gimbals to be

coarse aligned to 90° in order to check the IMU gimbal IX resolver cosine in-phase

and total nulls.

The CDU command accuracy test at 135° is now entered by pressing ENTR. The

IMU gimbal angles are displayed on the DSKY, verifying that the CDU's can be com-

manded to 135°. Pressing ENTR again causes the IMU gimbals to coarse align so that

the outer and inner gimbals are at 135° and the middle gimbal is at 45°, in preparation

for the CDU repeating accuracy test. Note that gimbal lock is avoided. Pressing

ENTR again results in the same sequence as that given above for CDU repeating ac-

curacy for 45°. Entering VERB 33 at this point causes the middle gimbal to coarse

align to 71° to check gimbal lock limit. The CDU command accuracy at 225 is

checked by pressing ENTR. When the IMU gimbals are coarse aligned to 225 ,

NOUN 13 flashes. The phase of the IMU IX resolver outputs with respect to the

800 cps reference is determined. After pressing ENTR again, NOUN 14 flakes, indi-

cating that the IMU gimbals are coarse aligned to 0° in preparation for the CDU com-

mand rate test.

ENTR is pressed again to initiate the IMU CDU command rate test. The middle

gimbal is commanded to coarse align at 170° during which time the program deter-

mines the average command rate. This rate is determined by measuring the time

lapse between the first CDU read counter pulse at 10 and the last at 160 . The CDU
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command rate is then calculated by dividing the differences in CDU indications by the

elapsed time between the two angles. The results are displayed and the test is re-

peated for the other two CDU's.

CDU command accuracy test at 315° is initiated by entering VERB 33. The IMU
gimbals are coarse aligned to 315° and then NOUN 20 flashes. Pressing ENTR again

results in the same sequence as that stated above for CDU repeating accuracy at 45°.

Entering VERB 33 causes the inner and outer gimbals to coarse align to 225° and

the middle gimbal to coarse align to 289°. This sequence checks the gimbal lock

limit. If the system under test uses Aurora 85, pressing ENTR results in a CDU re-

peating accuracy test at 225°. The sequence for this test is the same as that stated

above for CDU repeating accuracy at 45°. If the system under test uses Aurora 88, an
extra step has been included which first coarse aligns the middle gimbal to 0° while

the inner and outer gimbals are coarse aligned at 225°. VERB 33 and NOUN 23 flash

when the gimbals are coarse aligned with the outer and inner gimbals at 225° and the

middle gimbal at 0°. Pressing ENTR then tests the CDU repeating accuracy at 225°.

VERB 05 and NOUN 30 flash when the repeatability test is complete.

Entering VERB 33 causes the system to proceed to the IMU CDU fine fail test.

In this test the IMU gimbal angles are coarse aligned to zero and the CDU' s are

zeroed. The operator then commands the IMU to fine align to 1°. The zero CDU
discrete is set causing the CDU fine error fail gate to energize and set bit 12 of chan-

nel 30 (IMU CDU FAIL) to zero. Entering VERB 33 causes the system to proceed to

the IMU CDU coarse fail test. When the program requests, the operator loads into the

DSKY the gimbal angles to which the IMU is to be aligned (37.5°). The IMU is then

fine aligned to this angle. The CDU under test is zeroed causing the CDU coarse
error fail gate to energize and set bit 12 of channel 30 to zero.

Entering VERB 33 causes the system to proceed to the FDAI linearity test. In

this test the IMU CDU's are moded to error counter enable so that the LGC can com-
mand the FDAI interface through the CDU DAC's. The first angle command (17°) is

then issued to the CDU DAC's. The three IMU CDU DAC outputs are independently

monitored on the PAVM for each of the angular commands (+17°, +6°, 0°, -6°, -16°,

-17°) issued by the LGC. The angular commands are selected to demonstrate the

saturation limits and linearity of the DAC's. The phase of the DAC output is deter-

mined with respect to the 800 cps reference at +6° in accordance with interface con-

trol documents.

The RR CDU command accuracy test is the next test. However, this test is not per-

formed in the lab since the gimbal resolver circuit tester can only command either the

shaft or trunnion, but not both; the program commands both. VERB 21, NOUN 01 and

addresses 02550 and 00041 (00042 for Aurora 88) are entered, causing the LGC to skip

the program controlled sequences for this test. A manual RR CDU command accuracy
test is performed at the end of the programmed semiautomatic mode test.
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Pressing ENTR initializes the RR velocity meter test. For this test, bit 6 of

channel 30 (display inertial data discrete) must be set on the computer test set to

switch the RR CDU dc outputs to the velocity meter interface. Each velocity command
is initiated by pressing ENTR.

7-2.3.11 IMU Performance Test. This test determines three IRIG coefficients: bias

drift (BD), drift due to acceleration along the input axis (ADIA), and drift due to accel-

eration along the spin reference axis (ADSRA). In addition, the PIPA scale factor (SF)

and PIPA bias (Ag) are determined. The PIPA precision voltage reference (PVR) and

PIPA torque current are measured. The test is computer controlled and requires six

IMU positions to determine all parameters.

After a master initialization has been established per JDC 12613, with the rotary

table tilt axis set to 90® and the rotary axis set to 150® (simulates spacecraft attitude),

the PIPA PVR and the PIPA torque current are measured. VERB 57 (perform system

test) and 00001 are entered into the DSKY; the computer is programmed to display on

the DSKY an azimuth of 0 degree (row 1) and the latitude of the site where the test is

being performed (row 2). VERB 33 (proceed without data) is entered into the DSKY,
initializing the computer for test position 1. The DSKY indicates +00600 in row 1

(time of horizontal drift test), +00000 in row 2 (indicating the navigation base is in the

spacecraft orientation), and +00001 in row 3 (test position 1). Again VERB 33 is en-

tered into the DSKY, causing the computer to fine align the IMU to test position 1

orientation for the +NBDy test (IGA = 0®, MGA = 0®, and OGA = +90°). After approxi-

mately 12 minutes, VERB 06 and NOUN 66 flash and the Y IRIG bias drift is displayed

in row 2 of the DSKY in meru. VERB 33 is entered into the DSKY again, this time

initializing the computer for the +X PIPA scale factor test. In approximately 300 sec-

onds, VERB 06 and NOUN 66 flash, the +X PIPA output is measured, and the results

are displayed on DSKY registers row 1 and row 2 in cm/sec^. VERB 34 (terminate) is

entered into the DSKY, causing the computer to terminate test position 1 and advance

to test position 2. After VERB 06 and NOUN 66 flash, the DSKY indicates +00600 in

row 1, +00000 in row 2, and +00002 in row 3. The program is advanced again by enter-

ing VERB 33, fine aligning the IMU to test position 2 orientation for the +BDz test

(IGA = +180®, MGA = 0®, and OGA = +180®). After approximately 12 minutes, VERB 06

and NOUN 66 flash and the Z IRIG bias drift is displayed in row 2 of the DSKY. VERB
33 is entered into the DSKY, programming the computer for the -X PIPA scale factor

test. In approximately 300 seconds VERB 06 and NOUN 66 flash, the -X PIPA output

is measured, and the results are displayed in DSKY registers row 1 and row 2 in

cm/sec^. Again VERB 33 is entered into the DSKY, advancing the program for meas-

urement of the vertical coefficient of the X IRIG (-BDx + ADlAx)* Approximately

67 minutes later, VERB 06 and NOUN 66 flash and the X IRIG term is displayed on

DSKY register row 2 in meru.

Test positions 3 and 4 are similar to test positions 1 and 2. In test position 3, the

hoi'izontal coefficient “BDx calculated and the +Z PIPA scale factor is calculated.

In position 4, the horizontal coefficient +BDy + ADSRAy is calculated, the -Z PIPA

scale factor is calculated, and the vertical coefficient of the Z IRIG (+BDz + ADIAz) is

calculated. In position 3, the IMU is fine aligned to IGA = -90®, MGA = 0®, and OGA =

+ 180®. In position 4, the IMU is fine aligned to IGA = +90®, MGA = 0®, and OGA = +90®.
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Test positions 5 and 6 again are similar to test positions 1 and 2. However, for
test positions 5 and 6, the rotary table tilt axis is set to 0 degree. In test position 5,
the horizontal coefficient +BDz - ADSRAz is calculated and the +Y PIPA scale factor
is calculated. In position 6, the horizontal coefficient +BDx + ADSRAx is calculated,
the -Y PIPA scale factor is calculated, and the vertical coefficient -BDv + ADIAy is
calculated. In position 5, the IMU is fine aligned to IGA = -90®, MGA = 0®, and OGA =
+90®. In position 6, the IMU is fine aligned to IGA = +180®, MGA = 0®, and OGA = -90®.

7-2.3.12 RR/CDU Moding Test. This test provides procedures that check RR/CDU
zero accuracy, RR/CDU designate capability, RR/CDU tracking accuracy and ambi-
guity. RR/CDU resolver and coarse-fine error interface, and RR/CDU fail. The
RR/CDU moding test is evaluated by interrogating LGC channels and by measuring
ECDU outputs using the resolver circuit tester (RCT) to simulate RR inputs.

The RR designate capability test is initiated by setting the RCT resolver angle
transmitter to simulate trunnion CDU angles of 45®, 240®, and 315®. RR coarse align
is commanded for each angle, and incrementing pulses equivalent to the respective
angles are transmitted from the LGC to the CDU causing the CDU error counter to
develop a D/A error output. The RCT resolver angle transmitter output is then ap-
plied to the CDU, and the read counter counts up or down to repeat the RCT resolver
angle. As the read counter counts, feedback pulses are supplied to the CDU error
counter causing it to count down and reduce the D/A error output. When the coarse
align process is completed as indicated by the DSKY displaying VERB 33, the D/A
error counter should have returned to its null value. The selector switch on the RCT
is moved to simulate shaft angles of 45®, 240®, and 315° and the above procedure is
repeated.

The RR/CDU tracking accuracy and ambiguity is checked with the resolver angle
transmitter set to simulate RR sh^t and trunnion angles of 240®. RR coarse align to
240® is commanded and the RR/CDU shaft and trunnion channels must be capable of
repeating the simulated 240® angle within tolerances specified by the JDC. Also, the
shaft and trunnion counters in the LGC must indicate the simulated 240® angle to the
tolerance specified by the JDC.

The RR/CDU resolver and coarse-fine error interface test is initiated with the
RCT resolver angle transmitter set to simulate a shaft angle of 240°. The RR shaft
IX sine and IX cosine and the shaft coarse error signals are measured at TPA-2.
The IX sine and cosine signals must be -24.2 volts rms and -14.0 volts rms respec-
tively. The shaft coarse error signal should be at null. The selector switch on the
RCT is moved so that a trunnion angle of 240® is simulated and the above measure-
ments are repeated. The requirements are the same for both shaft and trunnion.

To initiate the shaft and trunnion 16X resolver interface test, the RCT resolver
angle transmitter is set to simulate a shaft angle of 2.812®. The RR shaft 16X sine
and 16X cosine and the RR shaft fine error signals are measured at TPA-2. The
16X sine and cosine signals must be 3.535 volts rms with tolerances specified by the
JDC. The shaft fine error signal should be at null. The selector switch on the RCT is
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set so that a trunnion angle of 2.812® is simulated and the above measurements are

repeated. The requirements are the same for both shaft and trunnion.

The RR/CDU fail test determines that CDU fail occurs with a difference of 1.0®

(fine error) or 33.75° (coarse error) between the CDU read counter and the RR gimbal

resolver. This test is accomplished by setting the RCT resolver angle transmitter to

simulate CDU shaft and trunnion angles of 1.0°. RR coarse align to 1.0® is com-
manded. By performing DSKY operations indicated in the JDC and by rotating the re-

solver angle transmitter control to approximately +22.5®, bit 7 of channel 30 is at a
”0'' state and row 1 of DSKY indicates XX3XX. This indication verifies that the RR/CDU
fail occurred within specifications.

7-2.3.13 IRIG Scale Factor Test . The IRIG scale factor test determines the accuracy

of stable member response to torquing. IRIG scale factor is defined as the amount of

stable member angular rotation about an IRIG input axis resulting from a known IRIG

torque input from the LGC.

During this test the effect of earth rate on an IRIG is minimized by aligning the

IRIG input axis to be tested along an east or west direction. The test is run three

times, and the average plus and minus scale factor error is calculated for each gyro.

The test is initiated by entering VERB 57 (perform system test) and 00005 (IRIG

scale factor test) into the DSKY. The selected program displays the following on the

DSKY: VERB 6 (decimal display), NOUN 61 (target azimuth and elevation), navigation

base azimuth in row 1, and the site latitude in row 2. If the navigation base azimuth

and site latitude are correctly displayed, VERB 33 (proceed without data) is entered

into the DSKY. If the information is incorrect, it is updated before entering VERB 33.

After an IRIG test position is entered into the DSKY, the gyro drift enable discrete

(bit 6 of channel 14) is set to turn on the gyro power supply and allow computer pulsing

of the gyros. The system is automatically sequenced through CDU zero, coarse align,

and fine align ending with the selected IRIG aligned east or west, another IRIG aligned

north or south, and the remaining IRIG in a vertical alignment.

The computer loads the gyro counter with 16,383 pulses (equivalent to 2.8125 de-
grees of stable member rotation). Each gyro torquing pulse issued decrements the

gyro counter by one.

At the first loading of the gyro counter, the computer allows the IRIG to be pulsed

for two periods of 320 milliseconds each and reloads the gyro counter with the first set

of pulses between the two loading periods. This operation allows a total of 2048 pulses
or 0.3515 degree of gimbal rotation and insures that the CDU is on the linear portion

of the CDU error curve when the test starts.

The computer CDU counter is zeroed and the CDU is monitored for the first pulse

resulting from the above torquing. When the first CDU pulse is detected, the contents

of the gyro counter are stored and 2048 CDU counts (with a polarity opposite that of the
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first pulse) are placed in the CDU counter. Note: Aurora 85 stores 2047 CDU counts.

Thus, as the IRIG is pulsed by the gyro counter causing a change in stable member
orientation and CDU angle, the CDU counter approaches zero. 2048 CDU pulses cor-
respond to 22.5 degrees of gimbal movement.

The IRIG that is aligned north or south and the IRIG that is aligned vertically sense
calculable portions of earth rate and the loop response forces the stable member to

move, thus causing the IRIG under test to be moved from its east or west alignment.

This results in the IRIG under test sensing a portion of earth rate and introduces an

error into scale factor measurements. Therefore, after the first gyro counter de-
crementing and every other time thereafter, the computer returns the north or south

IRIG and the vertical IRIG to their original positions.

During the entire test, the gyro counter is reloaded with 16,383 pulses for eight or
nine times after it decrements to zero. By the end of this time, the gimbal should
have moved 22.5 degrees and the CDU counter should have decremented to zero. If the

CDU counter does not go to zero afterthe gyro counter is reduced the ninth time, alarm
number 1411 is displayed to indicate that the scale factor error is too large or the CDU
does not function.

If the CDU counter goes to zero on the eighth or ninth time, the gyro counter
content is saved. With a perfect IRIG scale factor, the final content of the gyro counter
equals the initial content and the scale factor error is zero. The difference between
the initial and final gyro counter content is obtained and the scale factor error is

calculated as follows:

The -fscale factor error is equal to initial gyro counter error minus final gyro
counter content times 1/7.6.

The -scale factor error is equal to 37777 minus difference between the initial and
final gyro counter content times 1/7.6.

where 1/7.6 is the scale factor constant that converts the difference in initial

and final gyro counter readings to parts per million error.

The DSKY displays VERB 06 and NOUN 66 with the ± scale factor (in parts per
million) displayed in row 1.

The three tests are averaged; for Aurora 85 they are also corrected by subtracting
a constant of 556 from the average.

7-3 INERTIAL SUBSYSTEM

7-3.1 PREPARATION. Table 7-III lists the cables and interconnections required of

the ISS. Refer to Table 7-1 for a listing of PGNCS components and GSE necessary to

perform an ISS test.

7-3.2 CHECKOUT. The ISS master flowgram (figure 7-4} specifies the conditions
leading to an ISS checkout. Detailed flowgrams (figures 7-5 and 7-6) give sequential
listings of JDC's to be performed. Refer to table 6-in for JDC's to be used if operating
procedures for GSE test equipment are required during performance of ISS checkout
JDC's.
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7-4 COMPUTEH SUBSYSTEM

7-4.1 PREPARATION. Refer to table 7-1 for a listing of PGNCS components and GSE
required to perform a CSS checkout. Table 7-rV lists the cables and interconnections
used to connect the CSS and GSE during CSS checkout.

7-4.2 CHEdKOUT. The CSSmasterflowgram(figure7-7) specifies the conditions leading
to a CSS checkout. Detailed flowgrams give sequential listings of JDC's to be performed.

7-5 ALIGNMENT OPTICAL TELESCOPE

7-5.1 PREPARATION. Refer to table 7-1 for equipment required to perform an AOT
checkout.

7-5.2 CHECKOUT. The AOT master flowgram (figure 7-10) specifies the conditions
leading to an AOT checkout. Detailed flowgrams (figures 7-11 and 7-12) give sequen-
tial listings of JDC's to be performed.

7-6 SIGNAL CONDITIONER ASSEMBLY
7-6.1 PREPARATION. Refer to table 7-1 for equipment requiredto perform an SCA
checkout.

7-6,2 CHECKOUT. The SCA master flowgram (figure 7-13) specifies the conditions
leading to an SCA checkout and gives sequential listings of JDC*s to be performed.
Upon completion of checkout, prepare the SCA for storage or PGNCS checkout in ac-
cordance with figure 7-13.

7-7 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE
PIA tests are performed on all spare components prior to installing the spare in the

spacecraft. PIA tests are not required for spare components to be "installed in a PGNCS
in the laboratory. PIA tests and procedural requirements are listed in table 7-V. Per-
form the procedures in the sequence given for the applicable component. Auxiliary air-
borne equipment can be used to complete a test setup. (See paragraph 8-11.)

(Sheet 1 of 3)
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Table 7-1. Equipment Required for Checkout

Equipment Used in

PGNCS ISS CSS AOT SCA
DSKY X X
PSA X X
SCA X X

GSE

AGC/GSE interconnect cables, PGNCS X
AGC/GSE interconnect cables, CSS X
AGC handling fixture X X
AGC/OC X
AOT certification kit X
AOTT X
AOT lens covers X
AOT transparent dome protector X
Auxiliary calibration system X
Calibration system X
Component mounting plate X X
Computer simulator X
Coolant and power console X X
Connector cover set X X
Connector covers X
CTS X X
Degausser X X
DSKY handling fixture X X
DSKY pedestal mount X
G and N transport cart X X
GSE coolant hoses X X
GSE distribution box X X
IMU lifting and handling fixture X X
Lifting temperature controller X X
IMU mounting fixture X X
IMU pressure seal tester X

{Sheet 2 of 3)
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Table 7-1. Equipment Required for Checkout

Equipment Used in

PGNCS ISS css AOT SCA

IMU snap-on bellows X X

Interconnect cables X X

Interconnect cables special (LEM) X X

OIA X X

Oscillograph X X

P and M interconnect set X X

PSA test point adapter X X

PTA/PEA mounting fixture X X

PTA/PEA test point adapter X X

Purging and filling fixture X X

Resolver circuit tester X X

Rotary table X X X

Rotary table calibration set X X

SPCU X X

Subsystem mounting fixture X X

Theodolite X X

(Sheet 3 of 3)

Table 7-IA. PGNCS Interconnect Harness Group Connections

(PGNCS Checkout)

From To

Harness Connector Connector Equipment

PGNCS interconnect harness A 56P1 J1 SCA breakout

56P2 45J19 PSA

56P3 40J53 CDU

56P4 05A1J1* LGC

56P5
(J221)

P3 Cable W143

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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Table 7-IA. PGNCS Interconnect Harness Group Connections
(PGNCS Checkout)

From To

Harness Connector Connector Equipment

56P6
(J220)

P5 Cable W131

56P7
(J219)

P6 Cable W131

56P8
(J222)

J1 Cable W137

56P9
(J218)

P2 Cable W131

56P10
(J217)

P4 Cable W131

56P11
(J223)

P8 Cable W132

56P12
(J224)

P3 Cable W131

56P13
(J215)

P2 Cable W134

56P14
(J216)

P7 Cable W132

PGNCS interconnect harness B 56P15
(J226)

P4 Cable W132

56P16 P2 Cable W132

56P17 P3 Cable W132

56P18 PI Cable W134

56P19 35A2J19 PTA

56P20 35A1J2 IMU

56P21 35A1J1 IMU
56J1 P2** Cable W120

May be designated as A51
* This connection shall only be made as specified in the applicable JDC.

(Sheet 2 of 2)
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Table 7-II. GSE Interconnect Cable Connections (PGNCS Checkout)

From To

Cable Part Plug Jack Equipment

Designation Number

W1 1900886 PI J1 OIA
P2 J1 Oscillograph

W2 1900669 PI J2 OIA
P2 J2 Oscillograph

W3 1900670 PI J3 OIA
P2 J3 Oscillograph

W4 1900671 PI J4 OIA

P2 J4 Oscillograph

W19 1900873 PI J20 OIA
P2 J3 Coolant and power console

W22 1902610 PI J23 OIA
P2 J6 CTS (Diagnostic tests only)

W26 1900921 PI A30J1 OIA (ac power protection panel)

P2 facility Wall power

W27 1900871 PI A30J2 OIA (ac power protection panel)

P2 J1 Coolant and power console

W28 1900872 PI J2 Coolant and power console

P2 facility Wall power

W33 1901404 PI El OIA

P2 E4 Oscillograph

W37 1901662 Connected between E300 on rotary table and facility

ground.

W64 1901676 PI El G and N mounting fixture base

P2 E300 Rotary table

W65 1900739 PI J4 Current source monitor

P2 J15 PTA test point adapter

W66 1901677 Connected between E2 on G and N mounting fixture

cradle and El on G and N mounting fixture base.

W68 1902284 Connected between El on PTA/PEA coldplate and E300

on rotary table.

(Sheet 1 of 6)
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Table 7-II. PGNCS Interconnect Cables

Cable Part
Number

Terminations
(Plug/jack)

Equipment

W4 1900671 P1/J4 OIA
P2/J4 Oscillograph

W19 1900873 P1/J20 OIA
P2/J3 Coolant and power console

W22 1900959 P1/J23 OIA
P2/J5 CTS

(Sheet lA of 6)
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Table 7-II. GSE Interconnect Cable Connections (PGNCS Checkout)

From To

Cable Part Plug Jack Equipment

Designation Number

W85 1901960 PI A30J5 OIA (ac power protection panel)

P2 facility Emergency wall power

W120 2900456 PI J19 OIA
P2 56J1 PGNCS interconnect harness B

W121 2900257 PI J8 OIA
P2 J9 OIA
P3 J13 OIA

P4 J14 OIA
P5 J15 OIA
PC) J57 GSE distribution box

W122 2900378 PI J18 OIA

P2 J17 OIA

P3 JIG OIA
P4 J22 OIA
P5 J55 GSE distribution box

P6 J59 GSE distribution box

P7 J62 GSE distribution box

P8 J58 GSE distribution box

W123 2900379 PI J21 OIA
P2 J24 OIA
P3 J25 OIA

P4 J26 OIA
P5 J60 GSE distribution box

P6 J63 GSE distribution box

P7 J66 GSE distribution box

P8 J67 GSE distribution box

W124 2900380 PI J5 OIA

P2 J6 OIA
P3 J7 OIA
P4 J64 GSE distribution box

P5 J61 GSE distribution box

P6 J65 GSE distribution box

(Sheet 2 of 6)
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Table 7-II. GSE Interconnect Cable Connections (PGNCS Checkout)

From To

Cable Part Plug Jack Equipment
Designation Number

W125 2901389 PI J28 OIA
P2 J29 OIA
P3 J30 OIA
P4 J50 GSE distribution box
P5 J51 GSE distribution box
P6 J54 GSE distribution box

W126 2900381 PI JIO OIA
P2 Jll OIA
P3 J12 OIA
P4 J52 GSE distribution box
P5 J53 GSE distribution box
PG J56 GSE distribution box

W127 2900327 First cable connected between El on OlA and E300
(2 re- on rotary table.

quired)

Second cable connected between E80 on OIA and El
on GSE distribution box

W128 2900458 First cable connected between E2 on GSE distribution

(2 re- box and E300 on rotary table.

quired)

Second cable connected between El on subsystem
mounting fixture and E300 on rotary table.

W129 2900459 First cable connected between El on subsystem
(2 re- mounting fixture and E3 on GSE distribution box.
quired)

Second cable connected between El on subsystem
mounting fixture and E2 on component mounting
plate.

W130 2900460 Connected between El on coolant and power console
and £ 300 on rotary tabl e.

(Sheet 3 of G)
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Table 7-II. GSE Interconnect Cable Connections (PGNCS Checkout)

From To

Cable Part Plug Jack Equipment
Designation Number

W131 6900144 PI J13 GSE distribution box
P2 J16 GSE distribution box
P3 J224 (56P12) SMF
P4 J217 (56P10) SMF
P5 J220 (56P6) SMF
P6 J219 (56P7) SMF
P7 J2 CTS
P8 J3 CTS
P9 J218 SMF
PIO J15 GSE distribution box

W132 2901238 PI Not used
P2 50P16 PGNCS interconnect harness B
P3 56P17 PGNCS interconnect harness B
P4 56P15 (J226) PGNCS interconnect harness B
P5 J2 PTA test point adapter
P6 Not used
P7 56P14 (J216) PGNCS interconnect harness B
P8 56P11 {J223) PGNCS interconnect harness B
P9 J14 GSE distribution box
PIO J18 GSE distribution box

W134 2901237 PI 56P18 PGNCS interconnect harness B
P2 56P13 {J215) PGNCS interconnect harness A

W135 6900024 PI J27 GSE distribution box
P2 PI CCRD
P3 J1 CCRD

W136 2900461 PI J24 GSE distribution box
P2 J28 GSE distribution box
P3 J3 PSA test point adapter
P4 J4 PSA test point adapter

W137 6900099 PI J33 GSE distribution box
J1 56P8 (J222} PGNCS interconnect harness A

W138 6900134 PI J26 GSE distribution box
P2 A Sig cond module brk-out box

(Sheet 4 of 6)
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Table 7-11. GSE Interconnect Cable Connections (PGNCS Checkout)

From To

Cable Part Plug Jack Equipment
Designation Number

W139 6900004 PI J15 GSE distribution box
P2 56P9 PGNCS interconnect harness A

WHO 2900457 PI J4 Coolant and power console
P2 J34 GSE distribution box

W142 6900137 PI J4 or Sig cond module brk-out box
PI P2 or W157
P2 J1 PSA test point adapter
P3 J2 PSA test point adapter

W143 6900025 PI J9 DSKY
P2 J29 GDB
P3 56P5 (J221) PGNCS interconnect harness A

W144 6900006 PI J1 PTA test point adapter
P2 35A2J18 PTA

W157 6900153 PI 30J1 Signal conditioner module
P2 PI W142

W226 2014137- PI Test Conn (A52) LGC
021 P2 J4 Buffer circuit assembly

P3 J5 Buffer circuit assembly
P4 J6 Buffer circuit assembly

W232 2014483- PI P7 W131
Oil P2 J2 CTS

P3 J7 CTS

W233 2014484- PI P8 W131
Oil P2 J16 CTS

P3 JIO CTS
P4 J4 CTS

W236 2014463- PI J1 Buffer circuit assembly
Oil P2 J5 CTS

{Sheet 5 of 6)
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Table 7-II. GSE Interconnect Cable Connections (PGNCS Checkout)

From To

Cable Part Plug Jack Equipment
Designation Number

W237 2014462- PI J2 Buffer circuit assembly
on P2 Jll CTS

W238 2014462- PI J3 Buffer circuit assembly
021 P2 J17 CTS

W239 2014462- PI J9 Buffer circuit assembly
031 P2 J18 CTS

W259 2014470- PI CPI Calibration system
on P2 (hi) Digital ohmmeter

P3 (lo) Digital ohmmeter
P4 J7 LGC buffer assembly
P5 J8 LGC buffer assembly
P6 J4 W232
P7 (hi) Digital ohmmeter
P8 (lo) Digital ohmmeter

{Sheet 6 of G)

Table 7-ni. Inertial Subsystem Interconnect Cables

Cable Part
Number

Terminations
(Plug/Jack)

Equipment

W1 1900886 Pl/Jl OIA
P2/J1 Oscillograph

W2 1900669 P1/J2 OIA
P2/J2 Oscillograph

(Sheet 1 of 5)
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Table 7-111. Inertial Subsystem Interconnect Cables

Cable Part
Number

Terminations
(Plug/Jack)

Equipment

W3 1900670 P1/J3 OIA
P2/J3 Oscillograph

W4 1900671 P1/J4 OIA
P2/J4 Oscillograph

W19 1900873 P1/J20 OIA
P2/J3 Coolant and power console

W26 1900921 P1/A30J1 OIA (ac power protection

panel, FTR)
P2/facility Wall power

W27 1900871 P1/A30J2 OIA (ac power protection

panel, FTR)
P2/J1 Coolant and power console

W28 1900872 P1/J2 Coolant and power console
P2/facility Wall power

W33 1901404 Pl/El OIA
P2/E4 Oscillograph

W37 1901662 Pl/facility Facility ground
P2/E300 Rotary table

W64* 1901676 Pl/El G and N mounting fixture

P2/E300 Rotary table

W65 1900739 P1/J4 Current source monitor

P2/J15 PTA test point adapter

W85 1901960 P1/A30J5 OIA (ac power protection
panel, FTR)

P2/facility Emergency wall power

W120 2900456 P1/J19 OIA
P2/J1 W146

W121 2900257 P1/J8 OIA
P2/J9 OIA
P3/J13 OIA
P4/J14 OIA
P6/J15 OIA
P6/J57 GSE distribution box

* Not used at GAEC
1

(Sheet 2 of 5)
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Table 7-III. Inertial Subsystem Interconnect Cables

Cable Part
Number

Terminations
(Plug/Jack)

Equipment

W122 2900378 P1/J18 OIA
P2/J17 OIA
P3/J16 OIA
P4/J22 OU
P5/J55 GSE distribution box
P6/J59 GSE distribution box
P7/J62 GSE distribution box
P8/J58 GSE distribution box

W123 2900379 P1/J21 OIA
P2/J24 OIA
P3/J25 OLA
P4/J26 OIA
P5/J60 GSE distribution box
P6/J63 GSE distribution box
P7/J66 GSE distribution box
P8/J67 GSE distribution box

W124 2900380 P1/J5 OIA
P2/J6 OIA
P3/J7 OIA
P4/J64 GSE distribution box
P5/J61 GSE distribution box
P6/J65 GSE distribution box

W125 2901389 P1/J28 OIA
P2/J29 OIA
P3/J30 OIA
P4/J50 GSE distribution box
P5/J51 GSE distribution box
P6/J54 GSE distribution box

W126 2900381 Pl/JlO OIA
P2/J11 OIA
P3/J12 OIA
P4/J52 GSE distribution box
P5/J53 GSE distribution box
P6/J56 GSE distribution box

(Sheet 3 of 5)
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Table 7-III. Inertial Subsystem Interconnect Cables

Cable Part
Number

Terminations
(Plug/Jack)

Equipment

W127 (2 2900327 First cable connected between El on OIA and
required) E300 on rotary table.

Second cable connected between E60 on OIA
and El on GSE distribution box.

W128 (2 2900458 First cable connected between E2 on GSE
required) distribution box and E300 on rotary table.

Second cable connected between El on sub-
system mounting fixture and E300 on rotary
table.

W129 (2 2900459 First cable connected between El on sub-
reqxiired) system mounting fixture and E3 on GSE dis-

tribution box.

Second cable connected between El on sxib-

system mounting fixture and E2 on subsystem
mounting fixture

W130 2900460 Pl/El Coolant and power console
P2/E300

.

Rotary table

W132 2901238 PI Not used
P2/P16 W146
P3/P17 W146
P4/P15 W146
P5/J2 PTA test point adapter
P6 Not used
P7/J10 GSE distribution box
P8/J17 GSE distribution box
P9/J14 GSE distribution box
P10/J18 GSE distribution box

W133 6900161 pi/jii GSE distribution box
P2/J19 PSA
P3/J53 CDU
P4/J12 GSE distribution box
P5/J16 GSE distribution box
P6/J15 GSE distribution box
P7/J23 GSE distribution box
Pe/J19 GSE distribution box

(Sheet 4 of 5)
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Table 7-in. Inertial Subsystem Interconnect Cables

Cable Part
Number

Terminations
(Plug/Jack)

Equipment

W133 P9/J20 GSE distribution box

(cont) P10/J33 GSE distribution box
P11/J26 GSE distribution box
P12/J1 PSA test point adapter

P13/J215 Subsystem mounting fixture

P14/J2 PSA test point adapter

W134 2901237 P 1/P 18 W146
P2/J215 Subsystem mounting fixture

W136 2900461 P1/J24 GSE distribution box
or P2/J28 GSE distribution box

2907032 P3/J3 PSA test point adapter

P4/J4 PSA test point adapter

W140 2900457 P1/J4 Coolant and power console

P2/J34 GSE distribution box

W141 2901153 Pl/AiJ3 GSE distribution box

P2/ IMU
P3/J2 PTA coldplate

P4/J1 Not used
P5/J1 CDU coldplate

P6/J1 PSA coldplate

W144 6900006 Pl/Jl PTA test point adapter

P2/3r)A2J18 PTA

W146 2900351 P15/P4 W132
P16/P2 W132
P17/P3 W132
P18/P1 W134
P19/35A2J19 PTA
P20/J2 IMU
P21/J1 EMU
.I1/P2 W120

(Sheet f) of !i)
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Table 7-IV. Computer Subsystem Interconnect Cables

Cable Part
Number

Terminations
(Plug/Jack)

Equipment

W212 1006482-001 P1/J7 AGC/OC
P2/J1 CTS

W213 100G482-002 P1/J8 AGC/OC
P2/J7 CTS

W214 1006482-003 P1/J9 AGC/OC
P2/J13 CTS

W215 100648?-004 P1/J4 AGC/OC
P2/J2 CTS

W21G 1006482-005 P1/J5 AGC/OC
P2/J8 CTS

W217 1006482-006 P1/J6 AGC/OC
P2/J14 CTS

W218 1006482-007 pi/jii AGC/OC
P2/J3 CTS

W219 1006482-008 P1/J12 AGC/OC
P2/J9 CTS

W220 1006482-009 Pl/JlO AGC/OC
P2/J15 CTS

W221 1006482-010 Pl/Jl AGC/OC
P2/J10 CTS

W222 1006482-011 P1/J2 AGC/OC
P2/J16 CTS

\V223 1006482-012 P1/J3 AGC/OC
P2/J4 CTS

*W226 2014137-021 Pl/Test Conn. LGC
P2/J4 Buffer circuit assembly
P3/J.5 Buffer circuit assembly
P4/J6 Buffer circuit assembly

*This ca

1

Die part of G and N Test Interconnec tion Set (2014255-051)

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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Table 7-IV. Computer Subsystem Interconnect Cables

Cable Part
Number

Terminations
(Plug/Jack)

Equipment

W227 2014199-021 P 1/S/C Conn. LGC
P2/J2 AGC/OC junction panel assembly
P3/J3 AGC/OC junction panel assembly
P4/J4 AGC/OC junction panel assembly
P5/J5 AGC/OC junction panel assembly
P6/J1 AGC/OC junction panel assembly

W236 2014463-011 Pl/Jl Buffer circuit assembly
P2/J5 CTS

W237 2014462-011 P1/J2 Buffer circuit assembly
P2/J11 CTS

nV238 2014462-021 P1/J3 Buffer circuit assembly
P2/J17 • CTS

*W239 2014462-031 P1/J9 Buffer circuit assembly
P2/J18 CTS

W259 2014470-011 Pl/CPl Calibration system
P2/HI Digital ohmmeter
P3/LO Digital ohmmeter
P4/J7 Buffer circuit assembly
P5/J8 Buffer circuit assembly
P6/J6 AGC/OC junction panel assembly
P7/HI Digital ohmmeter
P8/LO Digital ohmmeter

W268 2014486-021 PX/J9 DSKY
P2/J1 AGC/OC

These cables part of G and N Test Interconnection Set (2014255-051)

(Sheet 2 of 2)
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Table 7-V. PIA Requirements

Component Procedures for Subsystem
Configuration

Procedures for ^stem
Configuration

ACT Prerequisite: AOT checkout
preparation, figure 7-11 .

PIA test; figure 7-12.

None

CCRD Perform JDC 18830. Prerequisite: PGNCS check-
out preparation, figure 7-2.

PIA test; Perform JDC
12689.

CDU Prerequisite: ISS test

preparation, figure 7-5.

PIA test: figure 7-14.

Prerequisite: PGNCS check-
out preparation, figure 7-2.

PIA test; Perform JDC
12685.

IMU and PTA Prerequisite: ISS test

preparation, figure 7-5.

PIA test; figure 7-15.

Prerequisite: PGNCS check-
out preparation, figure 7-2,

PIA test: Perform JDC
12688.

LGC and/or DSKY Prerequisite: CSS test

preparation, figure 7-8.

PIA test: figure 7-9,

Prerequisite: PGNCS check-
out preparation, figure 7-2.

PIA test: Perform JDC
12686 for LGC and/or JDC
12687 for DSKY.

PGNCS interconnect
harness "A"

None Prerequisite; PGNCS
checkout preparation,

figure 7-2.

PIA test: Perform JDC
12692.

PGNCS interconnect
harness "B”

None Prerequisite: PGNCS
checkout preparation,

figure 7-2.

PIA test: Perform JDC
12693.

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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Table 7-V. PIA Requirements

Component Procedures for Subsystem
Configuration

Procedures for System
Configuration

PSA Perform the following steps:

1. Perform 28 VDC Filter

Test, JDC-18831.
2. Prerequisite; ISS test

preparation, figure 7-5

.

3. PIA test: figure 7-16.

Prerequisite: PGNCS check-

out preparation, figure 7-2.

PIA test: Perform JDC
12691.

SCA Perform SCA checkout in

accordance with figure

7-13.

Prerequisite; PGNCS check-

out preparation, figure 7-2.

PIA test: Perform JDC
12620.

(Sheet 2 of 2)
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Figure 7-1. Primary Cruidance, Navigation,
and Control System Master Checkout
Flowgram
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Figure 7-2, Primary Guidance, Navigation,

and Control System Checkout Preparation

Flowgram
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Figure 7-3. Primary Guidance, Navigation,

and Control System Checkout Flowgram
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Figure 7-4. Inertial Subsystem Master
Checkout Flowgram
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Figure 7-5. Inertial Subsystem Checkout
Preparation Flowgram
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Figui'e 7-7. Computer Subsystem Master
Checkout Flowgram
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Figure 7-8. Computer Subsystem
Checkout Preparation Flovvgram
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Figure 7-10. AOT Master Checkout Flowgram
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Figure 7-13. SCA Master Checkout Flowgram
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Figure 7-14. CDU Pre-Installation Acceptance

Test Flowgram
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Figure 7-15. IMU and PTA Pre-InstaUation

Acceptance Test Flowgram
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Figure 7-16. PSA Pre-Installation Acceptance
Test Flowgram
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Chapter 8

MAINTENANCE

8-1 SCOPE

This chapter describes the procedures performed in the G & N laboratory for
malfunction isolation, removal and replacement, repair verification, pre-power assur-
ance (PPA), and malfunction verification in accordance \vith the maintenance concept.
References to JDC s are included for removal and replacement procedures, PPA tests,
malfunction verification tests, and repair verification requirements. Included in this
chapter are lists of schematic dia^ams and mechanization drawings for malfunction
isolation. (Refer to tables 8-1 and 8-II.)

8-2 MAINTENANCE CONCEPT

Figure 8-1 presents, in flow diagram format, the maintenance concept for the
PGNCS. Paragraph references identify the supporting text for the various maintenance
tasks depicted on the flowgram.

Repair of the PGNCS consists of isolating a malfimction to the lowest replaceable
item spared and replacing that item with a spare item that has received a PIA test.
Repair of the PGNCS is limited to replacement of the following items:

(1) LGC

(2) DSKY

(3) flight ropes or test ropes

(4) CDU

(5) PSA

(6) IMU and PTA

(7) AOT

(8) PGNCS interconnect harness A

(9) PGNCS interconnect harness B

(10)

CCRD
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(11) nav base

(12) signal conditioner

(13) signal conditioner modules

(14) DSKY EL and IL indicators

When a malfunction cannot be isolated to a single component, the suspected

components shall be removed and subjected to ISS, CSS, or AOT checkout, whichever

is applicable. After identification of the discrepant component(s), the remaining

components may be re-installed in the spacecraft without requiring PIA testing. Before

the replacement for the malfunctioned item is operated in the spacecraft, the mal-

functioned component must be subjected to malfunction verification testing.

The spare item or component must have received a PIA test prior to installation

in the spacecraft. When a spare item is to be installed in a PGNCS in the laboratory,

however, it need not. be subjected to PIA testing since the PGNCS must be subjected to

repair verification testing.

8-3 MALFUNCTION ISOLATION-ANALYSIS

Malfunction isolation consists of employing troubleshooting techniques to isolate a

malfunction to the lowest replaceable item spared. The following aids will prove

helpful for troubleshooting a LEM PGNCS:

(1) Electrical adapter cable assembly set used for signal monitoring and continuity

and resistance testing in conjunction with JDC 18053.

(2) PGNCS and ISS loop diagrams and schematics (see Table 8-1).

(3) CSS logic diagrams and schematics (see table 8-II).

(4) Engineering data.

(5) ND 1021040, Supplement B.

Malfunction isolation of PGNCS laboratory test configurations can be accomplished

using the above aids, but in particular by using ND 1021040, Supplement B and the

electrical adapter cable assembly set.

8-3.1 ELECTRICAL ADAPTER CABLE ASSEMBLY SET. The electrical adapter cable

assembly set is used to monitor signals and perform continuity tests for malfunction

isolation of PGNCS components. The electrical adapter cable assembly set can be used

in conjunction with monitor circuit diagrams (MCD's) and loop diagrams located in

ND 1021040, Supplement B and also with engineering mechanization diagrams,

schematics, and interconnect diagrams listed in table 8-1 of ND 1021042. Operating

instructions and cable break-in information for use of the electrical adapter cable

8-2 Rev, AD
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assembly set to monitor signals during system and ISS testing are given in JDC 18053.
Instructions for airborne cable continuity testing and airborne component continuity

and resistance testing are also provided in JDC 18053.

8-3.2 ARRANGEMENT OF ND 1021040 SUPPLEMENT B. Supplement B is generally
arranged by type of information (i.e. loop diagrams, MCD's, networks, etc.). It is

not component oriented. Each type of information is grouped together and has one or
more tab cards associated with it providing a skeletal index to the Information.

8-3. 2.1 Monitor Circuit Diagrams (MCD's). MCD's show the detailed routing of all

airborne and GSE signals monitored by the OITS and associated BM-GSE. With an
MCD, a monitored signal displaying an abnormal indication can be traced from its

monitoring device in the OITS (such as the DVM), through the GSE selection circuitry

(such as the crossbar switch), to its source in the airborne G & N system, ISS. or
GSE. The MCD's often reference related loop diagrams for additional aid in trouble
analysis.

Refer to chapter BIO in ND 1021040 for detailed instructions on MCD usage.
Tables BlO-1 through BIO-VII index specific MCD's for each test point or switch
position on the OITS and associated BM-GSE. Table BIO-I, for example, references
a specific MCD for each position of the crossbar switch.

The MCD shows the jack and pin numbers of the airborne interface and includes
additional airborne circuitry to illustrate the signal source. A malfunction can be
isolated to either an airborne component or GSE equipment by monitoring the signal
at the airborne interface, using the electrical adapter cable assembly set as specified
in JDC 18053.

8-3. 2. 2 LEM GSE Signal Selection List. The LEM GSE signal selection list, table
BIO-X in ND 1021040, lists the name and test point location of all LEM airborne sig-
nals which can be monitored by the OITS and associated BM-GSE during system or
ISS testing. In the event of a malfunction, table BIO-X can be used to locate test

points at which airborne and GSE signals related to the malfunction can be monitored.
If a monitored signal displays an abnormal indication, the applicable MCD for that

test point can be located by referring to the MCD index.

8-3. 2.3 Loop Diagrams. The loop diagrams listed in ND 1021040, Supplement B are
detailed schematics of the OITS and associated BM-GSE circuitry, including the related
airborne Interface circuitry. The loop diagrams illustrate how various components
of the OITS and BM-GSE operate together to control or test the airborne system or
ISS test configurations; these diagrams also show the power and loading circuitry
used to simulate normal airborne operational environment. Associated loops and MCD's
are referenced on the loop diagrams as further aids for trouble analysis. The loop
diagrams depict the jack and pin numbers of the airborne interface and additional air-
borne circuitry to aid in understanding loop operation. A malfunction can be Isolated to
either an airborne component or GSE equipment by monitoring loop signals at the air-
borne interface, using the electrical adapter cable assembly set as specified in JDC
18053.
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Refer to chapter B9 in ND 1021040 for detailed information on loop diagram

usage, and table B9-III for a listing of loop diagrams associated with LEM testing.

Also, chapter B6 contains a functional description of each LEM loop diagram as a

further aid to understanding loop operation.

8-3. 2.4 MCD and Loop Diagram Selection. Refer to table 8-IA for a general guide to

the selection of MCU’s and loop diagrams in the event of an abnormal indication. It

is assumed that the abnormal indication has occurred during the performance of a

JDC for system or ISS testing.

8-3.2. 5 Blade Blocks. Blade blocks and mating connectors are used as tie points in

the OLA and GDB wire harnesses. Eachblade block section mates with a correspondingly

numbered and lettered connector (i.e. J109A mates with P109A). In the MCD's, the

complete unit, including blade block and mating connector, is identified only by the

mating connector P number. The blade blocks provide a convenient location to verify

the presence of a signal. Refer to paragraph BlO-14 in ND 1021040, Supplement B
for detailed information on the usage of blade blocks.

8-3.2. 6 Network Lists. The network lists are a special version of the OIA backwall

running list. Each network consists of a grouping of points (connector pins, terminal

board terminals, etc.) which are electrically tied together within the OIA backwall

wire harness. The networks are convenient for tracing a circuit through the backwall

harness and for isolating malfunctions since they show all points at which signals can

be monitored. Refer to chapter B12 in ND 1021040, Supplement B for detailed infor-

mation on network usage.

8-3.3 TEST POINT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS. Chapter 3 in ND 1021042 will be

expanded to provide a tabular listing of test point signal characteristics. The test point

signal characteristics will aid In Identifying and Isolating malfunctions during signal

monitoring with the electrical adapter cable assembly set or using the OITS and as-

sociated BM-GSE signal monitoring capability.

8-3.4 CSS MALFUNCTION ISOLATION. Program listings of CSS test tapes have been

provided as a supplement to ND 1021042 for use during testing and during malfunction

isolation of CSS problems. If a malfunction occurs, analysis can proceed with the use

of the program listings; loop, schematic, and logic diagrams listed in table 8-II; and

computer theory of operation in chapter 4.

8-4 REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

Removal and replacement procedures for use in the G and N laboratory test con-

figurations are given in JDC’ s listed in table 8-III.

8-5 REPAIR VERIFICATION

After installation of a spare component in the PGNCS at the G & N laboratory,

a partial system checkout is performed to verify that the system is repaired. Refer to
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table 8-IV for retest requirements to insure that satisfactory system performance may

be attained and to verify that the previously observed malfunction has been corrected.

Refer to table 8-IVA for SCA retest requirements after module replacement.

If no malfunction occurs during repair verification, the system is considered to

be repaired and system checkout may be resumed at the JDC at which the malfunction

originally occurred.

Rev. AB 8-2C/8-2D
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Figure 8-1. Master Maintenance Flowgram
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Table 8-1. PGNCS and ISS Loop Diagrams and Schematics

Title NASA Drawing

LEM +28 VDC Power Distribution 6015570

LEM 0 VDC Power Distribution 6015571
LEM +28 VDC 800 ~ Power Distribution 6015572

PTPS Output 6015573

Apollo Stab Loop - LEM 6015564

Apollo PI PA Loop - LEM 6015563

IMU-R/R CDU Block Diagram-Block II 2015566
LEM 5-Axis Moding Diagram 6015562

IMU Temperature Control System-Block 11

Two Wire Mechanization Diagram 2001452
Schematic Diagram 2001463
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Table 8-n. CSS Logic Diagrams and Schematics

Title Drawing Number

Tray A Subassembly

LGC 2003100 LGC 2003200 LGC 2003993

Module A1 2005059 2005259 2005259
Module A2 2005060 2005260

2005266 with

ECP 564*

2005260

Module A3 2005051 2005251 2005251
Module A4 2005062 2005262 2005262
Module A5 2005061 2005261 2005261
Module A6 2005063 2005263 2005263
Module A7 2005252 2005252 2005252
Module A8 2005055 2005255 2005255
Module A9 2005056 2005256 2005256
Module AlO 2005057 2005257 2005257
Module All 2005058 2005258 2005258
Module A 12 2005053 2005253 2005253
Module A13 2005069 2005269 2005269
Module A14 2005074 2005264 2005264
Module A15 2005065 2005265 2005265
Module A16 2005066 2005266 2005266
Module A 17 2005067 2005267 2005267
Module A18 2005068 2005268 2005268
Module A 19 2005070 2005270 2005270
Module A20 2005054 2005254 2005254
Module A21 2005050 2005250 2005250
Module A22 2005071 2005271 2005271
Module A23 2005072 2005272 2005272
Module A24 2005073 2005273 2005273
Interface A25, A26 2005021 2005021

2005928 with
ECP’s 501 & 505*

2005928

Interface A27 to A29 2005020 2005912
2005933 with

ECP's 501 & 505*

2005933

Power supply module 2005010 2005916 2005936
A30, A31 2005945 with

ECP 486*

2005971 with

ECP 518*

2005971 with

ECP 518*

See table 3-IE for effectivity.

8-RD
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Table 8-n. CSS Logic Diagrams and Schematics

Title Drawing Number

Tray B Subassembly

LGC 2003100 LGC 2003200 LGC 2003993

Rope memory module
B1 to B6
Oscillator module B7 2005003 2005003

2005930 with

ECP's 501 & 505*

2005930

Alarm module B8

Erasable driver module
B9, BIO

2005028

2005915

2005927
2005975 with
ECP 719*

2005104
2005934 with

ECP's 501 & 505*

2005927
2005975 with

ECP 719*

2005934

Current switch module
Bll

2005005 2005005
2005925 with

ECP's 501 Si 505*

2005925

Erasable memory module
B12

2005006 2005106
2005931 with

ECP 505*

2005931

Sense amplifier module
B13

2005914 2005920
2005932 with

ECP's 501 & 505*

2005970 with

ECP 483*

2005932
2005970 with

ECP 483*

Sense amplifier module
B14

2005914 2005919
2005929 with

ECP's 501 & 505*

2005929
2005969 with

ECP's 501 & 505*

Strand select module
B15

2005009 2005924
2005926 with

ECP's 501 & 505*

2005926

Rope driver module
B16, B17

2005913 2005100
2005942 with

ECP 440*

2005938 with

ECP's 501 & 505*

2005938

*See table 3-IE for effectivity.

Rev. AD
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Table 8-n, CSS Logic Diagrams and Schematics

Title Drawing Number

DSKY

DSKY 2003985 DSKY 2003950 DSKY 2003994

DSKY interconnection dwg 2005950 2005953 2005954
Indicator driver 2005952 2005952 2005973
module D1 to D6
Keyboard module D8 2005903 2005903 2005939
Power supply module 2005904 2005921 2005937
D7

(Sheet 3 of 3)
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Table 8-n. CSS Logic Diagrams and Schematics

Title NASA Drawing

Tray B Subassembly

LGC 2003100 LGC 2003200

Rope Memory Module B1-B6 2005012 2005012
Oscillator Module B7 2005003 2005003
Alarm Module B8 2005028 2005922
Erasable Driver Module B9, BIO 2005915 2005104
Current Switch Module Bll 2005005 2005005
Erasable Memory Module B12 200500G 2005106
Sense Amplifier Module B13, B14 2005914 2005919
Strand Select Module BIG 2005009 2005009
Rope Driver Module BIG, B17 2005913 2005100

DSia’

DSia’ 2003985 DSKY 2003950

DSIO' Assembly 2005950 2005953
Indicator Driver Module Dl-DG 2005952 2005952
Keyboard Module D8 2005903 2005903
Power Supply Module D7 2005904 2005921

(Sheet 2 of 2)
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Table 8-II1. List of Removal and Replacement JDC's

Title Number

Remove and Replace PGNCS Components (LEM) 17601

Remove and Replace Inertial Subsystem
Components (LEM)

17602

Installation Of The Alignment Optical

Telescope Tester On The Rotary Table
03624

Remove AOT From AOTT 03604

Installation Of The Alignment Optical

Telescope On The Alignment Optical

Telescope Tester

03683

Remove AOTT From ROTAB 03605

Installation And Removal Of Fixed Memory
Modules And Fixed Memory Jumper Modules-
Block 11 And LEM

05416

Computer Installation And Removal
Procedure-Block II And LEM

05417

DSKY Installation And Removal Procedure-
Block II And LEM

05418

Remove and Replace SCA Modules 17603

DSKY E/L Installation and Removal Procedure-
Block II

05798

DSKY 1/L Installation and Removal Procedure-
Block 11

05799
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Table 8-IV. Retest Requirements

Component Replaced Retest JDC Number

PGNCS interconnect 12692
harness "A"

PGNCS interconnect 12693

harness "B"

CDU 12685

IMU and PTA 12688

PSA 12691

LGC 12686

DSKY 12687

CCRD 12689

SCA* 12620

*For SCA module retest requirements, see table 8-rVA.
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Table 8-IVA. SCA Retest Requirements

8-6 DELETED.

(See paragraph 7-7.)

Pages 8-9, 8-10, and 8-11/8-12 (table 8-V and figure 8-2) deleted.
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8-6 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE

PIA tests shall be performed on all spare components prior to installation in

the spacecraft. PIA tests are not required for spare components to be installed in

a PGNCS in the laboratory. PIA test procedures are given in JDC’s listed in table 8-V.
Perform the procedures in the sequence given for the applicable component. Auxiliary

airborne equipment can be used to complete a test setup. (See paragraph 8-11).

Table 8-V. Procedures for Components Requiring PIA Tests

Component Procedures

ACT Perform ACT checkout in accordance with figure 7-10.

CDU 1. Perform test preparation procedures in accord-
ance with figure 7-5.

2. Perform following JDC's in sequence listed:

16097
16080
16098
16108
16110
16082
16083
16084

3. Disassemble test setup per JDC 17602.

Computer control and
reticle dimmer assembly

Perform JDC 18830.

DSKY Perform following JDC's in sequence listed:

05415
05417
05418
05419
05420
05771
05783

IMU and PTA 1. Perform complete test preparation procedures
in accordance with figure 7-5.

2. Perform checkout in accordance with figure 8-2.

LGC and DSKY Perform CSS checkout in accordance with figure 7-8.

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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Table 8-V. Proceciures for Components Requiring PIA Tests

Component Procedures

PGNCS interconnect

harness

Perform PGNCS checkout in accordance with figure

7-2.

PSA 1. Perform complete test preparation in accordance
with figure 7-5.

2. Perform following JDC s in sequence listed:

18831
16039
16079
16108
16110
16075

3. Disassemble test setup per JDC 17602.

SCA Perform SCA checkout in accordance with
figure 7-13.

(Sheet 2 of 2)
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8-6 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE

PIA tests shall be performed on all spare components prior to installation in

the spacecraft. PIA tests are not required for spare components to be installed in

a PGNCS in the laboratory. PIA test procedures are given in JDC's listed in table 8~V.

Perform the procedures in the sequence given for the applicable component. Auxiliary

airborne equipment can be used to complete a test setup. (See paragraph 8-11).

Table 8-V. Procedures for Components Requiring PIA Tests

Component Procedures

ACT Perform ACT checkout in accordance with figure 7-10.

CDU 1. Perform test preparation procedures in accordance
with figure 7-5.

2. Perform following JDC’s in sequence listed:

16097
16080

16098

16108
16110

16082
16083

16084

3. Disassemble test setup per JDC 17602.

Computer control

and reticle

dimmer assembly

Perform JDC 18830.

IMU and PTA 1. Perform complete test preparation procedures in

accordance wath figure 7-5.

2. Perform checkout in accordance wath figure 8-2.

LGC and DSKY Perform CSS checkout in accordance with figure 7-8.
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Table 8-V. Procedures for Components Requiring PIA Tests

Component Procedures

PGNCS interconnect

harness

Perform PGNCS checkout in accordance with figure

7-2.

PSA 1. Perform complete test preparation in accordance

with figure 7-5.

2. Perform following JDC s in sequence listed:

18831
16039
16079

16108
16110

16075

3. Disassemble test setup per JDC 17602.

SCA Perform SCA checkout in accordance with

figure 7-13.
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8-7. PRE-POWER ASSURANCE

PPA tests shall be performed on all suspected malfunctioned components removed
from a spacecraft installation to assure that the PGNCS or subsystem used for mal-
function verification will incur no damage. PPA test procedures are given in table
8-VI. Components not successfully passing PPA testing will be evaluated for final

verification and/or disposition.

Table 8-VI. PPA JDC's

Component JDC Number

ACT N/

A

CDU 18874

CCRD N/

A

IMU and PTA 18872

LGC and DSKY N/

A

PGNCS interconnect
harness

N/A

PSA 18873

Signal conditioner N/A

8-8 MALFUNCTION VERIFICATION

Prior to operation of a spare component in the spacecraft, the malfunction must
be verified in the removed component. Malfunction verification for all components
other than the PGNCS interconnect harness consists of performance of the PIA tests
listed in table 8-V. The PIA tests are to be completed only to the point where the mal-
function is verified. Auxiliary airborne equipment can be used to complete a test

setup. (See paragraph 8-11.) Malfunction verification for the PGNCS interconnect
harness consists of performing continuity checks on those parts of the harness which
are related to the malfunction. PPA tests are required as a prerequisite to malfunction
verification for those components listed in table 8-VI when those components are re-
moved from the spacecraft.
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8-9 MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS

After a malfunction has been verified, an analysis is performed to determine if

the malfunction was caused by another PGNCS failure, or if the malfunction could have

caused other damage in the PGNCS. If the analysis indicates other malfunctions may
exist, further malfunction isolation and malfunction verification testing are required.

The results of the malfunction analysis are returned to the factory, along with the

failed component, to aid in factory analysis of the malfunction. A malfunction analysis

is also required for non-recurring malfunctions and non-verified malfunctions.

8-10 MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

Maintenance ofelectrical connectors involves special applications of anti-corrosion

lubricants. Maintenance of the AOT requires special procedures, techniques, and

equipment. Refer to table 8-VII for JDC's to be performed as specified.

Table 8-VII. Maintenance Schedule

Maintenance Operation JDC No. Schedule

Clean AOT 02820 As required with approval of

responsible engineer

Purge AOT angle counter 03256 Every 6 months

Maintenance and inspection of AOT 03650 Every 6 months as specified

in JDC 03650

Lubricate connectors 18079 As required

Lubricate connectors, pins, and
contacts

18078 Prior to spacecraft installa-

tion

Straightening of pin contacts 18080 As required

Remove DC-4 silicone grease from
airborne component connector contacts

18081 After removal of component
from spacecraft

Moisture proof assembly screwheads 18082 As required

Clean connectors and components 18083 As required

Repair painted surfaces 18084 As required

Remove corrosion from magnesium
surfaces

18085 As required

Perform mercury decontamination and
handling safety procedure

18086 As required

Inspect microdot connector 18099 As required

Lubricate and clean component header
helicoil inserts and engaging hardware

18100 Prior to each laboratory test

setup and at the completion
of all testing

8-14 Rev. AD
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8-lOA REMOVAL OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL SOLUTION LEAKS AND SPILLS. Per-
form the appropriate JDC's as necessary in the event of ethylene glycol solution leaks
or spills.

JDC 18087

JDC 18088

JDC 18089

JDC 18090

JDC 18091

JDC 18092

JDC 18093

JDC 18095

JDC 18096

JDC 18097

Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills —
General Instructions

Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills —
Airborne Harnesses

Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills — AOT
Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills —
CDU, CMG, LGC, PSA, PTA, and PEA

Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills —
DSKY

Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills — IMU

Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills —
CCRD and Indicator Control Panel

Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills — SCA

Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills — Nav
Base, and Eyepiece Storage Unit

Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Leaks and Spills — GSE
Components, and GSE Interconnect Harnesses

8-11 AUXILURY AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT

Auxiliary airborne equipment (AAE) is defined as that equipment required to
complete a system or subsystem test setup when the assigned components of the
system or subsystem are not available. AAE can be composed of the following:

(1) Qualification test equipment (QUAL TEST)

(2) Evaluation test equipment (EVAL TEST)

(3) Flight equipment (equipment previous flown) (FLIGHT)

(4) Test articles (equipment specifically purchased for use as AAE).

The following conditions must be fulfilled to use AAE in a test setup.

(1) Qualification test equipment, evaluation test equipment, and equipment pre-
viously flown must be recycled through the factory manufacturing area and
meet the functional requirements of the applicable procurement specification

before it is designated AAE.

(2) Configuration of AAE must fulfill requirements of compatibility tables (chapter
3).

(3) AAE must be continually maintained in accordance with the functional require-
ments for operational airborne equipment.

Rev. AD 8-15/8-16
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Appendix A

LIST OF TECHNICAL TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Term Definition

a Accelerometer

AAC Automatic amplitude control

AAE Auxiliary airborne equipment

ACA Attitude controller assembly

ACCEL Accelerometer

ACE Automatic checkout equipment

ACTREQ Action request

ACTY Activity

A/D Analog to digital

AD Add

ADIA Gyro drift due to accclerutiou along the input axis caused by an unbalance
on the spin reference axis

ADSRA Gyro drift due to acceleration along tiie spin reference axis caused by an
unbalance on the input axis

AGC Apollo guidance computer

AGC/OC AGC CTS operation console

AGS Abort guidance section

AnCR Apollo integrated inventory and consumption report

Aig Inner gimbal angle

aB Hypothetical rotation of the PIP case about its output axis equivalent to

bias. Subscripts (X, Y, or Z) may be added to denote a specific PIP case
rotation

Rev. R A-1Rev. R
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Term

Appendix A (cont)

Definition

aX, aY,
or o Z

Misalignment of PIP case about stable member axis. Subscripts (X, Y,

or Z) maybe added to denote a specific PIP case misalignment

'^MG

^OG
AOT

Middle gimbal angle

Outer gimbal angle

Alignment optical telescope

ATCA Attitude and translation control assembly

ATP Assembly test procedure

Att Attitude

BAL Bank Alarm

BD Bias drift of ERIG. Subscripts (X, Y, or Z) may be added to denote a

specific IRIG bias drift

BKTF Block transfer

CA Coarse align

CAGEN Counter address generate

CCB Configuration control board

CCRD Computer control and reticle dimmer assembly

CCS Count, compare and skip

CDU Coupling data unit

CDU 2 CDU zero

CES Control electronics section

CIS Communications and Instrumentation System

CLR Clear

CM Command module

CMC Command module computer

cs Clear and subtract

CSM Command and service module

css Computer subsystem

CTRAL Counter fail alarm

CTRDR Request to increment counter

CTS Computer test set

A-

2
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CYL

CYR

D/A

DAC

DECA

DKEND

DLKHN

DLNK

DRB

DSKY

DV

ECS

EDS

EEC

ENC

ENOFF

ENON

ENRST

EPS

ERR

E(Xg)

E(Yg)

E(Zg)

€IGA

€IGR

CMGA

CMGR

€0GR

FDAl
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Appendix A (cont)

Definition

Cycle left

Cycle right

Digital to analog

Digital to analog converter

Descent engine control assembly

Downlink end

Downlink inhibit

Downlink

Design review board

Display and keyboard

Divide

Environmental control system

Explosive devices subsystem

Enable error counter

Encoder

Engine off

Engine on

Engine reset

Electrical power system

Error

X gyro error signal

Y gyro error signal

Z gyro error signal

Inner gimbal axis error

Inner gimbal resolver error

Middle gimbal axis error

Middle gimbal resolver error

Outer gimbal resolver error

Flight director attitude indicator

Rev. L A-3
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Term

FINDVAC

FVP

g

GAEC

vX, -yY,

or yZ

G and N

GSE

GYRST

lA

lAW

ICTC

IG

IIP

ILP

IMU

INC

INHINT

INKL

IP

IRIG

IS

ISS

JDC

K

KEY RLSE

KRST

KSC

Appendix A (cont)

Definition

Find vector accumulated data

Field verification procedure

Local gravity

Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation

Misalignment of IRIG case about stable member corresponding axis.

(First subscript denotes a specific gyro, second subscript is added to

denote a specific stable member axis about which the gyro mput axis is

misaligned.)

Guidance and navigation

Ground support equipment

Gyro reset

Input axis

In accordance with

Inertial components temperature controller

Inner gimbal

Interrupt in process

Parity inhibit

Inertial measuring unit

Increase

Inhibit interrupt

Counter increment request

Interrogate pulse

Inertial reference integrating gyro

Instrumentation subsystem

Inertial subsystem

Job description card

Address or location

Key release

Key reset

Kennedy Space Center

A-4 Rev. L
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Term

Appendix A (cont)

Definition

LBP Lifting battery pack

LEM Lunar excursion module

LER Long eye relief

LGC LEM guidance computer

LINK Load location

LR Landing radar

LSD Least significant digit

LTC
MCT

Lifting temperature controller

Memory cycle time

MG Middle gimbal

MING

MIT/IL

Minus increment

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Instrumentation Laboratory

MKTRP Mark trap

MNHRPT Monitor inhibit interrupt

MP Multiply

MSA & QR

MSG

Main summing amplifier and quadrature rejection module

Manned Spacecraft Genter

MSD Most significant digit

MSK Mask

MSK K Mask with data from K

MSTRT Monitor start

N Negative velocity pulse

NAA North American Aviation

Nav Navigation

nav base Navigation base assembly

NBD Normal bias drift

NDX Index

NISQ

NLT

Next instruction sequence

Not less than

Rev. L A-5
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Term

NMT
NOVAC

OA

OG

OIA

OINC

OITS

OPR

OUTCR

OVCTR

OVF

P

Pi

PA

PA

PAC

PAL

PCM
PEA

PGNCS

®hmga

P&M

PIA

PINC

PIP

PIPA

PLSS

Appendix A (cont)

Definition

Not more than

No vector accumulated data

Output axis

Outer gimbal

Optics-inertial analyzer

Display location

Optics-inertial test set

Operator

Out counter

Overflow counter

Overflow

Positive velocity pulse

Incrementing pulse

Pre-amplifier

Pendulum axis

Program analyzer console

Parity fail alarm

Pulse code modulated

PIPA electronics assembly

Primary guidance, navigation, and control system

Corrected readingtaken from the tilt axis optigon screen with rotary axis

at eHoGA outer gimbal at precision zero, and middle gimbal axis in

horizontal plane

Corrected readingtakenfrom the tilt axis optigon screen with rotary axis

in horizontal plane

Programmer and monitor

Pre-installation acceptance

Plus increment

Pulsed integrating pendulum

Pulsed integrating pendulum accelerometer

Portable life support system
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Term

Appendix A (cont)

Definition

PPA

PRA
Prepower assurance

Pendulum reference axis

PROG

PROG ALM
PSA

Program

Program alarm

Power and servo assembly

PSAAM Power and servo assembly adapter module

PTA Pulse torque assembly

PTC Portable temperature controller

FTPS Pulse torque power supply

PVR Precision voltage reference

RAGEL Recommended Apollo Guidance Equipment List

RCS Reaction control system

RDRST Radar reset

REJ Rejected

REL Release

RF Radio frequency

RGA Rate gyro assembly

REB Retrofit instruction bulletin

RL Read line

RLC Resistance inductance capacitance

RLSE Release

RLYBIT Relay bit

RLYWD Relay word

RPTAL Interrupt lock alarm

RR Rendezvous radar

RSET Reset

S Total gain from rotation about an IRIG input axis to voltage output of the
preamplifier, (millivolts per milliradians). Subscripts (X, Y, or Z) may
be added to denote a specific IRIG total gain voltage

SA Servo amplifier
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Term

Appendix A (cont)

Definition

S/C or SC

SCA

Spacecraft

Signal conditioner assembly

SCAFAL Scalar fail alarm

SCS Stabilization and control system

SF(A) Scale factor of PIP. Subscripts (X, Y, or Z) maybe added to denote a
specific PIP scale factor

SFTG Scale factor of torque generator, (milliradians per pulse). Subscripts (X,

Y, or Z) may be added to denote a specific IRIG torque generator scale

factor

SG Signal generator

SHANC Shift and add increment

SHINC Shift increment

SIDL System identification data list

SL

SM

Shift left

Stable member

SP Switch pulse

SQG

STBY

Sequence generator

Standby

STD2 Standard subinstruction two

SU Subtract

TC Transfer control

TCA Translation controller assembly

TCAL Transfer control trap alarm

TDCR Technical data change request

TDCR-RB Technical data change request review board

TDRR Technical data release or revision

TG Torque generator

TM Torque motor

TPA Test point adapter

TS Transfer to storage
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T/W

ULNK

UNF

UPTLM

^^IGA

®Hoga

9+ Ig

9- Ig

V

WA

WL

XCH

XFMR

ZID
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Appendix A (cont)

Definition

Thrust-to-weight

Uplink

Underflow

Up telemetry

Corrected reading taken from the rotary axis optigon screen with outer
and middle gimbals at precision zero, and inner gimbal axis at local
vertical

Corrected reading taken from the rotary axis optigon screen with rotary
axis horizontal and outer gimbal axis horizontal and east

True table rotary axis angle which places PIP input axis opposite local
vertical vector. Subscripts (X, Y, or Z) may be added to denote a
specific PIP input axis

True table rotary axis angle which places PIP input axis along local
vertical vector. Subscripts (X, Y, or Z) may be added to denote a
specific PIP input axis

Velocity or verb

Write amplifier

Write line

Exchange

Transformer

Inhibit strobe

Rev. L A-9/A-10
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Appendix B

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

This appendix explains the function and relationship of the System Identification Data
List (SIDL), the Apollo Integrated Inventory and Consumption Report (AIICR), the
Aperture Card System, and the Technical Data Change Request Review Board (TDCR-RB)
to the manual.

SIDL is an official release record for documents issued to implement NASA con-
tracts. SIDL identifies drawings, specifications, manuals and job description cards
(JDC's), and other documents released to support the LEM Primary Guidance, Naviga-
tion, and Control System (PGNCS).

Manuals and JDC's are based upon the latest information available as of the publi-
cation freeze date. Manuals and JDC's are distributed after formal CCB approval. SIDL
shall be consulted to determine which is the currently effective information. AC Elec-
tronics, Field Service Publications Department, will periodically revise the manuals
and JDC's to the latest technical information releases.

The AIICR is a listing of all approved spare parts for the PGNCS and Its associated
ground support equipment (GSE).

The aperture card system is a compilation of documents in the Apollo program.
Each aperture card consists of a mounted 35 MM microfilm copy of a complete document,
with the exception that for manuals, only the title page, signature page, record of revi-
sions page, and listof effective pages are included to identifythe revision letter, change
pages, and TDRR number.

Aperture card sets are maintained at all field sites and are used with the PGNCS
manual to refer to schematics, wiring diagrams, and other drawings which are not
Included in the manual.

The TDCR-RB is a group composed of AC Electronics Publications, Engineering,
Field Operations, MIT/IL, and NASA personnel. Theboardmeets as required to process
and disposition Technicai Data Change Requests (TDCR’s).

B-l/B-2
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Appendix C

LOGIC SYMBOLS

The computer contains NOR gates, extended NOR gates, and NOR gate flip-flops

which are packaged in flat packs each containing two NOR gates. For a better under-

standing of the logic used in the computer, the logic symbols, terminology, and conven-

tions used in logic descriptions in this chapter are discussed in detail in the following

paragraphs.

The NOR gate (figure C-1) is a 3-input OR element with internal negation or in-

version. This gate performs the logic function of F = A + B -TC, which is expressed

as "neither A nor B nor C". From this the term NOR gate is derived.

The two more commonly used configurations of the NOR gate in the computer are

the AND and OR functions, also illustrated on figure C-1. The AND function (A • B • C)

as expressed as "not A and not B and not C". Another way of expressing this function

is to state than an output is present when not A and B and C are coincident. An actual

application of the AND function will demonstrate still another way of describing this

configuration. The gate shown has as inputs the negations T09 and XCHO. The output

function is described as: signal RP2 is generated at time 9 during an Exchange in-

struction. This means of describing the AND function will appear more frequently in

text than the others. An OR function is simply the inverted result of a NOR function.

The output function F is present if either A or B is present. If neither A nor B is

present, the function F is not present.

The extended NOR gate assumes the configuration shown on figure C-1. This is

simply a method of increasing the number of inputs (fan-in) to produce a given function.

On figure C-1 both gates are shown tangent to one another. They are drawn in this

manner on many of the detailed logic drawings of this section since both gates follow

in numerical sequence. However, both gates need not be, and on many drawings are

not shown tangent to each other to produce the given function. The shaded portion of

the lower gate indicates that it is an extension of the NOR gates shown above it through

a common connection, which will be described in detail.

The dual NOR gate flat pack contains two NOR gates, each consisting of three NPN
transistors with resistive inputs, as shown in figure C-2. The collector of each tran-

sistor is connected to a common load resistor, the other end of which is connected to

Rev. F C-1
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Figure C-1. NOR Gate Symbols #
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Figure C-2. Dual NOR Gate

i

the +4 vdc supply. All six emitters are common and are connected to ground. As a
result of these connections, the logic levels for the computer can be defined (+4 vdc
represents a logic ONE; approximately ground level represents a logic ZERO). Since
an NPN transistor requires a positive transition for tum-on, a logic ONE at any one
input or at all three inputs results in a logic ZERO at the output. To correlate this to
the NOR gate s>Tnbol of figure C-1, consider that inputs A, B, and C are each a logic
ONE. The output is logic ZERO or the inverted form of the input.

When all three inputs to the NOR gate are each logic ZERO, the transistors are
cutoff. The output assumes the collector supply voltage (+4 vdc) or logic ONE. This
latter condition can be correlated to the AND function of the NOR gate in figure C-1.
When the two inputs (TS5 • XCHO) are each logic ZERO, the output (RP2) is a logic
ONE. In the detailed discussions which follow, a logic ZERO level is often referred
to as enabling an associated input gate leg. For example, the negation input T09 en-
ables the gate coincident with XCHO (both inputs logic ZERO). An input gate leg is
considered to be a logic ZERO if there is no connection to that particular leg. Each
NOR gate has a capacity of three inputs. If connections are made to only two inputs,
the third is considered to be logic ZERO, or the leg is enabled.
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The fan-in capacity is increased to produce a given function using NOR gate ex-
panders as shown in figure C-3. The extended gate has no connection through the
common collector resistor to +4 vdc. Instead, the output from the extended gate is
connected to the output line from the other gate (figure C-4). The coUector resistor
of this gate is now common to the transistors in both gates. This configuration does
not change the lo^c abiHty of the gates. A logic ONE at any one or ail of the six inputs
results in a logic ZERO out. A logic ZERO at all six inputs results in a logic ONE
out.

A NOR gate flip-flop consists of two NOR gates interconnected, as shown on figure
C-5. The flip-flop is set by a logic ONE applied to the set input and is reset by a logic
ONE applied to the reset input. The set pulse actually is applied to the reset side of
the flip-flop; likewise the reset pulse is applied to the set side. This condition exists
because of the characteristics of the NOR gate (a logic ONE at any input results in a
logic ZERO out). The logic ZERO is applied to the input of the opposite side and holds
that side off, which results in a logic ONE out. Thus, a set pulse applied to gate A of
figure C-5 turns the gate on. The output of gate A (or the reset side) is a logic ZERO,
which is applied to gate B and holds this gate off. The output of gate B (the set side)
is a logic ONE.

The format used for each of the logic diagrams contained in the discussions in this
manual is illustrated and explained on figure C-6.

Figure C-3. Dual NOR Gate Expander

C-4
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EXTENDED NOR GATE SYMBOL

Figure C-4. Extendeci NOR Gate
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FLIP-FLOP WAVEFORMS

Figure C-5. NOR Gate Flip-Flop
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Figure C-6. Logic Diagram Symbols
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